AGENDA
Williamsburg Area Transit Authority Board of Directors
June 16, 2021
10:00 A.M.
Stryker Center City Council Chambers
412 N. Boundary Street, Williamsburg, VA 23185
(Public is welcome to attend although seating may be limited due to social distancing)
Public Dial in Phone #: +1 646 558 8656
Meeting ID: 867 7783 9621

1. Call To Order
2. Roll Call
3. Public Comment
4. Board Minutes
4.I. Minutes - May 19, 2021
Documents:
20210519_WATA_MAY_MINUTES_FZT.PDF
4.I.i. Minutes - Special Meeting June 3, 2021
Documents:
20210603_WATA_SPECIALMTG_MINUTES_F.PDF
5. Reports
5.I. Transit Strategic Plan (TSP) RFP
Documents:
20210616_TSP_MEMO.PDF
5.II. Executive Director Report
Documents:
20210616_EXECDIR_REPORT_MEM.PDF
AGENDA ITEM E.2A.PDF
20160616_TRIENNIAL_REVIEW_FINAL.PDF
20210616_MONTHLY_SUMMARY_REPORT_MAY.PDF
6. Unfinished Business
6.I. FY 2022 Final Budget & Appropriation, Proposed Resolution #R21-37
Documents:
20210616_FY22_BUDGET_APPROPRIATION_MEM.PDF
20210616_FY22_BUDGET_APPROPRIATION_RES.PDF
20210616_FY22_BUDGET_WATA.PDF
7. New Business
7.I. Public Transportation Agency Safety Plan (PTASP), Proposed Resolution #R21-38

20210616_FY22_BUDGET_WATA.PDF
7. New Business
7.I. Public Transportation Agency Safety Plan (PTASP), Proposed Resolution #R21-38
Documents:
20210616_PTASP_UPDATE_MEM.PDF
20210616_PTASP_UPDATE_RES.PDF
DRPT STATEWIDE PTASP N WATA MAY 2021.PDF
7.I.i. Amendment #3 To CWF Bus Service Agreement, Proposed Resolution #R21-39
Documents:
20210616_THIRD_AMENT_CWF_BUS_SERVICE_AGREEMENMT_MEM.PDF
20210616_THIRD_AMEND_CWF_BUSSERVICE_AGREEMENT_RESZT.PDF
20210616_THIRD_AMEND_CWF_BUS SERVICE AGREEMENT.PDF
7.I.ii. Northern Transfer Purchase Agreement, Proposed Resolution #R21-40
Documents:
20210616_NORTHERN_HUB_PROPERTY_PURCHASE_AGREEMENT_MEM.PDF
8. Closed Session
For consideration of a personnel matter involving the performance review of the Executive
Director Agreement pursuant to Section 2.2-3711 (A) (1) of the Code of Virginia, Proposed
Resolution #R21-41
Documents:
20210616_CLOSED_SESSION_CERTIFICATION_RES.PDF
9. Board Requests
10. Adjourn

AGENDA ITEM NO. D.1
AT THE MEETING OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF THE WILLIAMSBURG AREA TRANSIT AUTHORITY
(WATA), HELD ON THE 19th DAY OF MAY 2021 AT 10:00 A.M. IN THE STRYKER CENTER CITY COUNCIL
CHAMBERS, 412 BOUNDARY STREET, WILLIAMSBURG, VIRGINIA 23185.
A.

CALL TO ORDER
Chair Mark Bellamy called the May meeting of the WATA Board to order and requested Mr. Zach
Trogdon, Executive Director, to call the roll.

B.

ROLL CALL
Members of the Board Present:
Mr. Mark Bellamy, York County
Ms. Carolyn Murphy, City of Williamsburg
Mr. Paul Holt, James City County
Mr. Kurt Reisweber, CWF
Others Present:
Mr. Steven Hennessee, DRPT
Mr. Bill Horacio, William & Mary (via Zoom)
Mr. Brent Haden, Pender & Coward
Mr. Ken Prol, Mosely Architects (via Zoom)
Mr. Chris Roman, Mosely Architects (via
Zoom)
Mr. Ted Miller, Kimley-Horn (via Zoom)

C.

Staff Present:
Mr. Zach Trogdon, Executive Director
Mr. Josh Moore, Deputy Executive Director
Ms. Karen Davis, Operations Director
Ms. Barbara Creel, Budget & Grants Administrator
Mr. Ben Goodill, Transit Planner
Ms. Eva Hanna, Secretary
Absent:
Ms. Denise Kirschbaum, James City County
Ms. Michele Canty, Communications Specialist
Ms. Maria Boone-Swann, Safety, Security
& Training Coordinator

PUBLIC COMMENT
Chris Roman of Mosely Architects thanked everyone for the opportunity to work with WATA. As
no one else from the public was present, or joining remotely wished to speak, Mr. Bellamy closed
this section of the meeting.

D.

BOARD MINUTES
1. Minutes – April 21, 2021
Mr. Bellamy requested a motion for approval of the minutes from the April 21, 2021 Board
meeting. Ms. Murphy made the motion. The minutes were approved by a vote of 4 – 0. Ms.
Kirschbaum was absent.

E.

REPORTS
1. Executive Director Report
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a) Monthly Summary Report
Mr. Trogdon said there was not a lot of activity to report. The mask mandate is ending
but they are still required for public transit until September. He concluded by stating
there was no service suspension for lack of fuel during the recent pipeline shutdown.
F.

UNFINISHED BUSINESS
1. FY 2022 Budget Discussion
Mr. Trogdon stated he sent the Board a copy of the draft budget under separate cover. The
highlights are outlined in the cover page. He added WATA is working with James City County,
as WATA’s fiscal agent, on a separate Capital Fund. Mr. Holt said he appreciated the staff’s
presentation of the budget and that he just wanted to reiterate that WATA will continue to
feel the impact of COVID moving forward. There is also the need to continue to focus on
planning services, information technology , and other functions to be prepared for the future.
Mr. Trogdon concluded by saying that the budget appropriation would be brought to the
Board to be voted on next month.

G.

NEW BUSINESS
1. Contract Award – Administration & Maintenance Facility Design Firm, Proposed Resolution
#R21-33
Mr. Trogdon said this is a huge milestone for WATA, one that the agency has been working
on for a number of years. Upon a thorough review of the proposals submitted, the evaluation
committee selected Moseley Architects. The pricing proposal is determined to be fair and
reasonable and WATA staff is comfortable with a proposed timeline. Mr. Moore stated work
should get started with the stakeholders soon. Staff and the architect will provide information
to the Board at certain intervals. Construction is expected to begin early next year with the
somewhat aggressive timeline. Discussion took place on the quality assurance of the
drawings, working with DRPT to provide required value engineering, and if there are funds
for a construction manager. Mr. Holt stated for the record that Moseley Architects has
worked or is working on several projects with James City County, but he is not directly affected
by any of them.
There being no further discussion, Mr. Bellamy asked for a motion to approve the resolution.
Ms. Murphy made the motion. The resolution was adopted by a roll call vote of 4-0.
Ms. Murphy – Aye
Mr. Bellamy – Aye
Mr. Holt – Aye
Mr. Reisweber - Aye
R E S O L U T I O N #R21-33
CONTRACT AWARD - ADMINISTRATION & MAINTENANCE FACILITY DESIGN FIRM
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WHEREAS, Federal guidelines require that qualification-based competitive negotiation procedures
be used for procurement of architectural and engineering services; and
WHEREAS,

the Williamsburg Area Transit Authority (WATA) issued a Request For Proposals in
January 2021 for Architectural Design Services for its facility at 7239 Pocahontas
Trail, Williamsburg, Virginia; and

WHEREAS,

WATA determined that Moseley Architects was the most qualified offeror; and

WHEREAS,

WATA and Moseley Architects have negotiated a Best and Final Offer that is fair and
reasonable and acceptable to both parties.

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Board of Directors of the Williamsburg Area Transit
Authority hereby approves the award of the contract for Architectural Design Services
to Moseley Architects according to the terms of the Best and Final Offer.
2. FY21 Budget Amendment – CWF Vehicle Maintenance, Proposed Resolution #R21-34
Mr. Trogdon stated the budget amendment is needed to work with The Colonial Williamsburg
Foundation (CWF) to provide more funding for their bus maintenance and added that federal
money is available. The amendment would increase the amount of the total annual budget
to $19,447,348.
There being no discussion, Mr. Bellamy asked for a motion to approve the resolution. Ms.
Murphy made the motion. The resolution was adopted by a vote of 3-0, with Mr. Reisweber
abstaining.
R E S O L U T I O N #R21-34
FY 2021 BUDGET AMENDMENT – CWF VEHICLE MAINTENANCE
WHEREAS,

the Williamsburg Area Transit Authority (WATA) and The Colonial Williamsburg
Foundation (CWF) work together to operate public transportation services in the
Williamsburg area; and

WHEREAS,

CWF is eligible for reimbursement of a portion of vehicle maintenance expenses on the
fleet of buses leased from WATA; and

WHEREAS,

the Board of Directors of WATA approved the FY 2021 Annual Budget for the fiscal year
beginning July 1, 2020, and ending June 30, 2021 that included funds to reimburse CWF
for appropriate expenses; and

WHEREAS,

the Board finds it necessary to amend the amount of those funds as detailed herein.

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Board of Directors of the Williamsburg Area Transit Authority
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hereby amends the FY 2021 budget to include revenues of $150,000 to fund the balance
of necessary vehicle maintenance on vehicles and equipment owned by WATA and
leased to CWF, and hereby appropriates funds in accordance with this amendment.
Revenues:

Current
Amendment

Current Budget
900-307-3786

Section 5307 Operating (CWF)
Total Revenues FY2021

$

300,000

$

150,000

$

450,000

$

19,297,348

$

150,000

$

19,447,348

Expenses:

Current
Amendment

Current Budget
900-233-0250

Vehicle Maintenance - CWF
Total Expenses FY2021

H.

Amended Budget

Amended Budget

$

215,000

$

150,000.00

$

$

19,297,348

$

150,000

$

365,000
19,447,348

CLOSED SESSION
1. Discussion of the award of a public contract involving the expenditure of public funds,
including interviews of bidders or offerors, and discussion of the terms or scope of such
contract, where discussion in an open session would adversely affect the bargaining
position or negotiating strategy of the public body pursuant to Section 2.2-3711 (A) (29) of
the Code of Virginia, Proposed Resolution #R21-35
Ms. Murphy read the statement and made the motion to enter into Closed Session.
The motion passed by a roll call vote of 4-0.
Roll call vote:
Mr. Holt Mr. Reisweber Ms. Murphy Mr. Bellamy -

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

At 10:20 a.m., Mr. Bellamy commenced the Closed Session. Mr. Trogdon, Mr. Moore, Ms.
Creel and Mr. Hayden were also in attendance.
At 11:04 a.m., Mr. Bellamy reconvened the Board in Open Session.
Ms. Murphy made a motion to adopt the Closed Session Certification.
The motion passed by Board vote of 4-0.
Roll call vote:
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Mr. Holt Mr. Reisweber Ms. Murphy Mr. Bellamy -

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
RESOLUTION #R21-35
CERTIFICATION OF CLOSED MEETING

WHEREAS,

the Williamsburg Area Transit Authority Board of Directors of the has convened in a closed
session on this date pursuant to an affirmative recorded vote and in accordance with the
provisions of the Freedom of Information Act; and

WHEREAS,

Section 2.2-3712 of the Code of Virginia requires a certification by the Board that such
closed session was conducted in conformity with Virginia law.

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Board of Directors of the Williamsburg Area Transit Authority
hereby certifies that, to the best of each member’s knowledge: i) only public business
matters lawfully exempted from open meeting requirements by Virginia law were discussed
in closed session to which this certification resolution applies; and ii) only such public
business matters as were identified in the motion(s) convening closed session were heard,
discussed, or considered by the Board.
I.

BOARD REQUESTS
There were no Board Requests

J.

ADJOURNMENT
There being no further business, Mr. Bellamy asked for a motion to adjourn the meeting. Ms.
Murphy made the motion. The motion passed by a Board vote of 4-0. The May 19, 2021 meeting
was adjourned at 11:07 a.m.

Mark Bellamy
Chair

ELH
WATA_BOD_Min_20210519
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AGENDA ITEM NO. D.2
AT A SPECIAL MEETING OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF THE WILLIAMSBURG AREA TRANSIT
AUTHORITY (WATA), VIRTUAL MEETING HELD ON THE 3RD DAY OF JUNE 2021 AT 11:00 A.M.
A.

CALL TO ORDER
Chair Mark Bellamy called the Special June meeting of the WATA Board to order and requested
Mr. Zach Trogdon, Executive Director, to call the roll.

B.

C.

ROLL CALL
Members of the Board Present Via Zoom:
Mr. Mark Bellamy, York County
Ms. Carolyn Murphy, City of Williamsburg
Ms. Denise Kirschbaum, James City County
Mr. Paul Holt, James City County
Mr. Kurt Reisweber, CWF

Staff Present via Zoom:
Mr. Zach Trogdon, Executive Director
Mr. Josh Moore, Deputy Executive Director
Ms. Karen Davis, Operations Director
Ms. Barbara Creel, Budget & Grants Administrator
Mr. Ben Goodill, Transit Planner

Others Present via Zoom:
Mr. Steven Hennessee, DRPT
Mr. Bill Horacio, William & Mary
Mr. Brent Haden, Pender & Coward

Absent:
Ms. Michele Canty, Communications Specialist
Ms. Eva Hanna, Secretary

NEW BUSINESS
1. Third Amendment – Amended and Restated Lease-Purchase Option Agreement, Proposed
Resolution #R21-35*
Mr. Trogdon said that an urgent need had arisen for The Colonial Williamsburg Foundation
(CWF) transportation operations to potentially use some WATA transit buses on a short-term
basis. The compressors that are used to fuel the compressed natural gas (CNG) buses used
by Colonial Williamsburg are experiencing problems in maintaining adequate pressure to fuel
the buses. The compressors are currently being diagnosed for repair and staff is asking for
the Amendment to this agreement only in the event a short-term repair cannot be
implemented.
Brent Haden, third-party counsel with Pender and Coward, walked through the main
provisions of the Amendment. The Amendment is written to allow for short-term, openended leasing of additional vehicles to CWF from WATA. Any additional vehicles will be
considered for leasing upon formal request from CWF. The Amendment makes clear that
WATA is under no obligation to lease additional vehicles to CWF if operational needs do not
allow. CWF also agrees to insure vehicles at the same level as vehicles under the current
agreement.

1

Mr. Horacio asked if there had been any discussion of messaging that may be needed if WATAbranded buses are seen operating where CWF buses are normally used. Mr. Trogdon said
that staff had not yet discussed this issue and it would need to prepare for such questions.
There being no further discussion, Mr. Bellamy asked for a motion to approve the resolution.
Ms. Murphy made the motion. The resolution was adopted by a roll call vote of 4-0.
Ms. Murphy - Aye
Mr. Bellamy – Aye
Mr. Holt – Aye
Ms. Kirschbaum - Aye
Mr. Reisweber - Abstain
R E S O L U T I O N #R21-35*
THIRD AMENDMENT – AMENDED AND RESTATED LEASE AND PURCHASE OPTION AGREEMENT
WHEREAS,

the Williamsburg Area Transit Authority (WATA) and The Colonial Williamsburg
Foundation (CWF) have each realized benefit from partnering in the provision
of transportation services in the Williamsburg area; and

WHEREAS,

in March 2018 the parties reached an Amended Lease and Purchase Option
Agreement to extend agreements that enable this partnership; and

WHEREAS,

the parties wish to amend the agreement to allow CWF to lease additional buses
from the WATA fleet as available for short-term emergency use.

NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the Board of Directors of the Williamsburg Area Transit
Authority hereby approves the Third Amendment to the Amended Lease and
Purchase Option Agreement under the terms as presented.
D.

ADJOURNMENT
There being no further business, Mr. Bellamy adjourned the meeting. The June 3, 2021, Special
Meeting was adjourned at 11:08 a.m.

Mark Bellamy
Chair
R E S O L U T I O N #R21-35* - The correct Resolution # is R21-36 and is reflected on the original
memo/resolution.
20210603_Special_Meeting
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AGENDA ITEM NO. E.2

WILLIAMSBURG AREA TRANSIT AUTHORITY

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

MEMORANDUM

TO:

The Board of Directors

DATE:

June 9, 2021

SUBJECT:

Executive Director Report

Please find below a few informational items for the Board.
−

Staff is currently engaged in addressing corrective actions that resulted from the recent Triennial
Review. The Final Report was issued on May 19, 2021, and a copy is attached. Please contact
staff if you have any questions about items in the Report.

−

Staff received notification of successful completion of the NEPA review for property located in
the Lightfoot area that WATA is considering for a transfer location. This approval allows WATA
to begin binding negotiations for the property.

−

The contract for design services at 7239 Pocahontas Trail has been executed and the
architectural firm and WATA staff are scheduling start-up meetings.

−

Staff continues to work on several key procurements including third-party vehicle maintenance
services, strategic planning consulting, IT hardware replacement, support vehicle replacement,
and an Automatic Vehicle Locator system.

−

Please find enclosed a monthly ridership report.

AGENDA ITEM E.2a
TRIENNIAL REVIEW REPORT

May 19, 2021
Mr. Mark Bellamy
Chair of the WATA Board of Directors
Williamsburg Area Transit Authority (WATA)
7239 Pocahontas Trail
Williamsburg, VA, 23185
Re: Federal Transit Administration (FTA) FY 2021 Triennial Review Final Report
Dear Mr. Bellamy:
I am pleased to provide you with a copy of this FTA report as required by 49 U.S.C. Chapter 53
and other Federal requirements. The enclosed final report documents the FTA’s Triennial
Review of WATA in Williamsburg, VA. Although not an audit, the Triennial Review is the
FTA’s assessment of WATA’s compliance with Federal requirements, determined by examining
a sample of award management and program implementation practices. As such, the Triennial
Review is not intended as, nor does it constitute, a comprehensive and final review of
compliance with award requirements.
The Triennial Review focused on WATA’s compliance in 21 areas. No deficiencies were found
with the FTA requirements in 14 areas. Deficiencies were found in five areas: Technical
Capacity Project Management, Procurement, Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) Complementary Paratransit, Equal Employment Opportunity (EEO), and Section 5307 Program
Requirements. Two areas were not applicable. WATA had one repeat deficiency from the FY
2017 Triennial Review in the areas of Technical Capacity – Project Management.
Given the delay in completing the FY 2020 reviews until FY 2021 and the significant amount of
additional Federal financial support provided through CARES Act, FTA developed a supplement
to the FY2020 Contractors’ Manual to assist in the evaluation of how recipients have used
CARES Act and Emergency Response funding. This supplement details the specific flexibilities
and administrative relief provided by FTA for the use of these funds.
FTA has implemented new procedures to close Civil Rights findings. Please see Section VII of
the report for more information. The corrective actions to your ADA – Complementary
Paratransit and EEO deficiencies must follow these procedures.

Mr. Mark Bellamy
Page 2
Thank you for your cooperation and assistance during this Triennial Review. If you need any
technical assistance or have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact Mr. Jason Yucis, at
215-656-7256 or by email at jason.yucis@dot.gov.
Sincerely,

Terry Garcia Crews
Regional Administrator
Enclosure

FINAL REPORT

FISCAL YEAR 2021
TRIENNIAL REVIEW
of

Williamsburg Area Transit Authority
[WATA]
Williamsburg, VA
ID: 5719
Performed for:
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
FEDERAL TRANSIT ADMINISTRATION
REGION III

Prepared By:
TFC Consulting, Inc.

Scoping Meeting Date: March 11-12, 2020
Virtual Site Visit Date: March 19, 2021
Final Report Date: May 19, 2021
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I.
This report documents the Federal Transit Administration’s (FTA) Triennial Review of the
Williamsburg Area Transit Authority (WATA) of Williamsburg, VA. FTA wants to ensure that
awards are administered in accordance with the requirements of Federal public transportation
law 49 U.S.C. Chapter 53. The review was performed by TFC Consulting, Inc. During the virtual
site visit, administrative and statutory requirements were discussed and documents were
reviewed.
The Triennial Review focused on WATA’s compliance in 21 areas.
Deficiencies were found in the areas listed below.
Deficiencies

Review Area
5. TC – Project
Management (TC-PjM)

Code
TC-PjM1-3*

9. Procurement (P)

P11-1

13. ADA –
Complementary
Paratransit (CPT)

ADA-CPT7-1

Description
Inadequate oversight of transit management
contractor(s)/lessee(s)
Missing FTA clauses
Insufficient oversight of contracted ADA
complementary paratransit

14. Equal Employment
Opportunity (EEO)

EEO4-2

Employment practices analyses deficiencies

19. Section 5307
Program Requirements
(5307)

5307:2-2

TIP documents missing explicit POP statement

* Repeat deficiency

2021 Triennial Review– WATA
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II.
1.

Background

The United States Code, Chapter 53 of Title 49 (49 U.S.C. 5307(f)(2)) requires that “At least
once every 3 years, the Secretary shall review and evaluate completely the performance of a
recipient in carrying out the recipient’s program, specifically referring to compliance with
statutory and administrative requirements...” This Triennial Review was performed in
accordance with FTA procedures (published in FTA Order 9010.1B, April 5, 1993).
The Triennial Review includes a review of the recipient’s compliance in 21 areas. The basic
requirements for each of these areas are summarized in Section IV.
This report presents the findings from the Triennial Review of WATA. The review concentrated
on procedures and practices employed during the past three years; however, coverage was
extended to earlier periods as needed to assess the policies in place and the management of
award funds. The specific documents reviewed and referenced in this report are available at the
FTA’s regional office or the recipient’s office.

2.

Process

The Triennial Review process includes a pre-review assessment, a desk review and scoping
meeting with the FTA regional office, and a virtual site visit (to the recipient’s location). The
desk review and review scoping meeting were conducted with the Region III Office on March
11-12, 2020. Necessary files retained by the regional office were sent to the reviewer
electronically. A recipient information request was sent to WATA on October 31, 2019
indicating a review would be conducted during Fiscal Year 2020. In March 2020, all work on
reviews was halted due to the Public Health Emergency. A subsequent recipient information
request was sent to WATA on October 31, 2020 advising it that a virtual site visit would be
taking place and indicating additional information that would be needed and issues that would be
discussed. The virtual site visit to WATA occurred on March 19, 2021.
The virtual site visit portion of the review began with a discussion of the purpose of the Triennial
Review and the review process. The remaining time was spent discussing administrative and
statutory requirements and reviewing documents. In addition, the reviewer evaluated how
WATA has used CARES Act and ER funding and the impacts of COVID-19 Public Health
Emergency on the agency by discussing a series of questions included in the supplement to the
FFY 2020 Contractors’ Manual. Additional documentation was requested for the Financial
Management and Capacity and Procurement areas only. The reviewer examined a sample of
maintenance records for FTA-funded vehicles and equipment.
Upon completion of the review, FTA and the reviewer provided a summary of preliminary
findings to WATA at an exit conference. Section VI of this report lists the individuals
participating in the review.

2021 Triennial Review– WATA
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3.

Metrics

The metrics used to evaluate whether a recipient is meeting the requirements for each of the
areas reviewed are:
Not Deficient: An area is considered not deficient if, during the review, nothing came
to light that would indicate the requirements within the area reviewed were not met.
Deficient: An area is considered deficient if any of the requirements within the area
reviewed were not met.
Not Applicable: An area can be deemed not applicable if, after an initial assessment,
the recipient does not conduct activities for which the requirements of the respective
area would be applicable.

2021 Triennial Review– WATA
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III.

Recipient Description

1.

Organization

Williamsburg Area Transit Authority is organized under Chapter 33 of Title 33.2 of the Code of
Virginia. The Authority is a political subdivision of the Commonwealth of Virginia and its main
purpose is to prepare and implement a regional transit plan for all or a portion of the areas
located within the jurisdictional boundaries of each member locality. The enabling legislation
allows the Authority to consist of up to seven Directors beginning with two Directors
representing James City County, one Director representing York County, and one Director
representing the City of Williamsburg. These members elect up to three additional Directors to
represent the interests of higher-education facilities and private, non-profit tourist-driven
agencies. The current Board includes one Director appointed to represent the Colonial
Williamsburg Foundation, one Director appointed to represent the College of William & Mary
(non-voting member) and one Director appointed to represent the Virginia Department of Rail
and Public Transportation (non-voting member).
Public transportation in the region began with the introduction of James City County Transit
(JCCT) in 1977 through the James City County Department of Community Services. In 2003, in
recognition of its more extensive role in the region, the name was changed to Williamsburg Area
Transport. In 2006, the Virginia General Assembly gave approval to form a regional transit
authority to provide service in James City County, York County, and the City of Williamsburg.
The organization and activities of the Board are guided by the Cooperative Services Agreement
reached during the Authority’s formation. As the governing body, the Board appoints an
Executive Director who manages day-to-day functions of the Authority and supervises all staff.
WATA employees directly manage and operate transit services for the Authority.
Prior to the 2010 Census, the City of Williamsburg and other portions of the Williamsburg
region were included as part of the Virginia Beach Urbanized area, with the remaining parts of
the service area considered rural. Growth in the region between 2000 and 2010 resulted in the
formation of a new urbanized area, the Williamsburg Urbanized Area (UZA), in 2014. The UZA
includes all of the City of Williamsburg, significant portions of James City County, and the
Bruton District of York County. The American Community Survey in 2019 estimated the UZA
at 55.9 square miles with a population of 83,021.
WATA is in a small UZA (50,000 to 199,999 in population) and receives Section 5307 operating
assistance. WATA operations are managed from a facility located at 7239 Pocahontas Trail,
Williamsburg, Virginia. This facility was purchased by WATA in October 2020. Vehicles are
dispatched, stored, and maintained at this location. The property includes administrative offices,
a maintenance garage, fuel islands, and a bus wash. Vehicle maintenance is performed by a thirdparty contractor. WATA directly operates a total fleet of 22 heavy-duty vehicles and seven lightduty vehicles in revenue service.
WATA has a network of 11 fixed routes that comprise the core year-round fixed-route transit
network for WATA. Fixed-route services operate seven days a week. The Williamsburg

2021 Triennial Review– WATA
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Transportation Center serves as a centrally-located, multimodal, transfer point for a majority of
routes. The Center is served by WATA, Amtrak, Greyhound, and local taxi services. WATA also
has a location in the northern part of its service area where passengers can transfer. WATA
operates on-demand, origin-to-destination Complementary Paratransit services within ¾-mile of
its fixed-route network as required by the Americans with Disabilities Act. A one-ride standard
fare is $1.50, a reduced fare is $0.75 and an ADA Complementary Paratransit fare is $3.00.
During the academic year at William and Mary, WATA contracts with the university to operate a
route around parts of the campus. In order to support area tourism, WATA purchases and leases
heavy-duty CNG buses to The Colonial Williamsburg Foundation for use on routes around the
Colonial Williamsburg historic area. WATA also owns and leases two trolleys to York County
for seasonal use transporting visitors around Historic Yorktown.
Over the last five years, WATA has averaged over two million passenger trips including its
directly-operated fixed-route and ADA paratransit services along with the trips provided by The
Colonial Williamsburg Foundation and the Yorktown Trolley.

2.

Award

Activity

Below is a list of WATA’s open awards at the time of the review.
Award Number
VA-2018-007-00

Award
Amount

Year
Executed

$1,458,220
$1,176,000

2018

FFY 17 5307, FY18 Flexible STP Projects
and CMAQ Bus Replacement

Description

VA-2020-038-00

$1,102,416

2020

Williamsburg Area Transit Authority FFY
2020 CMAQ Demonstration Route and
Replacement Buses

VA-2020-013-00

$63,008

2020

FFY 2017 Section 5307 Security Training
and Information Technology (IT) System
Design

VA-95-X157-00

$914,477

2015

FY 2016 STP Capital Assistance

VA-2020-051-00

$2,692,580

2020

Williamsburg Area Transit Authority FFY
2017 Regional Surface Transportation
Program (RSTP) Administration &
Maintenance Facility

VA-2020-029-00

$5,175,497

2020

Williamsburg Area Transit Authority
Section 5307 CARES ACT Operating Grant

2020

Williamsburg Area Transit Authority
(WATA) FFY 2016 and FFY 2020 Flexible
STP Bus shelter rehabilitation, Purchase of
CNG Fuel Tanks, Hardware, Software and
Bus stop improvements

VA-2020-027-00

$544,800
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Award Number

Award
Amount

VA-95-X085-00

$502,000

VA-2019-007-00

$360,000
$664,203

VA-2017-011-00

$1,510,383
$1,531,538

Year
Executed

Description

2011

STP Flex

2019

FFY 2018 STP - Passenger amenities,
ACM, Support Equipment, and Vehicles.
FFY 2018 Section 5307 Operating
Assistance

2017

FY2017 Flexible STP - Replacement Buses
- Leases & FY 2016 Section 5307
Allocations

Projects Completed
In the past few years, WATA completed the following noteworthy projects:
Received a total of 20 bus replacements and two expansion BOC buses.
Installed an APC system in FY 19 on 23 fixed route buses.
Completed purchase of its operations and maintenance facility in 2020.
Ongoing Projects
WATA is currently implementing the following noteworthy projects:
In the preliminary stages of site planning for a transfer facility.
Future Projects
WATA plans to pursue the following noteworthy projects in the next three to five years:
Develop transfer facility.
Undertake renovations at operations and maintenance facility.
Fixed route replacement bus purchases.

2021 Triennial Review– WATA
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IV.
1.

Legal

Basic Requirement: The recipient must promptly notify the FTA of legal matters, include clauses
in its third party and subrecipient agreements, and additionally notify the U.S. DOT Office of
Inspector General (OIG) of any instances relating to false claims under the False Claims Act or
fraud. Recipients must comply with restrictions on lobbying requirements.
Finding: During this Triennial Review of WATA, no deficiencies were found with the FTA
requirements for Legal.

2.
Basic Requirement: The recipient must have financial policies and procedures; an organizational
structure that defines, assigns and delegates authority; and financial management systems in
place to match, manage, and charge only allowable cost to the award. The recipient must conduct
required single audits and provide financial oversight of subrecipients.
Finding: During this Triennial Review of WATA, no deficiencies were found with the FTA
requirements for Financial Management and Capacity.

3.

–

Basic Requirement: The recipient must report progress of projects in awards to the FTA timely.
Finding: During this Triennial Review of WATA, no deficiencies were found with the FTA
requirements for Technical Capacity – Award Management.

4.

–

recipient Oversight

Basic Requirement: The recipient must follow the public involvement process for transportation
plans; develop and submit a State Management/Program Management Plan to the FTA for
approval; report in the Federal Funding Accountability and Transparency Act Subaward
Reporting System (FSRS) on subawards; and ensure subrecipients comply with the terms of the
award.
Finding: During this Triennial Review of WATA, no deficiencies were found with the
requirements for Technical Capacity – Program Management & Subrecipient Oversight.
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5.

–

Basic Requirement: The recipient must be able to implement FTA-funded projects in accordance
with the award application, FTA Master Agreement, and all applicable laws and regulations,
using sound management practices; and prepare force account plans.
Finding: During this Triennial Review of WATA, one deficiency was found with the FTA
requirements for Technical Capacity – Project Management.
TC-PjM1-3: Inadequate oversight of transit management contractor(s)/lessee(s)
WATA leases trolleys to York County and the Colonial Williamsburg Foundation for seasonal
fixed route services. While WATA performs oversight of its lessees across many FTA
requirements, oversight was lacking in some areas, including:
On-time preventive maintenance. WATA receives information about repairs made to the
Trolley but does not have regular reports on preventive maintenance from York County.
There were difficulties generating preventive maintenance reports requested during the
review to verify on-time preventive maintenance.
ADA service provisions. WATA does not have documentation showing oversight of
ADA provision of service requirements, including training.
Drug and alcohol service agent qualifications. WATA does not ensure that the
qualifications of its lessees’ drug and alcohol testing program service agents are up to
date. WATA provided certifications for York County medical review officer and breath
alcohol technician but did not have information regarding substance abuse professionals
and collectors.
During the review period, WATA had oversight responsibility for the Pocahontas Repower
Project undertaken by its subrecipient, the Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT).
During the Triennial Review the Pocahontas Repower Project procurement was sampled. WATA
reviewed the procurement and provided assistance to VDOT but did not ensure that a Lobbying
Certification was included in this procurement.
FTA Circular 5010.1E, Chapter II, Section 3. Roles and Responsibilities of the Management of
Awards
Recipients are responsible for the day-to-day management of their Awards that provide
assistance for eligible activities or projects.
a. Recipient Role. In addition to FTA’s responsibility to monitor FTA Awards and the federally
assisted projects thereunder, recipients must monitor federally assisted activities to ensure
compliance with applicable federal requirements. This includes the administration and
management of the Award in compliance with federal regulations, the Grant or Cooperative
Agreement, and applicable FTA circulars. A recipient is also responsible for federal assistance
that “passes through” to a subrecipient... The recipient’s responsibilities include, but are not
limited to, actions that:
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(1) Demonstrate the legal, financial, and technical capacity to carry out the program, including
safety and security aspects of the program;
(2) Provide administrative and management support of project implementation;
(3) Provide, directly or by contract, adequate technical inspection and supervision by qualified
professionals of all work in progress;
(4) Ensure conformity to Grant Agreements and Cooperative Agreements, applicable statutes,
codes, ordinances, and safety standards;
(5) Maintain project work schedules agreed to by FTA and the recipient and monitor activities
under the Award to assure schedules are met and other performance goals are achieved;
(6) Keep expenditures within the latest approved Award Budget;
(7) Ensure compliance with FTA and federal requirements by agencies, consultants, contractors,
and subcontractors working under approved third-party contracts or interagency agreements….
(8) Obtain all necessary prior approvals and/or waivers before incurring costs or taking any
requested actions….
Corrective Action and Schedule: By August 19, 2021, WATA must submit to the FTA regional
office:
Updated procedures for oversight of contractors, subrecipients, and lessees, including
oversight of lessees regarding preventive maintenance timeliness, ADA service
provisions, and ensuring current certifications/qualifications of substance abuse
professionals.
Evidence of implementation of the oversight of lessees, such as review of ADA service
provisions in training/manuals/website, ride-along observations, or review of preventive
maintenance timeliness records.
The qualifications of the substance abuse professionals and collectors that support
Yorktown trolley program.

6.

sset Management

Basic Requirement: Recipients must comply with 49 CFR Part 625 to ensure public
transportation providers develop and implement transit asset management (TAM) plans.
Finding: During this Triennial Review of WATA, no deficiencies were found with the FTA
requirements for Transit Asset Management.
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7.
Basic Requirement: The recipient must ensure that FTA-funded property will remain available to
be used for its originally authorized purpose throughout its useful life until disposition.
Finding: During this Triennial Review of WATA, no deficiencies were found with the FTA
requirements for Satisfactory and Continuing Control.

8.

Maintenance

Basic Requirement: Recipients must keep federally funded vehicles, equipment, and facilities in
good operating condition. Recipients must keep ADA accessibility features on all vehicles,
equipment, and facilities in good operating order.
Finding: During this Triennial Review of WATA, no deficiencies were found with the FTA
requirements for Maintenance.

9.

Procurement

Basic Requirement: The non-Federal entity must use its own documented procurement
procedures which reflect applicable State, local, and tribal laws and regulations, and conform to
applicable Federal law and the standards identified in 2 CFR Part 200. State recipients can use
the state’s overall policies and procedures. When applied to Federal procurements, those policies
and procedures must still be compliant with all Federal requirements as applied to non-state
recipients. The flexibility afforded by 2 CFR Part 200 should not be misconstrued as absolving a
state from Federal requirements. For example, FTA does not require each State DOT to have
policies and procedures separate from the state education department.
Finding: During this Triennial Review of WATA, one deficiency was found with the FTA
requirements for Procurement.
Deficiencies in review of procurement files
During the review of WATA, six procurement files were reviewed. The table below provides
more details about deficiencies found during the review of these procurements.
Contract/ Product

Award
Date

Method

Install CAD system
in Gillig Buses

Purchase
Order off
6/21/2017
Existing
Contract

Pocahontas Repower
Project

9/25/2017 IFB

2021 Triennial Review– WATA
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$84,945.00

$3,350,000.00

Deficiencies

None
Missing Lobbying
Certification (TCPjM1-3)
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Contract/ Product
Six Buses (4-35' and
2 -40')
Bus Cameras and
Installation

Award
Date

Method

Amount

6/28/2018

State
Contract

$2,651,350.24

5/2/2019

GSA
schedule

$38,799.32

Automatic Passenger
Counter

1/18/2019 RFP

Cleaning Items

9/17/2020

Purchase
Order

Deficiencies
None
Lacking FTA
required clauses

$151,595.00

None

$2,123.94

None

P11-1: Missing FTA clauses
Recipients must include and implement required clauses in FTA-funded procurements. For its
Cameras and Installation procurement, WATA purchased from a General Services
Administration (GSA) contract. However, WATA did not include FTA clauses in their purchase.
Appendix II to Part 200—Contract Provisions for Non-Federal Entity Contracts Under Federal
Awards
In addition to other provisions required by the Federal agency or non-Federal entity, all
contracts made by the non-Federal entity under the Federal award must contain provisions
covering the following, as applicable…[Refer to sections A – J]
FTA Master Agreement (25), Section 16.d.
Required Clauses in Third Party Contracts. In addition to other applicable provisions of federal
law, regulations, requirements, and guidance, all third party contracts made by the Recipient
under the Federal award must contain provisions covering the following, as applicable:…[Refer
to sections 1-10]
FTA Master Agreement, Section 39(b)
If a current or prospective legal matter that may affect the Federal Government emerges, the
Recipient must promptly notify the FTA Chief Counsel and FTA Regional Counsel for the Region
in which the Recipient is located. The Recipient must include a similar notification requirement
in its Third Party Agreements and must require each Third Party Participant to include an
equivalent provision in its subagreements at every tier, for any agreement that is a “covered
transaction” according to 2 C.F.R. §§180.220 and 1200.220.
Corrective Action and Schedule: By September 20, 2021, WATA must submit to the FTA
regional office:
Revised procurement procedures that address inclusion of all FTA-required third party
contract clauses through use of an updated clause checklist or other mechanism.
2021 Triennial Review– WATA
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For the next procurement, submit documentation that the required process was
implemented.

10.

Disadvantaged

Basic Requirement: Recipients must comply with 49 CFR Part 26 to ensure nondiscrimination in
the award and administration of USDOT assisted contracts. Recipients also must create a level
playing field on which DBEs can compete fairly for US DOT-assisted contracts.
Finding: During this Triennial Review of WATA, no deficiencies were found with the US DOT
requirements for DBE.

11.
Basic Requirement: The recipient must ensure that no person shall, on the grounds of race, color,
or national origin, be excluded from participating in, or be denied the benefits of, or be subject to
discrimination under any program or activity receiving Federal financial assistance without
regard to whether specific projects or services are federally funded. The recipient must ensure
that all transit services and related benefits are distributed in an equitable manner.
Finding: During this Triennial of WATA, no deficiencies were found with the FTA requirements
for Title VI.

12.

(ADA) – General

Basic Requirement: Titles II and III of the ADA of 1990 provide that no entity shall discriminate
against an individual with a disability in connection with the provision of transportation service.
The law sets forth specific requirements for vehicle and facility accessibility and the provision of
service, including complementary paratransit service.
Finding: During this Triennial Review of WATA, no deficiencies were found with the US DOT
requirements for ADA – General.

13.

ADA –

Basic Requirement: Under 49 CFR 37.121(a), each public entity operating a fixed-route system
shall provide paratransit or other special service to individuals with disabilities that is
comparable to the level of service provided to individuals without disabilities who use the fixed
route system. “Comparability” is determined by 49 CFR 37.123-37.133. Requirements for
complementary paratransit do not apply to commuter bus, commuter rail, or intercity rail
systems.
Finding: During this Triennial Review of WATA, one deficiency was found with US DOT
requirements for ADA – Complementary Paratransit.
2021 Triennial Review– WATA
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ADA-CPT7-1: Insufficient oversight of contracted ADA complementary paratransit
WATA leases trolley-replica buses to York County for seasonal fixed route service around
historic Yorktown. Under 49 CFR 37.121, public entities operating a fixed-route system shall
provide paratransit or other special services to individuals with disabilities that is comparable to
the level of service provided to individuals without disabilities who use the fixed route system.
There is no complementary paratransit service provided within a ¾ mile radius of the Yorktown
fixed route. WATA has not performed oversight of its lessee to ensure complementary
paratransit is provided.
49 CFR 37.121 Requirement for comparable complementary paratransit service
(a) Except as provided in paragraph (c) of this section, each public entity operating a fixed route
system shall provide paratransit or other special service to individuals with disabilities that is
comparable to the level of service provided to individuals without disabilities who use the fixed
route system.
(b) To be deemed comparable to fixed route service, a complementary paratransit system shall
meet the requirements of §§37.123-37.133 of this subpart. The requirement to comply with
§37.131 may be modified in accordance with the provisions of this subpart relating to undue
financial burden.
(c) Requirements for complementary paratransit do not apply to commuter bus, commuter rail,
or intercity rail systems.
Corrective Action and Schedule: By September 20, 2021, WATA must submit to the Regional
Civil Rights Officer (RCRO):
Procedures for ensuring York County Trolley service complies with the ADA service
provisions.
Evidence of implementation of the above procedures.
Revised service area maps and other public information confirming that complementary
paratransit is provided during the hours and days the trolley-replica bus route is running.
An updated agreement with York County outlining the requirement for complementary
paratransit.

14.
Basic Requirement: The recipient must ensure that no person in the United States shall on the
grounds of race, color, religion, national origin, sex, age, or disability be excluded from
participating in, or denied the benefits of, or be subject to discrimination in employment under
any project, program, or activity receiving Federal financial assistance under the Federal transit
laws. (Note: Equal Employment Opportunity Commission’s regulation only identifies/recognizes
religion and not creed as one of the protected groups.)
Finding: During this Triennial Review of WATA, one deficiency was found with the FTA
requirements for Equal Employment Opportunity.
2021 Triennial Review– WATA
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EEO4-2: Employment practices analyses deficiencies
WATA’s 2019 EEO Program describes agency employment practices regarding recruitment,
selection, promotion, training, compensation and benefits, discipline and termination, and
reasonable accommodation. WATA has not developed a detailed statistical assessment of
employment practices including the information required by FTA Circular 4704.1A Chapter
2.2.6. There is no practice of collecting or analyzing employment practices data on an annual
basis.
FTA Circular 4704.1A Ch. 2.2.6 Assessment of Employment Practices
FTA requires agencies to provide statistical data that show any potential impact of employment
practices on minorities and women since the last EEO program submission. This includes: The
number of applicants for employment in each job category and the number hired, crossreferenced by sex and race; The number of employees in each job category who applied for
promotion or transfer and the number in each job category promoted or transferred, crossreferenced by sex and race; The number and types of disciplinary actions (e.g., indefinite
suspension, loss of pay, demotion), tailored to the language used in union contracts and agency
policies and procedures; the number of voluntary/involuntary terminations, cross-referenced by
sex and race; Job category training that fosters promotion potential, cross-referenced by sex and
race. FTA requires agencies to establish privacy protocols that protect self-identifying
information, including self-identification for veterans and persons with disabilities, to keep this
information separate from application materials, and to clearly explain such protocols to
applicants and employees invited to self-identify. This includes having procedures that strictly
limit access, such as using a separate sheet for self-identifying information. For online
applications, this includes ensuring that the self-identifying section remains separate from the
application. FTA has developed a sample four-fifths rule (or 80 percent) disparate impact
analysis in a Microsoft Excel workbook available for download from FTA’s website. (See
Attachment 4 for a Sample Employment Practices Chart.) FTA requires agencies to complete the
spreadsheets (or alternate documentation containing the same information) by providing
current, accurate, and relevant data accompanied by a narrative explaining the source of the
data and the results of the analysis. Raw data is not acceptable. FTA notes that determining
disparate impact is not a pure arithmetic exercise since other factors contribute to a proper
analysis of employment practices. In addition, FTA does not require analysis for any groups
constituting less than 2 percent of the applicable workforce.
Corrective Action and Schedule: By July 20, 2021, WATA must submit to the Regional Civil
Rights Officer (RCRO):
An employment practices chart that provides all the statistical data included in FTA
Circular 4704.1A Attachment 4. The chart must be completed with at least one year of
data.
A detailed narrative assessment of present employment practices identifying those
practices that operate as employment barriers and unjustifiably contribute to
underutilization. If the statistical analysis identifies an adverse impact, provide a brief
narrative for how WATA plans to address the adverse impact.
A detailed plan or set of procedures to conduct this assessment on an annual basis.
2021 Triennial Review– WATA
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15.
Basic Requirement: Recipients are prohibited from providing school bus service in competition
with private school bus operators unless the service qualifies and is approved by the FTA
Administrator under an allowable exemption. Federally funded equipment or facilities cannot be
used to provide exclusive school bus service.
Finding: During this Triennial Review of WATA, no deficiencies were found with the FTA
requirements for School Bus.

16.
Basic Requirement: Recipients are prohibited from using FTA-funded equipment and facilities to
provide charter service if a registered private charter operator expresses interest in providing the
service. Recipients are allowed to operate community-based charter services pursuant to certain
regulatory exceptions.
Finding: During this Triennial Review of WATA, no deficiencies were found with the FTA
requirements for Charter Bus.

17.

Act

Basic Requirement: Recipients are required to maintain a drug free workplace for all awardrelated employees; report any convictions occurring in the workplace timely; and have an
ongoing drug-free awareness program.
Finding: During this Triennial Review of WATA, no deficiencies were found with the FTA
requirements for Drug-Free Workplace Act.

18.
Basic Requirement: Recipients receiving Section 5307, 5309, 5311, or 5339 funds that have
safety-sensitive employees must have a drug and alcohol testing program in place for such
employees.
Finding: During this Triennial Review of WATA, no deficiencies were found with the FTA
requirements for Drug and Alcohol Program.

19.
Basic Requirement: For fixed-route service supported with Section 5307 assistance, fares
charged seniors, persons with disabilities or an individual presenting a Medicare card during off
peak hours will not be more than one half the peak hour fares.

2021 Triennial Review– WATA
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Recipients are expected to have a written, locally developed process for soliciting and
considering public comment before raising a fare or carrying out a major transportation service
reduction.
Recipients shall develop, publish, afford an opportunity for a public hearing on, and submit for
approval, a program of projects (POP).
Finding: During this Triennial Review of WATA, one deficiency was found with the FTA
requirements for Section 5307 Program Requirements.
5307:2-2: TIP documents missing explicit POP statement
WATA relies on the Metropolitan Planning Organization’s (MPO’s) public participation
requirements for the Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) in lieu of the process required
in the development of the POP. None of the MPO’s TIP documents (public participation plan,
notice or TIP) state that the public notice and time established for public review and comment on
the TIP will satisfy the Section 5307 POP requirements. WATA did not coordinate with the
MPO to ensure that the public was aware that the TIP development process is being used to
satisfy the POP public participation requirements.
FTA Circular 9030.1E, Chapter V, Section 6 Program of Projects and Public Involvement
Requirements
d. Satisfying the Requirement for Public Participation in Development of the POP using the
transportation Improvement Program Process. Federal transit law and joint FHWA/FTA
planning regulations governing the metropolitan planning process require a locality to include
the public and solicit comment when the locality develops its metropolitan long-range (twentyyear) transportation plan and its (four-year) metropolitan TIP. Accordingly, FTA has
determined that when a recipient follows the procedures of the public involvement process
outlined in the FHWA/FTA planning regulations, the recipient satisfies the public participation
requirements associated with development of the POP that recipients of Section 5307 funds must
meet. See 23 CFR part 450 and 49 CFR part 613 (specifically Subpart B, “Statewide
Transportation Planning,” and Subpart C, “Metropolitan Transportation Planning and
Programming”). A recipient that chooses to integrate the two should coordinate with the MPO
and make sure the public knows that the recipient is using the public participation process
associated with TIP development to satisfy the public hearing requirements of Section 5307(b).
The recipient must ensure the TIP document explicitly states that public notice of public
involvement activities and time established for public review and comment on the TIP will satisfy
the POP requirements of the Section 5307 Program.
Corrective Action and Schedule: By August 19, 2021, WATA must submit to the FTA regional
office:
Documentation showing updated language in a TIP document (public participation plan,
notice or TIP), or submit WATA’s own process for involving the public in the
development of the POP.
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20.
Basic Requirement: Recipients must expend funds on eligible projects that meet the specific
needs of seniors and individuals with disabilities. Projects selected for funding under the Section
5310 program must be included in a locally developed, coordinated public transit-human
services transportation plan. Recipients must approve all leases of Section 5310-funded vehicles
and ensure that leases include required terms and conditions. Either the recipient or subrecipient
must hold title to the leased vehicles.
Finding: This section only applies to recipients that receive Section 5310 funds directly from
FTA; therefore, the related requirements are not applicable to the review of WATA.

21.
Basic Requirement: Recipients must expend funds on eligible projects to support rural public
transportation services and intercity bus transportation.
Finding: This section only applies to recipients that receive Section 5311 funds directly from
FTA; therefore, the related requirements are not applicable to the review of WATA.
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V.
Review Area

Findings
Finding

1.

Legal

ND

2.

Financial
Management and
Capacity

ND

3.

Technical Capacity
– Award
Management

ND

4.

Technical Capacity
– Program
Management and
Subrecipient
Oversight

ND

5.

Technical Capacity
– Project
Management

D

6.

Transit Asset
Management

ND

7.

Satisfactory
Continuing Control

ND

8.

Maintenance

ND

9.

Procurement

D

10. Disadvantaged
Business Enterprise

ND

11. Title VI

ND

12. Americans with
Disabilities Act
(ADA) – General

ND

Deficiency Codes

TC-PjM1-3: Inadequate
oversight of transit
management
contractor(s)/lessee(s)

Corrective Actions

Response Due
Dates

Submit to the FTA regional office:
August 19, 2021
Updated procedures for oversight of
contractors, subrecipients, and lessees,
including oversight of lessees regarding
preventive maintenance timeliness, ADA
service provisions, and ensuring current
certifications/qualifications of substance
abuse professionals.
Evidence of the implementation of oversight
of lessees, such as review of ADA service
provisions in training/manuals/website, ridealong observations, or review of preventive
maintenance timeliness records.
The qualifications of the substance abuse
professionals and collectors that support
Yorktown trolley program.

P11-1: Missing FTA clauses Submit to the FTA regional office:
September 20,
2021
Revised procurement procedures that address
inclusion of all FTA-required third party
contract clauses through use of an updated
clause checklist or other mechanism.
For the next procurement, submit
documentation that the required process was
implemented.
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Date
Closed

Review Area

Finding

13. ADA –
Complementary
Paratransit

D

14. Equal Employment
Opportunity

D

15. School Bus

ND

16. Charter Bus

ND

17. Drug-Free
Workplace

ND

18. Drug and Alcohol
Program

ND

19. Section 5307
Program
Requirements

D

20. Section 5310
Program
Requirements

NA

21. Section 5311
Program
Requirements

NA

Deficiency Codes

Corrective Actions

ADA-CPT7-1: Insufficient Submit to the RCRO:
Procedures for ensuring that York County
oversight of contracted ADA
Trolley service complies with the ADA
complementary paratransit
service provisions.
Evidence of implementation of the above
procedures.
Revised service area maps and other public
information confirming that complementary
paratransit is provided during the hours and
days the trolley-replica bus route is running.
An updated agreement with York County
outlining the requirement for complementary
paratransit.
EEO4-2: Employment
Submit to the RCRO:
An employment practices chart that provides
practices analyses
all the statistical data included in FTA
deficiencies
Circular 4704.1A Attachment 4. The chart
must be completed with at least one year of
data.
A detailed narrative assessment of present
employment practices identifying those
practices that operate as employment barriers
and unjustifiably contribute to
underutilization. If the statistical analysis
identifies an adverse impact, provide a brief
narrative for how WATA plans to address
the adverse impact.
A detailed plan or set of procedures to
conduct this assessment on an annual basis.

5307:2-2: TIP documents
missing explicit POP
statement

Response Due
Dates
September 20,
2021

July 20, 2021

Submit to the FTA regional office:
August 19, 2021
Documentation showing updated language in
a TIP document (public participation plan,
notice or TIP), or submit WATA’s own
process for involving the public in the
development of the POP.

The metrics used to evaluate whether a recipient is meeting the requirements for each of the areas reviewed are: Deficient
(D)/Not Deficient (ND)/Not Applicable (NA)
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Date
Closed

VI.

Attendees
Phone
Number

Name

Title

E-mail Address

Zach Trogdon

Executive Director

757-603-1134

Josh Moore

Deputy Director, EEO Officer

757-220-5547

ztrogdon@gmail.com
jmoore@gowata.org

Barbara Creel

Budget & Grants Manager,
DBELO

757-634-9299

bcreel@gowata.org

Michele Canty

Communications Specialist

757-879-7197

mcanty@gowata.org

Karen Davis

Operations Director

757-592-3234

kdavis@gowata.org

Maria Boone

Safety & Security Training
Coordinator

757-310-8288

mboone@gowata.org

757-253-6646

jessica.yost@jamescitycountyva.gov

804-664-0479

kim.chaney@vdot.virginia.gov

WATA

James City County
Jessica Yost
James City County Purchasing
Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT)
Kim Chaney
VDOT Procurement Manager
Mark Grass

VDOT Regional Operations
Project Manager

757-375-6173

mark.grass@vdot.virginia.gov

George (Wes) Ripley

VDOT Facility Manager

757-298-3171

g.ripley@vdot.virginia.gov

Theresa “Terry”
Garcia Crews

Regional Administrator

215-656-7263

Theresa.GarciaCrews@dot.gov

Tony Tarone

Deputy Regional Administrator

215-656-7072

Tony.Tarone@dot.gov

Lynn Bailey

Regional Civil Rights Officer

215-656-7121

Lynn.Bailey@dot.gov

Tony Cho

Director, Office of Program
Management & Oversight

215-656-7250

Tony.Cho@dot.gov

Jason Yucis

Financial Analyst

215-656-7256

Jason.Yucis@dot.gov

Anthony Romero

Procurement Specialist

215-656-7061

Anthony.Romero.CTR@dot.gov

Lead Reviewer

857-576-1512

pdrew@tfcci.net

FTA

TFC Consulting, Inc.
Philippa Drew
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VII. Appendix
All Civil Rights corrective actions should be submitted to Region3CivilRights@dot.gov in the
following format:
A separate email should be sent to address each deficiency separately with attached
supporting documentation.
Please do not submit MS Word or Excel spreadsheets.
Supporting documents should be sent as .pdf files with the following format:
Region Number-Grantee Name-TrAMSRecipID-Finding Code.pdf
For example, Region3-NCDOT-1002-DBE5-1.pdf
Email Subject Line: TR FY21 Corrective Action: Grantee Name-Recipient ID,
Deficiency Code and Deficiency Title
For example, Triennial Review FY21 Corrective Action: NCDOT-1002, DBE51 DBE Uniform Reports
The body of the email should contain a short summary of the corrective action.

2021 Triennial Review– WATA
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AGENDA ITEM E.2b

FY 2021
Ridership
Summary Report

1

Fixed route - Ridership
120,000
100,000
80,000
60,000
40,000
20,000
0

July

Aug

Sept

Oct

Nov

Dec

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

June

FY 2020 Ridership 97,216 94,460 88,162 85,396 75,102 71,591 70,624 75,332 62,699 37,509 39,986 47,862
FY 2021 Ridership 53,689 48,658 46,591 49,862 45,478 44,879 41,740 43,320 54,119 54,410 57,221

•
•

32.3% decrease YTD
YTD Ridership

•
•

Does not include CWF, Yorktown Trolley or ADA
Data source: APC

2

1

ADA -Ridership
1,600
1,400
1,200
1,000
800
600
400
200
0

July

Aug

Sept

Oct

Nov

Dec

Jan

Feb

May

June

FY20 Ridership

1,165

1,093

1,113

1,198

1,235

1,120

956

1,021

799

495

407

808

FY21 Ridership

842

881

1,167

1,281

1,015

1,150

1,155

1,208

1,390

1,385

1,447

•
•

Mar

Apr

37% YTD increase
Data Source – Route Match
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The Colonial Williamsburg
Foundation Ridership
200,000
180,000
160,000
140,000
120,000
100,000
80,000
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0
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July

Aug

Sept

Oct

Nov

Dec

CY19 Ridership

15,759

18,389

66,260

135,418

112,390

144,528

173,364

128,892

102,629

127,320

85,588

110,482

CY20 Ridership

16,928

21,477

15,931

53

98

15,192

42,650

33,318

54,668

59,917

30,701

29,227

CY21 Ridership

9,317

4,839

18,373

41,741

51,290

•

Data Source – Colonial Williamsburg Foundation
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2

Yorktown Trolley Ridership
18,000
16,000
14,000
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10,000
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FY20 Ridership

15,628

16,081

10,339

10,439

4,465

3,330

0

0

0

0

0

1,658

FY21 Ridership

5,777

4,478

4,050

5,019

2,053

892

0

0

937

6,307

6,904

0

•
•

Trolley III, VI & V
Data source – York County
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RESOLUTION #R21-37
FISCAL YEAR 2022 RESOLUTION OF APPROPRIATION
WHEREAS,

the Executive Director has proposed an Operating Budget for the fiscal year
beginning July 1, 2021, and ending June 30, 2022, and a FY 2022-2026 Capital
Improvements Plan, of which the first year is for appropriation and the final four
years are for informational and fiscal planning purposes only; and

WHEREAS,

it is necessary to appropriate funds to carry out the activities proposed for the fiscal
year beginning July 1, 2021, and ending June 30, 2022, and to provide for certain
revenue in support of those appropriations.

NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED by the Board of Directors of the Williamsburg Area Transit
Authority that:
1. The following amounts are hereby appropriated in the Operating Fund for Authority
operations and activities for the fiscal year beginning July 1, 2021, and ending June 30,
2022:
Operating Revenues
Federal
State
Local
Total Revenues

FY 2022
$ 3,404,390
$ 2,180,708
$ 1,337,969
$ 6,923,067

Operating Expenditures
Administration
Operations - Fixed-Route
Operations - ADA
Rural Administration
Rural Operations
William and Mary
Safety and Training
CWF Operations
Demonstration Route
Special Projects/Capital
Outlay
Total Expenditures

FY 2022
$ 865,410
$ 3,387,659
$ 621,615
$ 171,686
$ 819,826
$ 201,624
$ 136,909
$ 547,754
$ 120,584
$ 50,000
$ 6,923,067

2. An appropriation in the amount of $4,217,299 is hereby made in the Capital Fund as
detailed below:
Current Capital Revenues
Federal
State
Local
1

FY 2022
$ 2,701,400
$ 839,600
$ 703,299

Total

$ 4,244,299

3. Funds for fiscal year 2021 are hereby appropriated for the purpose of liquidating
encumbered purchases transactions and for continuing capital and special projects as of
June 30, 2021 and shall be re-appropriated in the Operating Fund and the Capital Fund as
an amendment to the FY 2022 budget to the same department code and account for
which they were encumbered in the previous year. The Executive Director shall advise
the Board of Directors in writing of all such actions.
4. The Executive Director is hereby authorized to transfer appropriations within a
department code without limitation and a report of any such transfer shall be kept on file.
5. The Executive Director is hereby authorized to transfer appropriations between
department codes up to $10,000 per occurrence and a report of any such transfer shall
be kept on file. Total transfers for the fiscal year are not to exceed $50,000.
6. The Executive Director is hereby authorized to increase appropriations for non-budgeted
revenue that may occur during the fiscal year for reasons including, but not limited to:
a. Insurance recoveries for damage to Authority property for which Authority funds
have been expended to make repairs; and
b. Sale of surplus vehicles or equipment; and
c. Refunds or reimbursements made to the Authority for which the Authority has
expended funds directly related to that refund or reimbursement.
The Executive Director shall advise the Board of Directors in writing of all such actions.
7. The Executive Director is hereby authorized to adjust appropriations for federal and state
grant awards if and when additional federal or state funds become available or are
reduced, not to exceed $10,000 for each individual grant.
8. The FY2022 Operating Budget contains sufficient funding to implement a three percent
(3%) cost-of-living adjustment, effective October 1, 2021. WATA follows James City
County’s compensation plan and is required to establish that this funding is available to
implement increases adopted by the County.
__________________________
Mark Bellamy
Chair

ATTEST:
_____________________________
Zach Trogdon
Secretary

Adopted by the Board of Directors of the Williamsburg Area Transit Authority this 16th day of
June 2021.
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Organization and Governance
Williamsburg Area Transit Authority (WATA) is the regional public transportation provider for the
greater Williamsburg region. The region is located on the Virginia Peninsula between the York and
James Rivers, adjacent to New Kent and Charles City Counties to the west and the City of Newport
News to the east. The WATA service area includes James City County, the City of Williamsburg, and
the Bruton District of York County.

WATA currently provides public transportation services to James City County, the City of
Williamsburg, the Bruton District of York County, the College of William & Mary, and the Colonial
Williamsburg Foundation. There is also a route that extends to Newport News (Lee Hall) to provide
connections with Hampton Roads Transit (HRT).
Williamsburg Area Transit Authority is organized under Chapter 33 of Title 33.2 of the Code of
Virginia. The Authority was created as a political subdivision of the Commonwealth of Virginia with
its main purpose being to prepare and implement a regional transit plan for all or a portion of the
areas located within the jurisdictional boundaries of each member locality.

The enabling legislation allows the Authority to consist of up to seven members beginning with two
members representing James City County, one member representing York County, and one member
representing the City of Williamsburg. These county and municipal members elect up to three
additional members to represent the interests of higher-education facilities and private, non-profit
tourist-driven agencies.
The current Board consists of representatives of the member organizations as follows:
•

•
•
•
•

2 Directors appointed by James City County
1 Director appointed by York County

1 Director appointed by the City of Williamsburg

1 Director appointed by the Board to represent the Colonial Williamsburg Foundation

1 Director appointed by the Board to represent the College of William & Mary (non-voting
member)

The organization and activities of the Board are further guided by the Cooperative Services
Agreement adopted in 2008. As the governing body, the Board appoints an Executive Director who
manages day-to-day functions of the Authority and supervises all staff. WATA employees directly
manage and operate transit services for the Authority.
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Vision, Mission, and Goals
For planning purposes, the guiding document for WATA is the Transit Development Plan (TDP). The
most recent major update of the TDP was completed in June 2016. A new strategic planning effort
will be initiated in FY2021 to complete the Authority’s required Transit Strategic Plan (TSP). This
replaces the TDP requirement and has a broader scope.

The adopted Vision and Mission statements were developed during the 2010 strategic plan. These
statements were reviewed during the 2016 TDP planning process and were retained by transit
stakeholders and the Board of Directors. WATA is commencing a new strategic planning process in
FY2022 that will result in the completion of a Transit Strategic Plan that will update the current
vision, mission, and goals

VISION

“Williamsburg Area Transit Authority will become the transportation option of
choice for people who live, work, and visit in the Williamsburg Area.”

MISSION
“To provide safe, efficient, and accessible public transit to residents and visitors
in the Williamsburg Area.”

The Goals and Objectives have been revised over time and the following were developed and adopted
with the 2016 TDP.
Goal 1: Improve and strengthen WATA’s long-term sustainability
•
•
•
•
•

Objective: Complete the planning, design, and construction of an administrative and
maintenance facility that will meet current and future needs of the Authority. (ongoing)

Objective: Continue to work with community and regional partners to build community
support and maximize funding opportunities. (ongoing)
Objective: Monitor implementation of fare increase to assess the effects on fare revenue and
farebox recovery. (ongoing)

Objective: To the extent feasible, implement environmentally friendly practices in the
development and management of facilities and in future vehicle purchases. (ongoing)

Objective: Participate in land use planning processes of member jurisdictions to maximize
transit feasibility. (ongoing)
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•

Objective: Monitor performance of WATA’s routes and services and make adjustments if
warranted to ensure maximum benefit for resources expended. (ongoing)

Goal 2: Provide a safe and secure transit system that meets customer and community needs.
•

Objective: Continue to engage with WATA riders via WATA Riders Advisory Committee.
(ongoing)

•

Objective: Conduct a bus stop inventory and evaluation process and begin a program of bus
stop improvements. (ongoing)

•
•
•

Objective: Complete the re-branding process to include website and public information
improvements. (completed)
Objective: Monitor customer complaints, compliments, and suggestions and follow through
with management response. (ongoing)
Objective: Work to improve on-time performance of routes. (ongoing)

Goal 3: Build and sustain WATA’s workforce.
•
•
•
•
•

Objective: Fill all open positions. (ongoing)

Objective: Continue to monitor employment opportunities in the community to ensure that
WATA is providing wages and benefits competitive in the local job market. (ongoing)
Objective: Develop specific strategies to improve employee morale. (ongoing)

Objective: Monitor the fixed route network to ensure that drivers have adequate recovery
time in between runs. (ongoing)
Objective: Provide training opportunities to build the skill and knowledge base of WATA’s
workforce. (ongoing)
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June 16, 2021

To: Board of Directors, Williamsburg Area Transit Authority
From: Zach Trogdon, Executive Director
I am pleased to submit for your consideration the Fiscal Year 2022 Proposed Operating Budget and Capital
Improvements Plan (CIP) for the Williamsburg Area Transit Authority.

Operating Budget
The overall operating budget for Fiscal Year 2022 totals $6,923,067.
Operating Revenue

The FY2022 revenue picture remains stable due to continuing support from funding partners. The proposed
budget includes $2,133,300 of federal funding from the CARES Act to help offset lost fare revenue and to
avoid increased funding requests to local and state funding partners. The CARES funding is able to be used
for operational costs with no required match. WATA has been using CARES funds, and will begin including
ARPA funds, to supplement local revenues over a three-year period through Fiscal Year 2024.

The FY2022 budget includes $2,156,592 in operating assistance from the Commonwealth of Virginia, which is
an increase of $200,000 from last fiscal year. Funding from the Section 5311 program that assists in
providing service in rural areas is proposed to increase this year due to a rise in the amount of rural service
provided by WATA. In previous years, WATA has charged 13% of its operating expenditures as rural service,
but recent calculations show that 18% of WATA’s service area is rural.

WATA suspended fare collection for the entirety of FY2021 and is reinstituting fare collection in July 2021. A
total of $200,000 in fare revenue has been included in FY2022, which is about one-third of the amount
expected in a typical year. Ridership is not anticipated to return to pre-pandemic levels within the upcoming
fiscal year. In addition to several other sources, local funding from member jurisdictions in the amount of
$762,437 is proposed to balance the operating budget. Again, this amount is sufficient for this fiscal year due
to the significant amount of one-time revenues being provided at the federal level.
Operating Expenditures
The budget includes funding for 41 full-time Transit Operators in addition to necessary administrative and
support staff. Operator staffing has improved relative to the last several years, but WATA is still encountering
challenges in filling all open positions. WATA has not been able to bring back some services that were
suspended during the pandemic (frequency service and Trolley) and hopes to be in a position to consider the
return of these services in FY2022. The proposed budget does include a three percent (3%) cost-of-living
increase to salaries, which is consistent with that proposed by James City County (JCC). WATA and JCC have
an agreement that allows WATA to be included under the compensation structure of JCC.

Overall maintenance and fuel expenses have been down during the ongoing pandemic and are proposed to
modestly increase in FY2022. Additional costs are being shifted to the Rural Administration and Rural

Operation’s budgets due to WATA now charging eighteen percent (18%) of expenses to that service instead of
thirteen percent (13%) as in previous budgets. The Authority is still benefitting from the relatively low age of
its vehicle fleet that requires less maintenance. Expenses devoted to the W&M route will remain level with
last year’s expenditures as fewer hours are anticipated to operate the contracted service. CWF is seeing an
increase to its vehicle maintenance budget due to the age of the vehicles and higher actual expenses over the
last couple of years. The CWF vehicle maintenance budget is proposed to be increased 20% from $300,000
to $360,000.

In FY2021, the budget included funding for a Transit Strategic Plan. The Plan was not able to be initiated
during the fiscal year since there was a delay in receiving the necessary funding. Staff plans to carry forward
the funding ($300,000) from FY2021 and get the Plan underway in FY2022. An addition to the operating
budget for FY2022 is the budgeting of Capital Outlay expenses. These are expenses that are not typical
operating expenses, but also are not large enough to constitute a capital project. Typical examples include
computer software, hardware (e.g., monitors or peripherals), and non-revenue support vehicles. Including
these expenditures in the operating budget will be more consistent with how they are handled by James City
County and by DRPT.

Capital Improvements Plan (CIP)
The overall capital budget for Fiscal Year 2022 totals $11,663,228.

This year will see progress on a number of projects, notably the design of the administration and
maintenance facility. In addition, staff anticipates finalizing the acquisition of property for a northern
transfer station location in the Lightfoot area.

The CIP proposes to begin a transition into alternative-fuel vehicles by procuring WATA’s first electric vehicle
and retiring a bus from the clean-diesel fleet. WATA will also be working with CWF to replace the fleet of
CNG buses that are well past their useful life. Funding of $775,000 was approved in FY2021 for the
procurement of a new Automatic Vehicle Locator system and the procurement of the system will be
completed in FY2022. Additional CIP projects include repair or replacement of compressors used to fuel the
CNG buses, purchase of a mobile vehicle wash system, and continued work on shelter replacements.

Overall, the CIP is utilizing federal and state funds of approximately $10,650,000 to complete the proposed
projects. Of this amount, about $3,500,000 are new funds and the balance are funds from prior years. A
portion of local funds in the amount of $437,035 are proposed to begin the funding of a Capital Reserve
account. The economic impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic have made the availability of federal and state
capital funding less certain, and it is critical to ensure that funds are available to purchase needed capital
items.
Conclusion
Development of the FY2022 budget is taking place in an environment that is still significantly affected by
impacts from the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic. At the same time, the proposed budget continues to fund
services at a consistent level and to allow WATA to move forward on projects that are crucial to its present
and future. WATA is able to accomplish this due to the ongoing support of all our intergovernmental partners
and the hard work of our dedicated staff.
Signed,

Zach Trogdon, Executive Director

RESOLUTION OF APPROPRIATION
WHEREAS, the Executive Director has proposed an Operating Budget for the fiscal year beginning July
1, 2021, and ending June 30, 2022, and a FY 2022-2026 Capital Improvements Plan, of which
the first year is for appropriation and the final four years are for informational and fiscal
planning purposes only; and
WHEREAS, it is necessary to appropriate funds to carry out the activities proposed for the fiscal year
beginning July 1, 2021, and ending June 30, 2022, and to provide for certain revenue in
support of those appropriations.
NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED by the Board of Directors of the Williamsburg Area Transit
Authority that:
1. The following amounts are hereby appropriated in the Operating Fund for Authority operations and
activities for the fiscal year beginning July 1, 2021, and ending June 30, 2022:
Operating Revenues
Federal
State
Local
Total Revenues
Operating Expenditures
Administration
Operations - Fixed-Route
Operations - ADA
Rural Administration
Rural Operations
William and Mary
Safety and Training
CWF Operations
Demonstration Route
Special Projects/Capital Outlay
Total Expenditures

FY 2022
$
$
$
$

3,404,390
2,180,708
1,337,969
6,923,067

FY 2022
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

865,410
3,387,659
621,615
171,686
819,826
201,624
136,909
547,754
120,584
50,000
6,923,067

2. An appropriation in the amount of $4,217,299 is hereby made in the Capital Fund as detailed below:
Current Capital Revenues
Federal
State
Local
Total

FY 2022
$
$
$
$

2,701,400
839,600
703,299
4,244,299

3. Funds for fiscal year 2021 are hereby appropriated for the purpose of liquidating encumbered
purchases transactions and for continuing capital and special projects as of June 30, 2021, and shall
be re-appropriated in the Operating Fund and the Capital Fund as an amendment to the FY 2022
budget to the same department code and account for which they were encumbered in the previous
year. The Executive Director shall advise the Board of Directors in writing of all such actions.
4. The Executive Director is hereby authorized to transfer appropriations within a department code
without limitation and a report of any such transfer shall be kept on file.
5. The Executive Director is hereby authorized to transfer appropriations between department codes
up to $10,000 per occurrence and a report of any such transfer shall be kept on file. Total transfers
for the fiscal year are not to exceed $50,000.
6. The Executive Director is hereby authorized to increase appropriations for non-budgeted revenue
that may occur during the fiscal year for reasons including, but not limited to:
a. Insurance recoveries for damage to Authority property for which Authority funds have
been expended to make repairs; and
b. Sale of surplus vehicles or equipment; and
c. Refunds or reimbursements made to the Authority for which the Authority has expended
funds directly related to that refund or reimbursement.
The Executive Director shall advise the Board of Directors in writing of all such actions.
7. The Executive Director is hereby authorized to adjust appropriations for federal and state grant
awards if and when additional federal or state funds become available or are reduced, not to exceed
$10,000 for each individual grant.
8. The FY2022 Operating Budget contains funding to implement a three percent (3%) cost-of-living
adjustment effective October 1, 2021. WATA follows James City County’s compensation plan
and is required to establish that sufficient funding is available to implement increases adopted by
the County.

FISCAL YEAR 2022
OPERATING BUDGET
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Operating Budget
Williamsburg Area Transit Authority

Revenue and Expenditure Summary

Fiscal Year 2022

FISCAL YEAR 2022 REVENUES
FY2020 Budget
Actual

Description

FY2021 Budget
Adopted

FY2021 Budget
Amended

FY2021 Budget
Projected

FY2022 Budget
Proposed

INTEREST INCOME

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

LEASE PAYMENTS - MAINT FACILITY

$

-

$

-

$

89,567

$

89,567

$

94,917

SALE OF FIXED ASSETS

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

STATE OPERATING - WATA

$

STATE - CAPITAL OUTLAY

$

STATE OPERATING -CWF

$

142,688.00
1,191,969.00

FEDERAL OPERATING - WATA

$

FEDERAL- CAPITAL OUTLAY

$

MPO PLANNING FUNDS

$

FEDERAL OPERATING - CARES ACT

$

SECTION 5311 - RURAL

$

SECTION 5307 - CWF

$

FARES - PASS PROGRAM

1,415,346

1,952,471.00
-

-

$
$

-

$

108,750

$

847,374

$

-

1,808,140

$

-

$

142,922

$

347,374

$

-

$

1,808,140

$

-

$

142,922

$
$

$

2,022,954

$

-

$

157,754

60,065

$

96,467

-

$

-

$

180,000

$

180,000

$

180,000

$

180,000

$

1,970,497

$

2,010,497

$

2,010,497

$

2,133,300

314,270.00

$

601,613

$

601,613

$

601,613

$

604,623

321,734.00

$

300,000

$

300,000

$

300,000

$

390,000

$

33,614.00

$

15,000

$

-

$

-

$

15,000

FARES - BUS

$

314,079.00

$

150,000

$

-

$

-

$

150,000

FARES - ADA PARATRANSIT

$

32,134.00

$

15,000

$

-

$

-

$

15,000

FARES - CREDIT CARDS

$

54,552.00

$

20,000

$

-

$

-

$

20,000

PAYMENT IN LIEU OF FARES

$

90,066.00

$

50,000

$

-

$

-

$

25,000

CONTRACT SERVICES - W&M

$

152,450.00

$

200,000

$

175,615

INSURANCE RECOVERY

$

6,996.00

$

-

$

MISC REVENUE

$

12,836.00

$

-

SALE OF SURPLUS VEHICLES

$

24,582.00

$

-

ADVERTISING

$

52,776.00

$

LHT BENCH PROJECT

$

-

NEW TOWN PROFFER

$

-

NEW TOWN PROFFER

$

-

LOCAL REVENUE - JCC

$

708,761.00

$

546,989

$

462,891

$

462,891

$

371,178

LOCAL REVENUE - WMSBURG

$

375,975.00

$

289,144

$

243,551

$

243,551

$

193,117

LOCAL REVENUE - YORK

$

381,000.00

$

293,665

$

248,073

$

248,073

$

198,142

LOCAL REVENUE - SURRY

$

40,000.00

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

LOCAL REVENUE - NEWPORT NEWS

$

45,000.00

$

45,000

$

45,000

$

45,000

$

45,000

FUND BALANCE APPROPRIATION

$

-

$

$

7,083,378

$

6,923,067

Total Revenue $

180,000.00

$

-

$

120,000

$

-

$

4,734

$

-

$

26,800

$

26,800

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

35,000

$

35,000

$

33,988

$

35,000

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

6,427,953.00

120,000

$
$

6,661,428

$

-

6,377,841

FISCAL YEAR 2022 EXPENDITURES

ADMINISTRATION

FY2021 Budget
Adopted

FY2020 Budget
Actual

Description
$

1,098,285.58

FY2021 Budget
Projected

FY2021 Budget
Amended

$

987,157

$

951,157

FY2022 Budget
Proposed

$

799,385

$

865,410

OPERATIONS - FIXED ROUTE

$

2,750,662.72

$

3,755,506

$

3,448,547

$

2,934,304

$

3,387,659

OPERATIONS - ADA

$

481,931.34

$

500,724

$

469,039

$

471,660

$

621,615

ADMINISTRATION - RURAL

$

125,106.55

$

141,223

$

141,223

$

116,572

$

171,686

OPERATIONS - RURAL

$

512,876.62

$

547,227

$

547,227

$

505,038

$

819,826

SAFETY AND TRAINING

$

88,720.34

$

128,240

$

106,240

$

69,111

$

136,909

WILLIAM AND MARY

$

225,387.73

$

315,001

$

245,073

$

211,859

$

201,624

CWF BUS OPERATIONS

$

464,422.00

$

408,750

$

442,922

$

565,622

DEMONSTRATION GRANT - RTE 12

$

SPECIAL PROJECTS/CAPITAL OUTLAY

$

7,877.77

$

300,000

$

Operations Total $

5,755,270.65

$

7,083,828

$

-

$

-
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$

$

547,754

$

-

$

120,584

310,000

$

9,593

$

50,000

6,661,428

$

5,683,145

$

6,923,067

-

Revenues

Williamsburg Area Transit Authority

Description

INTEREST INCOME

$

SALE OF FIXED ASSETS

$

LEASE PAYMENTS - FACILITY
STATE OPERATING

FY2020 Budget
Actual
-

$

-

$

-

$

1,952,471.00

$

142,688.00

STATE - CAPITAL OUTLAY

$

FEDERAL OPERATING

$

1,191,969.00

$

180,000.00

$

314,270.00

$

33,614.00

STATE OPERATING -CWF

FEDERAL - CAPITAL OUTLAY

$

FEDERAL OPERATING – CARES ACT

$

MPO PLANNING FUNDS
SECTION 5311

SECTION 5307 - CWF

FARES - PASS PROGRAM

$

$

FY2021 Budget
Adopted

-

$

$

$

-

$

-

-

$

-

$

-

-

$
1,415,346
-

108,750
847,374

-

$

-

$

1,970,497

$

300,000

321,734.00

FY2021 Budget
Projected

$

$

$

FY2021 Budget
Amended

-

$

$

Fiscal Year 2022

-

180,000

$

89,567

$

1,415,346

$

142,922

$

$
$
$
$

601,613

$

15,000

$

-

-

347,374
180,000

2,010,497

601,613
$
300,000
-

$

89,567

$

1,808,140

$

142,922

$

$

$

$

-

$

-

$
$

-

94,917

$

2,022,954

$

157,754

$

60,065

$

180,000

$

-

FY2022
Proposed

-

$

-

96,467

180,000

$

2,010,497

$

2,133,300

$

299,742

$

390,000

$

$

601,613

-

$

604,623

$

15,000

FARES - BUS

$

314,079.00

$

150,000

$

-

$

-

$

150,000

FARES - CREDIT CARDS

$

54,552.00

$

20,000

$

-

$

-

$

20,000

FARES - ADA PARATRANSIT
PAYMENT IN LIEU OF FARES

CONTRACT SERVICES - W&M
INSURANCE RECOVERY

$

$

$

$

32,134.00

90,066.00

152,450.00

$

15,000

$

50,000

$

200,000

6,996.00

$

-

$

24,582.00

$

-

COLONIAL WILLIAMSBURG

$

-

NEW TOWN PROFFER

$

MISC REVENUE

$

ADVERTISING

$

SALE OF SURPLUS VEHICLES

LHT BENCH PROJECT

NEW TOWN PROFFER

LOCAL REVENUE - JCC

LOCAL REVENUE - WMSBURG
LOCAL REVENUE - YORK

LOCAL REVENUE - SURRY

LOCAL REVENUE - NEWPORT NEWS
FUND BALANCE APPROPRIATION
Total

$
$

12,836.00
52,776.00

$

-

-

$

-

-

381,000.00

$

$

-

$

$

$
$

708,761.00

$

-

-

$
$

$

375,975.00

$

$

$

-

-

$

-

6,427,953.00

$
$

$
$

-

120,000
-

$

-

$

35,000

$
$

293,665
45,000

7,083,378
10

$

$

$

$

$

243,551

$
$

$
$
$

243,551
248,073

-

$

15,000

$

25,000

$

175,615

$

-

$

-

$

-

$
$

-

$

-

$

462,891

$

6,661,428

33,987

-

-

$

26,800

-

$

45,000

-

-

-

248,073

$

4,733

$

$
$

$

120,000

-

-

$

$

-

-

462,891

$

$

-

$

$
$

$

-

$

289,144

40,000.00
45,000.00

35,000

546,989

$

$

-

$

-

$

$

35,000

-

$

-

$

371,178

$

198,142

$

193,117

$

-

$

-

45,000

$

6,377,841

$

45,000

6,923,067

Revenues

Williamsburg Area Transit Authority

Fiscal Year 2022

State Operating
Includes revenue allocated from DRPT annually. The amount is determined by a performance-based formula that considers operating
expenses, ridership, and performance measures. The funds are distributed quarterly and there is no match requirement. A portion of
the amount provided to WATA annually is provided to CWF to offset its cost in providing certain public transportation services.
During the COVID-19 crisis that lasted the entirety of FY2021, DRPT was able to maintain the operating allocation at the same level
as FY2020. The allocation this year is projected to increase about 10% over FY2021.

State Capital Outlay
Includes revenue allocated from DRPT in support of WATA projects. . Capital outlay denotes items that may meet the definition of a
capital asset (greater than $5,000), but do not rise to the level of a capital improvement that would be programmed in the CIP. The
amount of revenue depends on the funding source and how much is expended. State funding for capital outlay can vary and often
helps to offset the 20% of cost remaining from after a federal share of 80% is applied. The fiscal year, the state did not fund any of the
requests submitted by WATA for capital outlay items. Revenue is provided on a reimbursable basis and is only provided after an
expenditure is made.

State Operating (CWF)
The Colonial Williamsburg Foundation receives a portion of the annual operating allocation from DRPT to assist in offsetting a
portion of its operations dedicated to public transportation. The amount is based on expenses and operating statistics for Fiscal Year
2019 due to disruptions from the COVID pandemic since that year. WATA determines the amount due to CWF by determining the
ratio of the costs of CWF’s bus operations compared to WATA’s total operating expenses. This ratio is then applied to the allocation
amount from the state. CWF is provided 35% of the resulting figure. The amount for fiscal year 2022 has increased due to an
increased allocation from the state.

Federal Operating
Includes the operating funds allocated to the Williamsburg Urbanized Area according to Section 5307 of the Code of Federal
Regulations. The funds are apportioned on a population-based formula. As a small urban provider, WATA is allowed to use a portion
of this funding for operating expenses at a match of 50% federal/50% local. Other eligible activities supported by this funding are at a
match rate of 80% federal/20% local. These other activities include capital projects, planning, preventive maintenance, and safety
training. WATA has typically used only about 25% of the annual allocation for operating due to the higher match rate.

Federal Capital Outlay
Includes revenue allocated from FTA and used for capital outlay expenditures. Capital outlay denotes items that may meet the
definition of a capital asset (greater than $5,000), but do not rise to the level of a capital improvement that would be programmed in
the CIP. Examples are computer software/hardware, furniture, and non-revenue vehicles. Capital outlay could also include minor
construction and facility repairs. Federal funds normally provide 80% of the cost. Revenue is provided on a reimbursable basis and is
only provided after an expenditure is made.

MPO Planning
Includes the funds allocated in accordance with Section 5303 of the Code of Federal Regulations. These funds are allocated to the
Hampton Roads Transportation Planning Organization, in its role as the metropolitan planning organization, and made available for
local agencies to use for planning activities. The funds are matched at a rate of 80% federal/10% state/10% local. The funds are
projected to be level with the previous fiscal year.
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Williamsburg Area Transit Authority

Fiscal Year 2022

CARES Act - Federal Operating
This year’s budget includes $2,133,300 in funding from the CARES Act that was passed in response to the COVID-19 emergency.
This emergency funding is being provided at 100% federal match. WATA is able to use the funding solely for operating expenses as
recommended by FTA. For the most part, WATA uses the funding for personnel expenses. The total allocation to WATA from the
CARES Act is $5,175,497 and staff has proposed using that amount over a period from FY21 to FY23.

Rural Operating
Includes the operating funds allocated according to Section 5311 of the Code of Federal Regulations. The funds are distributed to
DRPT, which then distributes the funding to local agencies. The funding is eligible for operating expenses at a match of 50%
federal/50% local. Other eligible activities supported by this funding are at a match rate of 80% federal/20% local. This includes
capital projects, planning, preventive maintenance, and safety training. WATA has traditionally used the funding only for operating.
This year’s budget includes approximately $140,000 in funding from the CARES Act that was passed in response to the COVID-19
emergency. This emergency funding is being provided at 100% federal match.

Federal Operating - CWF
Includes the operating funds allocated to the Williamsburg Urbanized Area according to Section 5307 of the Code of Federal
Regulations and used to help offset expenses of CWF in providing public transportation. CWF is able to receive federal funding for
preventive maintenance performed on the federally-funded buses and equipment leased to it by WATA. These activities are at a
match rate of 80% federal and the local 20% share is provided by CWF. This year’s budget has increased due to the age of the leased
fleet and the increased maintenance needs.

Fares – Pass Program
Includes revenue from the sale of various passes offered by WATA. WATA offers a number of different types of passes. These
include daily, weekly, monthly, and half-fare.

Fares – Bus
Includes revenue from cash taken in via farebox on the buses. These funds normally account for approximately two-thirds of the total
fare revenue for the system.

Fares – ADA Paratransit
Includes revenue from payment of fares for ADA trips. By law, these fares can only be a maximum of twice the fare charged for
fixed-route service.

Fares – Credit Cards
WATA allows the purchase of passes by credit card at the customer service center located at the Williamsburg Transportation Center.

Payment in Lieu of Fares
Includes revenue from a contract with William and Mary that allows students and other pass holders to ride all WATA routes for the
cost of a normal one-way fare. WATA invoices on a quarterly basis for the number of trips taken.
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Fiscal Year 2022

Contract Services
Includes revenue from a contract with W&M to provide service during the academic year. WATA works with W&M prior to the
start of the year to determine the best routing and schedule. The contract is based on WATA’s estimated operating cost per hour.

Insurance Recovery
Includes proceeds from insurance claims due to accidents or other circumstances. These funds are applied as needed according to
regulations from funding agencies.

Miscellaneous Revenue
Includes unanticipated revenues that may include refunds or reimbursements from certain activities that cannot be accounted for in
another account.

Sale of Surplus Vehicles
Proceeds from the sale of vehicle that have been deemed surplus due to age or mileage. No revenue is normally proposed due to the
uncertainty of the source.

Advertising
WATA maintains a contract with a vendor to sell and install advertising on transit vehicles. The contract is a revenue contract
whereby the vendor keeps a percentage (40%) of the ad revenue and WATA receives the balance. The Board adopts advertising rates
to be charged for the various ad sizes available. Advertising revenue has remained stable over the last year and this budget proposes a
level amount.

Leadership Historic Triangle Bench Project
Leadership Historic Triangle completed a project in ___ to install benches at several WATA bus stops. The group has also donated
some money to assist in the maintenance and upkeep of the benches. This money has been placed in restricted fund balance and will
be appropriated as needed.

New Town Proffer 2&4 $37250
As part of the New Town development, the developer was required to install certain transit improvements or pay a proffer for those
improvements. These funds are for section ___ of the development. The funds have been placed in restricted fund balance and will
be appropriated as needed.

New Town Proffer $3,000 sections 2&4
WATA maintains a contract with a vendor to sell and install advertising on transit vehicles. The contract is a revenue contract
whereby the vendor keeps a percentage (40%) of the ad revenue and WATA receives the balance. The Board adopts advertising rates
to be charged for the various ad sizes available. Advertising revenue was up due to the strong economy and the budget proposes to
maintain some of that increase.
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Fiscal Year 2022

Local Operating – James City County
Funds are used to provide matching funds for federal and state grants or for other needs identified by the Board of Directors. The
formula for local contributions is based on a technical study completed in 2005 during the establishment of WATA as an independent
entity. The formula has been studied on a couple of occasions since and remains the same. The request to the localities has not
increased for the last four fiscal years. The portion of revenue included in the Operating Fund this year is less due to the creation of a
separate Capital Fund. A portion of the local revenue has been moved to the Capital Fund.

Local Operating – City of Williamsburg
Funds are used to provide matching funds for federal and state operating grants or for other needs identified by the Board of Directors.
The formula for local contributions is based on a technical study completed in 2005 during the establishment of WATA as an
independent entity. The request to the localities has not increased for the last three fiscal years. The portion of revenue included in
the Operating Fund this year is less due to the creation of a separate Capital Fund. A portion of the local revenue has been moved to
the Capital Fund.

Local Operating – York County
Funds are used to provide matching funds for federal and state operating grants or for other needs identified by the Board of Directors.
The formula for local contributions is based on a technical study completed in 2005 during the establishment of WATA as an
independent entity. The request to the localities has not increased for the last three fiscal years. The portion of revenue included in
the Operating Fund this year is less due to the creation of a separate Capital Fund. A portion of the local revenue has been moved to
the Capital Fund.

Local Operating – City of Newport News
Includes funds contributed to assist in continuing to provide service that includes a portion of Newport News adjacent to James City
County and York County. The funds are used to provide a portion of matching funds for federal and state grants. The City is
maintaining level funding for this fiscal year.

Fund Balance Appropriation
Includes funds that are appropriated by action of the Board of Directors for purposes as directed by the Board. WATA maintains fund
balance in accordance with policy at three months or 25 percent of normal operating expenditures.
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Fiscal Year 2022

Administration
FY2020 Budget
Actual

Description

Salaries, Full-Time

$

403,993.05

$

133,216.95

$

22,708.50

Salaries, Part-Time

$

Advertising

$

Fringe Benefits

Professional Services

Marketing/Promotion

$

Utilities

$

Equipment Maintenance

$

Dues and Subscriptions

-

14,677.61

20,000

$

17,604,40

$

21,750

$

Fuel

$

$
$

12,259.60

$

696

16,050

$

2,000

14,698

2,612.67

$

$

68,201.88

$

27,192.61

$

47,850.00

$

12,019.95

$

67,958.04

80,388.00

1,098,285.58

$

$

6,264

$

18,000

$

17,576

$

30,000

$

4,378

$

$

$

$

$

9,570

35,898
437

21,750

$

21,750

$

$

-

$
$

2,000

$
$

$

3,250

$

5,000

$

6,525
500

$
$

274

-

$
$
$

3,000

$

$

10,440

11,065

$

33,000

70,420

$

11,662

$

-

987,157

15

$
$
$

$

47,850
-

951,157

$

$

$
$

$

2,400

$

$

$

5,000

2,990

70,550

$

-

3,500

$

$

30,450

17,000

2,422

70,550

$

20,000

$

13,804

$

856

-

$

6,534

6,200

$

$
$

2,056

40,000

12,000

3,739
-

10,000

$

14,050

$

12,000

3,075

$

5,050

17,229

$

$

-

$

5,300

14,050

-

$

$

$

$

$

47,850

$

5,907

2,166

14,698

55,450

$

137,208

$

$

6,534

$

$

18,220

$

$

134,335

$

5,000

500

$

17,463

20,000

$

$

$

352,198

$

3,250

5,765.93
-

-

696

6,525

4,676.42

$

9,570

47,850

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

-

355,096

7,500

19,900

FY2022 Budget
Proposed

$

$

$

$

FY2021 Budget
Projected

17,868

47,850

4,418.21

Fiscal Agent Fee

Total

$

$

$

WTC Lease

$

3,405,96

-

Furniture & Equipment

$

$

$

22,605.92

$

$

48,396.56

$

Regional Garage Lease

$

$

Data Processing Services

Insurance Claim Exps

9,570

32,982.14

$

Purchasing Services

36,263

$

$

Legal Services

$

6,264

$

Software

36,263

$

$

Travel and Training

Office Supplies

$

7,500

12,316.61
493.77

Vehicle Parts and Supplies

178,052

$

15,660

$

Recognition

$

17,868

$

Postage

Vehicle Maintenance

178,052

$

363,327

-

43,037.16

Radio Maintenance

$

$

FY2021 Budget
Amended

$

19,900

$

Audit Services

363,327

$

9,503.64

Telecommunications

$

-

$

Insurance

FY2021 Budget
Adopted

4,231

47,850
-

799,385

$
$

300

8,200
7,000

72,479

$

45,100

$

-

$

$

-

865,410

Administration

Williamsburg Area Transit Authority

Fiscal Year 2022

Salaries, Full-Time
Accounts for Administration staff, including the Deputy Executive Director, Budget and Grants Administrator, Communications
Specialist, Transit Planner, IT Specialist, and Executive Director,

Salaries, Part-Time
Accounts for part-time administrative staff.

Fringe Benefits
This line item includes costs for health insurance, FICA, retirement (VRS and other), and Workers’ Compensation. The
employer portion of health insurance costs is anticipated to increase 3% this year. VRS expenses are based on a rate provided
by the Virginia Retirement System. Workers’ Compensation insurance will decrease due to the experience modifier being
lower than the previous year. A fuller explanation of fringe benefit costs is provided in Appendix __.

Advertising
This line item accounts primarily for public notices and employment ads.

Professional Services
These are services that normally required specialized degrees or knowledge or specific professional licenses or certifications.

Marketing/Promotion
This accounts for products and services used to market WATA and its services to the public.

Dues and Subscriptions
The cost of WATA personnel to belong to industry and professional organizations.

Utilities
This line item accounts for cost of utilities at the WATA facility, 7239 Pocahontas Trail.

Insurance
The cost of property and liability coverage for WATA’s vehicles, facilities, and personnel. Workers’ Compensation coverage is
included in Fringe Benefits.

Equipment Maintenance
This line item accounts for maintenance of equipment used for administrative operations that includes an annual copier lease,
maintenance of the building surveillance system, and the costs for maintenance of the building security system and other
similar items.

Postage
This line item accounts for the costs to send out public notices, letters, or equipment/material returns.
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Fiscal Year 2022

Telecommunications
This line item accounts for costs of landline, mobile phone, and internet service for administrative staff and operations.

Travel and Training
This line item accounts for costs of registration and travel to professional conferences or training for administrative personnel.
Training opportunities are often provided at no charge to WATA due to funding from the federal government, and only the
costs of travel to the training is needed. The amount can vary dependent on offering from the National Transit Institute that
are sometimes in various parts of the US.

Audit Services
WATA retains a firm to conduct its annual audit. This expense is projected to remain flat.

Radio Maintenance
WATA is part of a regional radio partnership and partners with James City County for radio maintenance. This line item began
being accounted for in the Operations budget starting in FY2021 as it is a direct operational expense.

Vehicle Maintenance
This line item accounts for the services provided under WATA’s third-party maintenance contract. The contract consists of a
set of fixed fees per vehicle and an hourly labor rate. Applies to the two vehicles available for use by administration staff.

Recognition
Costs used to recognize the outstanding work done by WATA personnel. Funds are used to hold recognition events and to
purchase items for recognition purposes.

Fuel
This line accounts for the fuel used by administrative personnel to perform support functions such as meeting/conference
attendance and operational support.

Vehicle Parts/Supplies
This line item accounts for parts and supplies used in the maintenance of WATA administration support vehicles. WATA
currently has two vehicles that are used for this purpose.

Office Supplies
Items used by administrative personnel such as copy paper, pencils, etc.

Software
Costs to purchase and maintain software products. Includes licenses, subscriptions, hosting fees, etc.
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Williamsburg Area Transit Authority

Fiscal Year 2022

Furniture and Equipment
Costs for office equipment to include computers, office furniture, etc.

Legal Services
Costs to account for WATA’s contract with a third-party for legal services.

Fiscal Agent Fee
WATA utilizes JCC as its fiscal agent. As compensation, WATA remits to JCC one and one-half percent (1.5%) of the budgeted
expenses for salaries and fringes and one percent (1%) of all other operating costs.

Purchasing Services
In September 2015, WATA entered an MOU with James City County’s Purchasing Department for services. The Purchasing
Department assists WATA in the development and performance of necessary solicitations. The partnership allows WATA to
use the expertise and purchasing power available to JCC as a larger entity.

Insurance Claim Expenses
This line item includes amounts WATA may need to spend to repair damages or otherwise mitigate expenses arising from an
accident or incident.

Regional Garage Lease
Costs to lease maintenance space at 7239 Pocahontas Trail. The expense was moved to the Operations budget in FY2021. The
facility was purchased by WATA in FY2021, and this will no longer be an expense after FY2021.

WTC Lease
WATA leases office space and ground space at the Williamsburg Transportation Center on Boundary Street from the City of
Williamsburg. The office space is used as a customer service counter and the ground space is where WATA routes meet to
transfer passengers. This expense was moved to the Operations budget in FY2021.
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Operations - Fixed-Route

Williamsburg Area Transit Authority

Fiscal Year 2022

Operations - Fixed Route
Fixed-route operations account for almost half of WATA’s entire operations budget. Fixed-route operations comprise the
services offered by WATA in the Williamsburg urbanized area. WATA has determined that 82% of its service is conducted
or originates in the Williamsburg UZA, A portion of fixed-route costs are considered rural service and costs are accounted
for separately.
Expenses include all personnel and maintenance costs needed to directly operate service. The fixed-route operations
budget is relatively level compared to the FY2021 budget. Personnel costs, including fringe benefits, have not increased
markedly and some other expenses (equipment maintenance, lease payments) have decreased. A couple of routes are still
suspended as of the start of FY2022, but the budget is developed with the anticipation that at least a portion of the currently
suspended service will return to operation within the fiscal year.
Description

FY2020 Budget
Actual

FY2021 Budget
Adopted

FY2021 Budget
Amended

$

$

60,674

$

717,131

$

717,131

52,200

$

10,150

Salaries, Full-Time

$

Salaries, Part-Time

$

1,297,207.52

$

56,826.16

Salaries, Overtime
Fringe Benefits

48,387.86

$

Professional Services

Equipment Maintenance

Maintenance – Buildings & Grounds

$

Radio Maintenance

$

Telecommunications
Vehicle Maintenance

$

$
$

Fuel

Vehicle Parts/Supplies

-

ITS Maintenance

$

1,382,546

$

203,143

$

-

$

$
$

88,500

$

-

$

507,724

$

151,298

-

19,640.01

$

$

-

$

$

Total

344,688.42

238,639.31

Regional Garage Lease
WTC Lease

555,746.53

$
$

Uniforms

Salaries, Full-Time

-

127,041.70
-

-

62,485.21

$ 2,750,662.72

$

$

$

52,311

406,535

23,500

$
$

$

$

40,194

59,600

-

3,755,506

FY2021 Budget
Projected

$

1,281,408

$

1,171,387

$

203,143

$

66,884

-

$

$

$

611,029

$

622,072

52,200

$

34,926

$

10,200

$

10,150

$

$

13,200

$

447,724

$

412,717

$

151,298

$

150,197

$

$
$

$

88,500

52,311

279,135

$

42,699

$

59,600

$

$

-

$

75,136

$

21,773

3,448,547

-

$

23,500

$
$

$

1,346,725

63,782

$

60,674

$

FY2022
Proposed

$
$

$

$
$

$

12,970

$

$

70,155

145,526
3,300

66,500

49,249

457,600

191,375

$

377,325

19,829

$

21,500

$

156,000

21,773

$

-

-

$

-

59,600

2,934,304

$

$

48,307

3,387,659

Accounts for all full-time, fixed-route Transit Operators, Dispatchers, Supervisors, and Operations Director. Previous budgets
have included all salaries in one line item and full-time are being accounted for separately from part-time moving forward.
Full-time staffing for fixed-route is currently budgeted at thirty-six (36) full-time operators.

Overtime
Due to a shortage of qualified operators, overtime is sometimes required for WATA to meet service demands. Overtime pay is
projected to be approximately 7.5% of full-time salaries this year.
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Salaries, Part-Time
Accounts for the eight (8) part-time, fixed-route Transit Operators that assist in working weekend shifts or when shortages
arise due to illnesses or other circumstances. Also includes part-time Customer Service office staff at the Williamsburg
Transportation Center.

Fringe Benefits
Included in this line item is health insurance, FICA, retirement (VRS and other), Workers’ Compensation. Health insurance has
been proposed at an approximate 4% increase this year. WATA’s employer rate for VRS is the same as FY2021 and will be
recalculated for a two-year period to begin in FY2023. Workers’ Compensation insurance will decrease due to the experience
modifier being lower than the previous year.

Professional Services
This line item has been used in previous years to account for shelter cleaning services. Those services have been moved to 0216, Maintenance – Buildings and Grounds. Current costs are for DOT physicals to be performed for operators as required by
federal transit regulations.

Equipment Maintenance
This line item was previously used to account for the maintenance of transit vehicles, but those costs have been moved to 0250, Vehicle Maintenance. Current costs include maintenance facility security system costs.

Maintenance – Buildings and Grounds
This line item accounts for cleaning, trash collection, and maintenance at bus shelters and other property used for WATA
operations. The shelters are cleaned and maintained via third-party contract.

Telecommunications
This line item accounts for mobile and internet service needed to communicate remotely with vehicles that are in service. This
allows for vehicles to be tracked by operations staff, but also is necessary for passengers to receive real-time bus arrival
information.

Radio Maintenance
This line item accounts for a portion of the radio maintenance contract through James City County. This expense was
previously included in the Administration budget.

Vehicle Maintenance
This line item accounts for a portion of the maintenance contract for vehicles used in fixed-route operations. Maintenance is
performed by a third-party contractor in WATA’s facility. The contract includes a fixed-fee per vehicle per month charge and
an hourly rate for labor. Expenses are projected to remain flat. Also, included in this line is maintenance of operational
support vehicles.

Fuel
This line accounts for the fuel used for the fixed-route transit fleet and in operational support vehicles.
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Vehicle Parts/Supplies
Items used in the maintenance and upkeep of the buses. This line is maintained separately from the Vehicle Maintenance line
due to how expenses are reported to the National Transit Database annually. Also includes incidental supplies needed on the
vehicles for cleaning.

Uniforms
This line item funds the uniforms that operators and supervisors are required to wear. WATA leases the uniforms from a
third-party vendor.

Regional Garage Lease
WATA purchased the property in October 2020 and the lease is no longer in effect.

WTC Lease
WATA leases office space and ground space at the Williamsburg Transportation Center on Boundary Street in the City of
Williamsburg. The office space is used as a customer service counter and the ground space is where WATA routes meet to
transfer passengers.

ITS Maintenance
This line item accounted for an annual maintenance payment for an automatic vehicle locator system purchased by WATA in
2014. WATA has discontinued use of that system and is in the process of procuring a new system.
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Operations – ADA Paratransit
WATA provides ADA Complementary Paratransit Services within three quarters of a mile (¾ mile) of any fixed-route as required
under the Americans with Disabilities Act. This program has seen significant growth as a portion of WATA operations. The
service is an on-demand, origin-to-destination service and trips can be scheduled at least one day in advance. Potential users of
the service must establish eligibility for it through an application process. WATA provides this service in rural and urban areas.
Due to the growth of the program, an additional operator position is proposed for paratransit operations in FY2022.
FY2020 Budget
Actual

Description

Salaries, Full-Time

$

Salaries, Part-Time

$

197,849.56

Equipment Maintenance

$

82,986.81

Overtime

$

Fringe Benefits

$

Fuel

$

Vehicle Maintenance

111,106.88
-

$

Vehicle Parts/Supplies

Salaries, Full-Time

44,026.13

$

Telecommunications

Uniforms

-

-

Total

$

$

FY2021 Budget
Projected

186,105

$

186,105

$

191,916

$

$

24,265

$

24,265

$

29,464

$

$
$
$

$

67,768

$

29,566

$

13,209
79,722

104,337

$

115,964

$

121,870

3,660

$

3,660

$

2,246

$

6,060

45,000

$

44,046

$

481,931,34

$

$

47,768

227,630

$

7,572.12

$

$

FY2022
Proposed

75,000

45,000

-

FY2021 Budget
Amended

$

$

38,389.84

$

FY2021 Budget
Adopted

$

3,474

$

45,000

5,630

$

5,630

500,274

$

45,000
3,800

$

$

3,800

469,039

$

371

$

60,167

$

7,523

$

$

32,083
2,360

471,660

$
$
$

$

$

$

4,474

82,800
58,050
24,000

3,800

621,615

Accounts for all full-time operators that perform ADA paratransit operations.

Overtime
Due to growth in the demand for service, overtime is sometimes necessary for WATA to meet service demands. Overtime pay
is projected at 7.5% of full-time salaries this year.

Salaries, Part-Time
Accounts for part-time operators that perform ADA paratransit operations and assist in working weekend shifts or when
shortages arise due to illnesses or other circumstances.

Fringe Benefits
Included in this line item is health insurance, FICA, retirement (VRS and other), Workers’ Compensation. Health insurance has
been proposed at a 4% increase this year. WATA’s employer rate for VRS is decreasing this year due to a recent actuarial study.
Workers’ Compensation insurance is increasing due to the experience modifier being higher than the previous year.

Equipment Maintenance

This line item accounts for maintenance of equipment used for operations that includes the RouteMatch software and mobile
tablets that are used to schedule and manage ADA trips. This line item was previously used to account for the maintenance of
transit vehicles, but those costs have been moved to -0250, Vehicle Maintenance.
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Telecommunications
This line item accounts for service needed to communicate remotely with vehicles that are in service. This allows for vehicles
to be tracked by operations staff, but also allows for passengers to receive bus arrival information.

Vehicle Maintenance
This line item accounts for maintenance of vehicles used for paratransit operations. Maintenance is performed by a third-party
contractor in WATA’s facility. The contract charges a fixed-fee per month per vehicle and an hourly rate for labor. Expenses
are projected to remain flat due to the relatively low age of WATA vehicles.

Fuel
This line accounts for the fuel used for the paratransit fleet and in support vehicles.

Vehicle Parts and Supplies
Items used in the maintenance and upkeep of the buses. This line is maintained separately from the Vehicle Maintenance line
due to how expenses are reported to the National Transit Database annually. Also includes incidental supplies needed on the
vehicles for cleaning.

Uniforms
This line items funds the uniforms that operators and supervisors are required to wear. WATA leases the uniforms from a thirdparty vendor.
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Administration – Rural

FY2020 Budget
Actual

Description

FY2021 Budget
Adopted

FY2021 Budget
Amended

$

$

Salaries, Full-Time

$

49,380.00

$

Fringe Benefits

$

21,016.68

$

Salaries, Part-Time

$

Advertising

$

Professional Services

$

Marketing/Promotion

$

-

2,005.11

2,258.81

$

2,340

$

936

$

936

81.87

Travel and Training

$

Radio Maintenance

$

Legal Services

Purchasing Services

Salaries, Full-Time

Total

8,066.08
-

330.00
660.19
-

$

3,100.20

$

321.82

-

4,063.44

$

10,191.12

$

125,106.55

$

7,150.00

$
$

-

400

$

486

$
$
$

$

$
$

$

975

-

650

2,992

$

$

$

$

$

4,550

$

$

1,480

872

2,285

1,784
5,676

$

963

74

$

1,300

$

900

$

1,500

$

8,200

$

5,400

$

720

$

144

3,250

$

3,250

$

4,000

400

$

486

975

$
$

$

650

$

2,992

$

-

$

976

$

4,550

$

950

$

10,542

$

141,223

$

141,223

$

$

827

2,600

10,542
7,150

31,050

3,782

$

$

$

$

$

2,722

$

$

20,083

2,609

$

$

976

950

-

77,311

$

$

$

$

$

459

1,950

3,250

1,950

FY2022 Budget
Proposed

53,060

$

$

$

$

$

104

1,956.60

1,679.32

$

$

$

$

Fiscal Agent Fee

$

$

7,150

2,600

$

Furniture & Equipment

104

$

$

$

$

Software

$

$

$

1,430

2,600

$

Office Supplies

7,150

$

$

$

Vehicle Parts and Supplies

$

1,430

4,993.25

$

Fuel

-

$

$

$

Employee Recognition

6,315

2,340

$

Data Processing Services

$

$

Postage

Maintenance - Vehicles

6,315

1,120

-

6,430.84

Audit Services

$

1,480

$

Telecommunications

1,120

25,917

$

Insurance

$

$

2,670

1,480

1,421.22

Maintenance - Equipment

25,917

54,290

$

$

$

$

2,670

$

-

Dues and Subscriptions
Utilities

$

54,290

FY2021 Budget
Projected

7,150

$

-

-

559
-

451

307
-

$

$

$

$

1,450
-

700

-

750

$
$

600
250

622

$

1,800

195

$

1,000

447

1,653

$

10,523

$

116,572

$

$

7.150

$
$

1,352

3,500

$

11,997

$

171,686

$

9,900

Accounts for a portion of the salaries of Administration staff, including the Deputy Executive Director, Budget and Grants
Administrator, Communications Specialist, Transit Planner, IT Specialist, and Executive Director,

Salaries, Part-Time
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Accounts for a portion of salaries for part-time administrative staff.

Fringe Benefits

Included in this line item is health insurance, FICA, retirement (VRS and other), Workers’ Compensation. Health insurance has
been proposed at a 10% increase this year. WATA’s employer rate for VRS is decreasing this year due to a recent actuarial
study. Workers’ Compensation insurance is increasing due to the experience modifier being higher than the previous year.

Advertising
This line item accounts primarily for public notices and employment ads.

Professional Services
These are services that normally required specialized degrees or knowledge or specific professional licenses or certifications.

-Marketing/Promotion
This accounts for products and services used to market WATA and its services to the public.

Dues and Subscriptions
The cost of WATA personnel to belong to industry and professional organizations.

Utilities
This line item accounts for cost of utilities in WATA’s facility. This is new expense line needed for when WATA purchases the
facility from Colonial Williamsburg.

Insurance
The cost of property and liability coverage for WATA’s vehicles, facilities, and personnel. Workers’ Compensation coverage is
included in Fringe Benefits.

Equipment Maintenance
This line item accounts for maintenance of equipment used for administrative operations that includes an annual copier lease,
maintenance of the building surveillance system and costs for maintenance of the building security system and other similar
activities.

Postage
This line item accounts for the costs of WATA to send out notices, letters, and parcels.

Telecommunications
This line item accounts for costs of landline, mobile phone, and internet service for administrative offices.

Travel and Training
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This line item accounts costs of registration and travel to professional conferences or training for administrative personnel.
Training opportunities are often provided at no charge to WATA due to funding from the federal government, and only the
costs of travel to the training is needed. The amount can vary dependent on offering from the National Transit Institute that
are sometimes in various parts of the US.

Audit Services
WATA retains a firm to conduct its annual audit. This expense is projected to remain flat.

Radio Maintenance
WATA is part of a regional radio partnership and partners with James City County for radio maintenance. This line item began
being accounted for in the Operations budget starting in FY2021 as it is a direct operational expense. The amount is projected
to remain flat.

Vehicle Maintenance
This line item accounts for the services provided under WATA’s third-party maintenance contract. The contract consists of a
set of fixed fees for the number of vehicles and an hourly labor rate.

Recognition
Costs used to recognize the outstanding work done by WATA personnel. Funds are used to hold recognition events and to
purchase items for recognition purposes.

Fuel
This line accounts for the fuel used for the by administrative personnel to perform support functions such as meeting
attendance and operational support.

Vehicle Parts/Supplies
This line item accounts for parts and supplies used in the maintenance of WATA administration support vehicles. WATA
currently has two vehicles that are used for this purpose.

Office Supplies
Items used by administrative personnel such as copy paper, pencils, etc. Costs are projected to remain flat.

Software
Costs to purchase and for the maintenance of software products. Includes licenses, subscriptions, hosting fees, etc.

Furniture and Equipment
Costs for office equipment to include computers, office furniture, etc. .

Legal Services
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Costs to account for WATA’s contract with a third-party for legal services. WATA normally enters into a five-year contract
with optional renewals.

Fiscal Agent Fee
WATA utilizes JCC as its fiscal agent. As compensation, WATA remits to JCC one and one-half percent (1.5%) of the budgeted
expenses for salaries and fringes and one percent (1%) of all other operating costs.

Purchasing Services
In September 2015, WATA entered an MOU with James City County’s Purchasing Department for services. The Purchasing
Department assists WATA in the development and performance of necessary solicitations. The partnership allows WATA to
use the expertise and purchasing power available to JCC as a larger entity.
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Operations – Rural
WATA receives funding from the federal Section 5311 program. This program is intended to assist providing service to rural
areas, which is defined as those areas with less than 50,000 in population. This funding is provided to the Virginia Department
of Rail and Public Transportation, which then passes on funding to agencies such as WATA. The funding normally requires a
50% match. This year, a portion of funds are still available at a 100% rate due to the ongoing CARES Act funding.

WATA has normally charged 13% of operating expenses as rural service, but it has been determined that 18% of expenses are
devoted to service in rural areas. The other 82% is accounted for in fixed-route operations.
FY2020 Budget
Actual

Description

Salaries, Full-Time

$

Salaries, Part-Time

$

226,214.02

$

8,836.73

Salaries, Overtime

$

Fringe Benefits

$

Equipment Maintenance

$

Professional Services

Maintenance – Buildings & Grounds

$

Radio Maintenance

$

Telecommunications
Vehicle Maintenance

$

Fuel

Vehicle Parts/Supplies
Regional Garage Lease

Salaries, Full-Time

86,212.89
75,731.60
-

3,727.81

$

$

17,507

$

97,628

$

$

190,981

$

37,902

$
$
$

-

$

24,441.59
12,012.00
10,154.64

512,876.62

20,800
6,500

$

190,981

$

37,902

$

$

$

17,507

FY2021 Budget
Projected

190,981

$

$

37,902

$

$

-

$

97,628

$

20,800

$

-

6,500

7,503

98,676

2,085

6,489

22,730

$

23,645

8,906

$

$

6,006

$

547,227

$

$

$

4,551

$

8,906

$

$

6,006

$

547,227

3,400

$

$

$

$

3,408

22,730

4,551

3,100

$
$

1,915

$

800

104,490

$

$

$

$

$

72,379

52,415

139,179

36,646

$

$

$

$

69,982

52,415

33,557

7,116

$

$

16,519

$

69,982

8,719

$

10,871

$

$

310,545

$

$

8,719

2,600

FY2022
Proposed

$

2,600

$

$

$

FY2021 Budget
Amended

$

51,071.85

$

Total

14,473

$
$

Uniforms

WTC Lease

$

-

FY2021 Budget
Adopted

$

$

3,003

$

505,038

$

8,906

$

9,400

11,823

126,720
43,200
-

10,604

819,826

Accounts for all full-time, fixed-route Transit Operators. Previous budgets have included all salaries in one line item and fulltime are being accounted for separately from part-time moving forward. Full-time staffing is currently forty (40) full-time
operators.

Overtime
Due to a shortage of qualified operators, overtime is sometimes required for WATA to meet service demands. This expense
has been mitigated by vacancy savings from full-time, but staff work to keep overtime down as possible. Overtime pay is
projected to be approximately 4% of full-time salaries this year.

Salaries, Part-Time

Accounts for the eight (8) part-time, fixed-route Transit Operators that assist in working weekend shifts or when shortages
arise due to illnesses or other circumstances.
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Fringe Benefits
Included in this line item is health insurance, FICA, retirement (VRS and other), Workers’ Compensation. Health insurance has
been proposed at a 10% increase this year. WATA’s employer rate for VRS is decreasing this year due to a recent actuarial
study. Workers’ Compensation insurance is increasing due to the experience modifier being higher than the previous year.

Professional Services

This line item has been used in previous years to account for shelter cleaning services. Those services have been moved to 0216, Maintenance – Buildings and Grounds. Current costs are for DOT physicals to be performed for operators as required by
the federal transit regulations.

Equipment Maintenance
This line item was previously used to account for the maintenance of transit vehicles, but those costs have been moved to 0250, Vehicle Maintenance.

Maintenance – Buildings and Grounds
This line item accounts for cleaning, trash collection, and maintenance at bus shelters and other property used for WATA
operations. The shelters are cleaned and maintained via third-party contract.

Telecommunications
This line item accounts for service needed to communicate remotely with vehicles that are in service. This allows for vehicles
to be tracked by operations staff, but also is necessary for passengers to receive real-time bus arrival information

Radio Maintenance

This line item accounts for a portion of the radio maintenance contract through James City County. This expense was
previously included on the Administration budget but has been moved to Operations.

Vehicle Maintenance
This line item accounts for maintenance of vehicles used for fixed-route operations. Maintenance is performed by a thirdparty contractor in WATA’s facility. The contract charges a fixed-fee per month per vehicle and an hourly rate for labor.
Expenses are projected to remain flat due to the relatively low age of WATA vehicles. Also, included in this line is maintenance
of operational support vehicles.

Fuel
This line accounts for the fuel used for the fixed-route transit fleet and in support vehicles.

Vehicle Parts and Supplies
Items used in the maintenance and upkeep of the buses. This line is maintained separately from the Vehicle Maintenance line
due to how expenses are reported to the National Transit Database annually.

Uniforms
This line item funds the uniforms that operators and supervisors are required to wear. WATA leases the uniforms from a
third-party vendor.
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Regional Garage Lease
WATA purchased the property in October 2020.

WTC Lease
WATA leases office space and ground space at the Williamsburg Transportation Center on Boundary Street in the City of
Williamsburg. The office space is used as a customer service counter and the ground space is where WATA routes meet to
transfer passengers.
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Safety and Training
WATA employs a full-time Safety, Security, and Training Coordinator to implement a safety and training program.
The Coordinator is responsible for the training, both field and classroom, of operations personnel to include transit
operators, dispatchers, and supervisors. The Coordinator is also responsible for accident investigation and
administering the drug and alcohol testing program.
FY2020 Budget
Actual

Description

Salaries, Full-Time

$

Salaries, Part-Time

$

Overtime

$

Fringe Benefits

$

Professional Services

$

Telecommunications

$

Equipment Maintenance

$

Travel and Training
Office Supplies

Furniture & Equipment

-

54,076.58

20,096.02

-

-

$

2,171.08

$

-

$

Total

8,655.27

$

FY2021 Budget
Adopted

FY2021 Budget
Amended

FY2021 Budget
Projected

$

56,000

$

56,000

$

$

-

$

-

$

$

$

$
$
$

$

3,721.39

$

88,720.34

$

$

15,000
29,820

-

$

6,000

$

820

$

13,000

7,600

-

$

128,240

$

29,820

-

$

$

$

$

3,000

$

6,000

$

820

$

3,000

-

$

7,600

106,240

$
$

43,508.81
-

-

16,358

2,818
-

1,140
1,500

$

3,785.66

$

69,110

$

-

FY2022
Proposed

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

57,680
11,536

-

27,493
-

6,000
1,200

$

13,000

$

5,000

$

$

15,000
136,909

-0110 – Salaries, Full-Time
Accounts for one (1) full-time Safety and Training Coordinator.

-0120 – Overtime
Due to a shortage of qualified operators, overtime is sometimes required for WATA to meet service demands. Overtime had
been relatively high in this line item in the past due to operator turnover and the need to train new operators before releasing
for service.

-0130 – Salaries, Part-Time
This line formerly held the full-time salaries for the department and those have been moved to -0110, Full-Time Salaries

-0150 - Fringe Benefits
Included in this line item are health insurance, FICA, retirement (VRS and other), Workers’ Compensation.
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-0203 – Professional Services
This line item accounts for professional services such as drug and alcohol program management and training and
development contractors.

-0215 – Equipment Maintenance
This line item accounts for maintenance of equipment used for safety training.

-0219 – Telecommunications
Accounts for the telecommunications used to support the safety and training program.

-0220 – Travel and Training
Expenses for the Safety and Training Coordinator to attend workshops, conferences, or seminars.

-0319 – Office Supplies
Items used in support the safety and training program. Funds are included this year to purchase updates to the TAPTCO
program used to train new and in-service operators.

-0415 – Furniture and Equipment
Equipment purchased to provide training and safety activities.
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Operations – William & Mary
WATA contracts with William & Mary to provide public transit services for students, faculty, and staff. During the academic
year, WATA operates service that connects locations both within campus and to the wider Williamsburg community. WATA
operates this service by contract. WATA and W&M have also agreed to allow holders of a valid W&M identification card to ride
on all WATA routes without having to pay on the bus. WATA invoices the College per the contract for these services. The budget
for this fiscal year is projected to remain down due to the continuation of a decrease in operating hours and ridership due to the
impact campus schedules from COVID-19.
FY2020 Budget
Actual

Description

Salaries, Full-Time

$

Salaries, Part-Time

$

96,036.98

$

29,324.31

Overtime

$

Fringe Benefits

$

Equipment Maintenance
Telecommunications

$

Vehicle Maintenance

$

Radio Maintenance
Fuel

Vehicle Parts and Supplies
Uniforms

Salaries, Full-Time

Total

-

4,803.70

40,196.62

$

89,017

$

89,017

$

$

26,240

$

26,240

$

10,757

$

10,005

$

7,000

$

7,000

$

350

$

$

8,471

42,354

$

$

8,471

42,354

$

1,360

-

$

61,131

$

31,131

$

19,842

$

9,914

30,275.43

$

2,845.51

15,870.98
225,387.73

FY2022
Proposed

89,017

1,360

$

FY2021 Budget
Projected

$

$

5,584.20

$

FY2021 Budget
Amended

-

$

$

FY2021 Budget
Adopted

$
$

$
$

6,036

50,400
3,150

315,001

$
$

$

$

$

$

42,747

$

1,993

$

6,036

$

20,400

$

3,150

245,073

3,751

518

$

12,804

$

3,932

211,859

32,696

$

13,787

$

5,098

$

$

27,626

$

$

4,926

$

67,980

1,500

4,620

$

35,200

$

12,000

$

$

29,025
3,150

201,624

Accounts for full-time, fixed-route Transit Operators used to support the service to W&M faculty, staff, and students. The
budget as proposed allocates costs for at least two full-time operator positions.

Overtime
Due to a shortage of qualified operators, overtime is sometimes required for WATA to meet service demands.

Salaries, Part-Time
Accounts for part-time, fixed-route Transit Operators used to support the service to W&M faculty, staff, and students.

Fringe Benefits
Accounts for the fringe benefits that go towards support those staff that operate the service to W&M faculty, staff, and
students.
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Operations – William & Mary

Williamsburg Area Transit Authority

Fiscal Year 2022

Equipment Maintenance
This line item was previously used to account for the maintenance of transit vehicles, but those costs have been moved to 0250, Vehicle Maintenance. The expenses include maintenance needed for facility and vehicle surveillance and security
systems.

Telecommunications

This line item accounts for service needed to communicate remotely with vehicles that are in service. This allows for vehicles
to be tracked by operations staff, but also is necessary for passengers to receive bus arrival information.

Radio Maintenance
This line item accounts for a portion of the radio maintenance contract through James City County. This expense was
previously included in the Administration budget but has been moved to Operations.

Vehicle Maintenance
This line item accounts for a portion of maintenance costs for vehicles used for fixed-route revenue service. Maintenance is
performed by a third-party contractor in WATA’s facility. Expenses are projected to remain flat due to the relatively low age of
WATA vehicles. Also, included in this line is maintenance of operational support vehicles.

Fuel
This line accounts for a portion of the fuel used for the fixed-route transit fleet and support vehicles.

Vehicle Parts and Supplies
Items used in the maintenance and upkeep of the buses. This line is maintained separately from the Vehicle Maintenance line
due to how expenses are reported to the National Transit Database annually. Also included are incidental supplies used on the
vehicles for cleaning.

Uniforms
This line items funds the uniforms that operators and supervisors are required to wear. WATA leases the uniforms from a
third-party vendor.
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Operations – Colonial Williamsburg

Williamsburg Area Transit Authority

Fiscal Year 2022

Operations - Colonial Williamsburg
WATA and The Colonial Williamsburg Foundation (CWF) partner together to provide public transportation services around the
historic area and other area tourist destinations. A fleet of CNG buses and CNG fueling equipment are owned by WATA and
leased to CWF for operation. CWF is eligible to receive funding from the federal and state governments for operating costs. A
portion of the annual maintenance on the buses and equipment is eligible for federal reimbursement at eighty percent (80%)
under the Section 5307 program. The agreement between CWF and WATA stipulates that the matching funds for these
maintenance expenses (20%) be provided by CWF.
WATA also provides by agreement a percentage of the operating funds allocated from the Virginia Department of Rail and Public
Transportation to CWF to offset a portion of operating salaries. These funds do not require a match. The state operating funds
allocated to CWF are estimated based on the percentage of total operating funds spent on public transportation by CWF.
FY2020 Budget
Actual

Description

Equipment Maintenance

$

Vehicle Maintenance
CWF Bus Operations

$

Total

$
$

-

464,422.00
464,422.00

FY2021 Budget
Adopted

$

55,000

$

245,000

$

408,750

$

108,750

FY2021 Budget
Amended

$

55,000

$

142,922

$

$

215,000

$

442,922

$

FY2021 Budget
Projected

57,700

$

142,922

$

$

365,000

$

565,622

FY2022
Proposed

30,000

$

360,000

$

547,754

157,754

Equipment Maintenance
This line item accounts for maintenance to CNG fueling equipment that was purchased in 2010 by WATA and leased to Colonial
Williamsburg. The equipment includes compressors and appurtenances, fuel posts and nozzles, and a generator. Maintenance
costs for the equipment are eligible under the Section 5307 program for reimbursement of up to 20%.

Vehicle Maintenance
This line item accounts for the services provided under WATA’s third-party maintenance contract. The contract consists of a
set of fixed fees per vehicle and an hourly labor rate. The vehicles are CNG buses purchased by WATA and leased to CWF.
Maintenance costs for the vehicles are eligible under the Section 5307 program for reimbursement of up to 20%. This line item
is increased this fiscal year over FY2021 due the age of the leased fleet and recent increases seen in maintenance costs.

CWF Bus Operations
Colonial Williamsburg receives a portion of WATA’s allocation from the Commonwealth of Virginia for operating costs. The
allocation formula uses ridership as an aspect of performance and WATA and CWF have a service agreement that factors in the
additional ridership provided by CWF. This line item is increased this year due to additional state operating funds.
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Operations – Demonstration Route

Williamsburg Area Transit Authority

Fiscal Year 2022

Operations – Route 12 Demonstration Route
FY2020 Budget
Actual

Description

FY2021 Budget
Adopted

FY2021 Budget
Amended

FY2021 Budget
Projected

Salaries, Full-Time

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

Salaries, Part-Time

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

Salaries, Overtime

$

Fringe Benefits

$

Advertising

$

Professional Services

$

Marketing/Promotion

$

Equipment Maintenance

Maintenance, Bldg and Grounds
Telecommunications
Vehicle Maintenance

$
$

Vehicle Parts and Supplies

Salaries, Full-Time

$
$

Fuel

Uniforms

$

$

Total

$
$

-

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$

FY2022
Proposed

32,670

-

$

2,460

-

$

19,424

$

300

$

3,530

-

$

-

$

1,500

$

15,000

$

20,000

$

6,000

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

1,000

$

$

1,100
900

15,500
1,500

120,584

Accounts for full-time, fixed-route Transit Operators for the demonstration route service.

Overtime
Due to a shortage of qualified operators, overtime is sometimes required for WATA to meet service demands. Overtime pay is
projected to be approximately 7.5% of full-time salaries this year.

Salaries, Part-Time
Accounts for part-time, fixed-route Transit Operators that assist in operating the demonstration route.

Fringe Benefits
Included in this line item is health insurance, FICA, retirement (VRS and other), Workers’ Compensation. Health insurance has
been proposed at a 3% increase this year. WATA’s employer rate for VRS is decreasing this year due to a recent actuarial
study. Workers’ Compensation insurance is increasing due to the experience modifier being higher than the previous year.

Advertising
Costs for public meeting notices and other necessary items such as public service announcements and employment ads.
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Williamsburg Area Transit Authority

Fiscal Year 2022

Professional Services
This line item has been used to account for shelter cleaning services. Those services have been moved to -0216, Maintenance –
Buildings and Grounds. Costs here are for services for DOT physicals needed for operators.

Marketing/Promotion
This accounts for products and services used to market WATA and its services to the public. These funds will be used to
market the new service offered by this demonstration route.

Equipment Maintenance
Current costs include maintenance facility security system costs and various equipment on the buses or in the system.

Maintenance – Buildings and Grounds
This line item accounts for cleaning, trash collection, and maintenance at bus shelters and other property used for WATA
operations. The shelters are cleaned and maintained via third-party contract. Also included is the installation of bus stop
signs and posts in the system that will occur in anticipation of route opening.

Telecommunications

This line item accounts for service needed to communicate remotely with vehicles that are in service. This allows for vehicles
to be tracked by operations staff, but also is necessary for passengers to receive real-time bus arrival information.

Vehicle Maintenance
This line item accounts for maintenance of vehicles used for fixed-route operations. Maintenance is performed by a thirdparty contractor in WATA’s facility. The contract charges a fixed-fee per month per vehicle and an hourly rate for labor. Also,
included in this line is maintenance of operational support vehicles.

Fuel
This line accounts for the fuel used for the fixed-route transit fleet and support vehicles.

Vehicle Parts and Supplies
Items used in maintaining of the buses. This line is maintained separately from the Vehicle Maintenance line due to how
expenses are reported to the National Transit Database annually. Also includes costs for some incidental supplies needed on
the buses for cleaning.

Uniforms
This line item funds the uniforms that operators and supervisors are required to wear. WATA leases the uniforms from a
third-party vendor.
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Williamsburg Area Transit Authority

Fiscal Year 2022

Special Projects/Capital Outlay
WATA receives funding for projects that are targeted to specific projects or equipment/materials. These may include grant
awards from private, non-profit, or public entities. Since these projects may be legally committed to certain items, it is preferred
to manage them separately.
These items include Capital Outlay, which are items that are capital in nature (i.e., a physical or technology asset) but also do not
meet the dollar threshold or life expectancy of a durable capital project. Typical examples are furniture, office equipment, or
software. These items are not specific to a certain use but are used for overall operation of WATA both for operations and
administration. Also included may be funds for studies such as a strategic plan or operational analysis.
Description

New Town Proffer (Sections 2 & 4)
New Town Proffer (Sections 2 & 4)
Transit Strategic Plan
LHT Bench Project

COVID-19 Supplies

Capital Outlay – Enhancements
Capital Outlay – Software

Capital Outlay – Hardware

Capital Outlay – Support Vehicles

Total

FY2020 Budget
Actual

FY2021 Budget
Adopted

$

-

$

37,250

$

-

$

300,000

$

-

$

-

$
$

-

$

-

$
$

$

7,877.77

$

-

$

$

-

$

-

$
$

7,877.77

3,000

$

$

3,600

-

$

300,000

$

10,000

$

-

$

-

$

-

FY2021 Budget
Amended

300,000

$

$

-

310,000

FY2021 Budget
Projected

$

-

$

$

-

$

$
$
$

-

$

-

$

-

$
$

$

$

9,592

-

$
$
$
$
$

9,592

$

$

FY2022
Proposed
-

-

-

40,000
10,000
-

-

50,000

New Town Proffer - $37,250 (Sections 2&4)
This project is to install transit improvement in the New Town development in James City County. Proffered funds were
provided in lieu of improvements being installed during development. The improvements must be installed in either Section 2
and/or 4 of New Town.

New Town Proffer - $3,000 (Sections 2&4)
This project is to install transit improvement in the New Town development in James City County. Proffered funds were
provided in lieu of improvements being installed during development. The improvements must be installed in either Section 2
and/or 4 of New Town.

Transit Strategic Plan
This project is to complete a Transit Strategic Plan as required by the Virginia Department of Rail and Public Transportation.
The required elements of the Plan have been set by DRPT and WATA will be retaining a consultant to lead Plan development.
WATA was not able to begin the Plan as scheduled in FY2021 due to lack of funding availability but anticipates beginning the
project in FY2022.
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LEAD Historic Triangle Bench Project
This project is to perform any maintenance on benches installed by members of the Leadership Historic Triangle Class.

Capital Outlay - Enhancements
This project is to complete a Transit Strategic Plan as required by the Virginia Department of Rail and Public Transportation.
The required elements of the Plan have been set by DRPT and WATA will be retaining a consultant to lead Plan development.
The goal is to begin the plan in late calendar year 2020 and be done by the fall of calendar year 2021.

Capital Outlay - Software
This project is to complete a Transit Strategic Plan as required by the Virginia Department of Rail and Public Transportation.
The required elements of the Plan have been set by DRPT and WATA will be retaining a consultant to lead Plan development.
The goal is to begin the plan in late calendar year 2020 and be done by the fall of calendar year 2021.

Capital Outlay - Hardware
This project is to complete a Transit Strategic Plan as required by the Virginia Department of Rail and Public Transportation.
The required elements of the Plan have been set by DRPT and WATA will be retaining a consultant to lead Plan development.
The goal is to begin the plan in late calendar year 2020 and be done by the fall of calendar year 2021.

Capital Outlay – Support Vehicles
This project is to complete a Transit Strategic Plan as required by the Virginia Department of Rail and Public Transportation.
The required elements of the Plan have been set by DRPT and WATA will be retaining a consultant to lead Plan development.
The goal is to begin the plan in late calendar year 2020 and be done by the fall of calendar year 2021.
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Capital Improvement Plan (CIP)
WATA develops long-term strategies for investing in capital assets by identifying and
prioritizing needs and/or opportunities. The planning for the purchase of specific equipment
and facilities over time allows WATA to achieve service goals and meet demands of
policymakers and the public.

The Authority completes a CIP annually as part of its participation in the metropolitan
planning process. Proposed projects must be included in the Transportation Improvement
Program (TIP) in order for WATA to receive federal funding. The Virginia Department of Rail
and Public Transportation (DRPT) also requires a long-range capital plan to be eligible for
state funding.
To prepare a CIP, there must be an accurate understanding of the replacement value and
condition of existing capital assets and projection of future service needs. Also, implicit in
development of a CIP is a projection of future availability of capital funds and overall financial
capacity to supply the forecasted service levels along with any capital asset expansion and
maintenance costs.
Major elements of a CIP include:
•
•
•
•
•

Inventory of existing assets
Assessment of maintenance practices and requirements
Projection of replacement or major rehab needs of existing capital assets
Forecasted service requirements and capital needs to meet requirements
Projection of available capital funding (grants, cash, borrowing, etc.)

Capital projects typically include projects that will survive more than one fiscal year such as
construction, fleet acquisition and upgrade, or technology projects. These projects also
involve multiple cost components such as equipment, labor, or professional services. WATA’s
philosophy governing development of the CIP sets useful life standards and other criteria for
prioritizing projects. The CIP does not include items defined as Capital Outlay, which have a
shorter useful life and are generally items under $50,000 like furniture, equipment, and
hardware/software that support WATA operations. Capital Outlay items are included in the
Operating Budget.

Funding
As a small-urban transit provider, WATA has federal, state, and local sources available for
funding capital projects. Capital funding programs are often competitive and funds awarded
depend on availability and the number of projects that are applied for.

This year total CIP funding is estimated at $11,663,228. This amount includes both revenues
that will be appropriated as current revenues in Fiscal Year 2022 and revenues that are being
carried forward from a prior fiscal year to complete ongoing projects. Actual project funding
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and expenses total $11,263,193 and the balance of $437,035 is budgeted for inclusion in
capital reserve.
−

−

−

Federal funding this year is budgeted at $8,400,039. Major federal funding is being
provided for revenue vehicle purchases and for the acquisition of real property.
Current state capital revenues in FY2022 are $2,701,400 and prior year revenues are
$5,698,639.

Funding from the Commonwealth is budgeted at $2,251,490. The state is providing
the entire match of twenty percent (20%) for the revenue vehicles and is also
contributing significant funds towards the replacement of WATA’s Automatic Vehicle
Locator system. Current state capital revenues in FY2022 are $839,600 and prior
year revenues are $1,411,890.

Local funding provides the balance of CIP funding in the amount of $1,011,699. As
mentioned, a portion of these funds are being carried forward from previous fiscal
years as matching funds for ongoing projects. New local capital funding in FY2022 is
estimated at $703,299. A portion of this funding ($437,035) is proposed to be begin
the funding of a Capital Reserve account. Due to economic impacts of the COVID-19
pandemic, the availability of federal and state funds is less certain than in the past.
For instance, in Fiscal Year 2022 the Commonwealth was not able to fund half of the
projects applied for by WATA. These projects are still necessary and funding reserves
may be necessary to make up for the loss of other funding.

Projects
WATA has retained the format of the most recent Transit Development Plan, which placed
capital projects into five different categories:
•

•
•

•

Revenue Vehicle Fleet

•

Facilities

Passenger Amenities

Equipment

Technology

Revenue Vehicle Fleet
Revenue Vehicle Fleet projects are intended to replace buses that have reached their useful
life in terms of mileage or age. Timely replacement avoids an increase in maintenance costs
and ensures that safe and reliable vehicles are in service. The FY2022 CIP includes the
replacement of the remainder of the CNG buses leased to Colonial Williamsburg. These
buses have all been in service longer than the twelve years that is the normal useful life of a
heavy-duty transit bus. Two of these buses were already replaced in late calendar year 2020.

Along with these buses, one fixed-route clean diesel bus operated by WATA is being replaced.
This bus previously had major overhaul work done to extend its useful life but has now
passed that extended period. Due to the increased emphasis at the federal and state level in
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the use of electric vehicle technology, the CIP proposes to replace this clean-diesel bus with
an electric vehicle. WATA still needs to fully envision its plans for alternative-fuel vehicles
but procuring this bus will allow the chance to experience and learn more about the
technology.
Facilities
WATA completed purchase of the facility at 7239 Pocahontas Trail in October 2020. Design
of the facility will be started in early FY2022 and is expected to take approximately a year for
substantial completion. The costs for design are the only administrative and maintenance
facility costs included in FY2022 ($973,000), as it is anticipated that construction bids will
not be received until FY2023.
Another ongoing facility project is a transfer location in the Lightfoot section of the service
area. This is a growing area and WATA is in the process of establishing a permanent location
for a transfer center. To date, WATA has depended on private property owners to allow it to
use property for this purpose. WATA has been performing the environmental due diligence
on a parcel and anticipates purchase in the first quarter of FY2022. The funds for that
purchase ($1282,000) will be carried forward to FY2022, along with funding for design
services for the new facility ($425,000).
Passenger Amenities
Passenger Amenities include shelters, benches, trash cans, and similar items that improve the
customer experience. A project started in FY 2021 - installation of new a shelter on Longhill
Road to improve pedestrian access, drainage, and aesthetics - will be ongoing in FY2022. In
FY2021 WATA completed a site selection study for siting of shelters and FY2022 was to be
the first year of implementing the study recommendations. WATA did not receive funding
for the planned shelter installations ($150,000), and they are not included in the CIP at this
time. Funds to perform engineering for sites planned for construction in FY2023 ($40,000)
are included in the CIP .
In previous years, the procurement and installation of signs and amenities such as seating
and lighting were included in the CIP under Passenger Amenities. In FY2022, those projects
have been moved to the Operating Budget under Special Projects/Capital Outlay. These
projects are of an amount that they are more appropriate in the Operating Budget. This is
also more consistent with how WATA’s fiscal agent, James City County, and how DRPT
handles these expenditures.
Equipment
This category includes capital items that are used to support the operation and maintenance
of public transportation services. The most significant project in this category is the
repair/replacement of the CNG compressors used to fuel the buses leased to CWF ($366,000).
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One of the compressors is not operational and this project is needed to restore needed system
redundancy.

The other planned equipment purchase is a mobile vehicle wash to use in the place of the
current wash at the WATA facility. One consideration is that WATA will be constructing a
new bus wash bay during the construction of a new facility and so there is no need to invest
in repairing the equipment in the current wash bay. A mobile system will be operated within
the current wash bay and a portion of the funds for this project are to disassemble the
equipment in the current wash bay.
Technology
WATA was awarded $775,000 in FY2021 and $225,000 in FY2022 to implement a new
Automatic Vehicle Locator system. WATA will use this system to provide real-time location
information internally to staff and externally to customers. The system will also provide
important data for assessing system performance. An additional technology project is the
implementation of a mobile electronic fare collection system. The funds for this project were
awarded in FY2021 and the procurement of this system is underway.
In previous years, the procurement of a number of smaller software and hardware products
was included in the CIP. In FY2022, those projects have been moved to the Operating Budget
under Special Projects/Capital Outlay. These projects are of an amount that they are more
appropriate in the Operating Budget. This is also more consistent with how WATA’s fiscal
agent, James City County, and how DRPT handles these expenditures.

Summary
The following pages include a summary of capital revenues and expenditures for Fiscal Year
2022 through Fiscal Year 2026. The “capital budget” for expenditure in the current fiscal
year is the first year of the CIP - Fiscal Year 2022. The other years are for planning purposes,
but circumstances can and will change the timing or cost of the out-year projects. Following
the table are sheets with more detail about each project.
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Capital Improvements Plan
Williamsburg Area Transit Authority

Revenues and Expenditures

Fiscal Year 2022

FISCAL YEAR 2022 REVENUES
FY2022
Proposed

Description

FY2023
Projected

FY2024
Projected

FY2025
Projected

FY2026
Projected

STATE CAPITAL

$

2,251,490 $

1,794,749 $

1,496,708 $

261,400 $

698,760

FEDERAL CAPITAL

$

8,400,039 $

6,094,994 $

5,818,830 $

552,000 $

3,600,800

LOCAL CAPITAL ‐ JCC

$

485,615 $

18,240 $

18,240 $

24,768 $

96,691

LOCAL CAPITAL ‐ WMSBURG

$

263,042 $

9,880 $

9,880 $

13,416 $

52,374

LOCAL CAPITAL ‐ YORK

$

263,042 $

9,880 $

9,880 $

13,416 $

52,374

LOCAL CAPITAL ‐ CWF

$

‐

$

‐

$

‐

$

‐

$

‐

FUND BALANCE APPROPRIATION

$

‐

$

‐

$

‐

$

‐

$

‐

TOTAL

$

11,663,228 $

7,927,743 $

7,353,538 $

865,000 $

4,501,000

FISCAL YEAR 2022 EXPENDITURES
FY2022
Proposed

Project

FY2023
Projected

FY2024
Projected

FY2025
Projected

FY2026
Projected

REVENUE VEHICLE FLEET

$

6,782,345 $

225,000 $

3,647,710 $

540,000 $

FACILITIES

$

2,680,848 $

7,428,743 $

3,435,828 $

‐

PASSENGER AMENITIES

$

197,000 $

274,000 $

270,000 $

325,000 $

EQUIPMENT

$

416,000 $

‐

$

‐

$

‐

$

TECHNOLOGY

$

1,150,000 $

‐

$

‐

$

‐

$

FUND BALANCE ‐ CAPITAL RESERVE

$

437,035 $

‐

$

‐

$

‐

$

New fed

$

11,663,228 $

7,927,743 $
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7,353,538 $

$

865,000 $

4,061,000
‐
190,000
‐
250,000
‐
4,501,000

Fiscal Year 2022 Capital Improvements Plan Summary
Williamsburg Area Transit Authority

Proposed
FY 2022

Project

Projected
FY 2023

Projected
FY 2024

Projected
FY 2025

Projected
FY 2026

Revenue Vehicle Fleet (Replacement and Expansion)
Replace CNG Buses
Replace 2008 Diesel Bus
Expansion Bus - York Demonstration
Bus Replacements
Paratransit Replacement - TBD
Expansion BOC - New Kent
2017 Paratransit Replacement
Replace 2015 Buses
Paratransit Replacement - TBD

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Total Vehicle Costs $
Facilities
Administration/Maintenance Facility
$
Northern Transfer Facility
$
Total Facility Costs
Passenger Amenities
Longhill Bus Shelter Improvements
Site Selection Study/Implementation
Bus Pull-offs
New and Replacement Shelters
Shelters - York Demonstration Route

5,782,345
1,000,000

$

-

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

225,000
-

6,782,345

$

225,000

$

3,647,710

$

973,848
1,707,000

$
$
$

5,153,743
2,275,000
7,428,743

$
$
$

3,435,828
3,435,828

$
$
$

40,000
150,000
84,000
274,000

$
$
$
$

40,000
80,000
150,000

$
$
$
$

175,000
150,000

$
$
$
$

40,000
150,000

$

270,000

$

325,000

$

190,000

-

$
$
$

3,142,710
145,000
360,000
$

540,000

540,000
-

$
$

3,600,000
461,000

$

4,061,000

$
$
$

-

$

2,680,848

$
$
$
$
$

130,000
40,000
27,000

Total Amenities Expenses $
Equipment
CNG System Replacement
$
Mobile Vehicle Wash
$

197,000

$
$
$
$
$
$

366,000
50,000

$
$

-

$
$

-

$
$

-

$
$

-

Total Equipment Expenses
Technology
Automatic Passenger Counter
AVL System Upgrade/Replace
Mobile Fare Collection

$

416,000

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$
$
$

1,000,000
150,000

-

$
$
$

-

$
$
$

-

$
$
$

1,150,000

$
$
$
$

11,226,193

$

Total Technology Expenses $
Total Capital Costs

$

Proposed
FY 2022

Anticipated Funding Sources
Revenue Vehicle Funding
Federal
State
Local

7,927,743

$
$

Projected
FY 2023

7,353,538

$
$

Projected
FY 2024

865,000

250,000
-

$

250,000

$

4,501,000

Projected
FY 2025

Projected
FY 2026

$
$
$

5,425,876
1,356,469
-

$
$
$

225,000
-

$
$
$

2,918,168
729,542
-

$
$
$

432,000
86,400
21,600

$
$
$

3,248,800
658,760
153,440

Total Vehicle Funding $

6,782,345

$

225,000

$

3,647,710

$

540,000

$

4,061,000

$
$
$
Total Facility Funding $
Funding, Other Capital
Federal
$
State
$
Local
$
Total Other Funding $

2,092,678
212,221
375,949
2,680,848

$
$
$
$

5,942,994
1,485,749
7,428,743

$
$
$
$

2,748,662
687,166
3,435,828

$
$
$
$

881,485
682,800
198,715
1,763,000

$
$
$
$

152,000
84,000
38,000
274,000

$
$
$
$

152,000
80,000
38,000
270,000

$
$
$
$

120,000
175,000
30,000
325,000

$
$
$
$

352,000
40,000
48,000
440,000

11,226,193

$

7,927,743

$

7,353,538

$

865,000

$

4,501,000

Facility Funding
Federal
State
Local

Total Capital Funding

$
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-

$
$
$
$

-

Project Name: Replace CNG Buses

Project Type: Vehicle Replacement

Project Description:

This project replaces a portion of the vehicles in the CNG fleet leased to Colonial Williamsburg. These vehicles are funded by
80% Federal Funds and 20% State through the CMAQ program. The vehicles being replaced are from model years between
2004 and 2006.
Revenues
Federal
State

Total

FY22

$4,625,876

$4,625,876

$5,782,345

$5,782,345

Total

FY22

$3,500

$3,500

$1,156,469

Local
Total

Expenditures
Travel
BLI
Production
APC/Hardware
Contingency
Total

$13,902

FY24

FY25

FY26

FY23

FY24

FY25

FY26

$1,156,469

$13,902

$5,729,743

$5,729,345

$5,782,345

$5,782,345

$35,200

FY23

$35,200

Estimated Operating Costs Impact:

These buses will be leased to Colonial Williamsburg and the new buses will decrease maintenance costs. Colonial Williamsburg
receives federal reimbursement for maintenance and so this project will free up those funds for other uses. There will no direct
operating cost impact to WATA.

Notes:
The funding is from a CMAQ project, UPC T11779, that has total funding of $3,073,000 that will be appropriated in Fiscal Year
2022. The remainder of funds on this project are from UPC T11780, which funds were appropriated in the previous fiscal
year.
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Project Name: Replacement – 2008 Clean-Diesel Bus

Project Type: Vehicle Replacement

Project Description:

This project replaces a 2008 New Flyer clean-diesel bus that is currently WATA’s oldest vehicle. The purchase is planned to
be an electric bus to replace the clean-diesel bus. As an agency that works closely with federal, state, and local partners, WATA
is committed and seeks to demonstrate a sense of urgency to reducing its emissions by exploring alternative fuel vehicles.
The purchase of another clean-diesel bus would mean that WATA would keep that bus for its entire useful life of twelve years,
or potentially through 2034. This vehicle has been approved for funding of 80% federal and 20% state through the CMAQ
program.
Revenues
Federal
State

Total

FY22

$800,000

$800,000

$1,000,000

$1,000,000

Total

FY22

$1,750

$1,750

$938,857

$938,857

$3,000

$3,000

$200,000

Local
Total

Expenditures
Travel
Bus Line Inspections
Production
Cameras
APC/Hardware
Farebox
Contingency
Total

$6,393

$25,000

FY23

FY24

FY25

FY26

FY23

FY24

FY25

FY26

$200,000

$6,393

$25,000

$25,000

$25,000

$1,000,000

$1,000,000

Estimated Operating Costs Impact:

This bus will replace vehicle 20805 and will not cause an increase in fixed fees for the maintenance contact. As this will be the
first electric vehicle owned by WATA, the energy costs for charging have not yet been determined. There will be reductions in
the amount of maintenance required for the first couple years of this vehicle over the current one.
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Project Name: Expansion BOC – York Demonstration Route

Project Type: Vehicle Expansion

Project Description:
This project funds the purchase of an expansion BOC for the York County demonstration route. These funds are provided at 100% by
the Virginia Department of Transportation through the Smart Scale program.

Revenues

Total

FY22

FY23

FY24

FY25

FY26

Federal
State

$225,000

$225,000

$225,000

$225,000

Local
Total

Expenditures

Total

FY22

FY23

Travel

$1,750

$1,750

BLI

$2,000

$2,000

Production

$171,250

$171,250

APC/Cameras/Hardware

$25,000

$25,000

Farebox

$25,000

$25,000

$225,000

$225,000

FY24

FY25

FY26

Contingency
Total

Estimated Operating Costs Impact:
This vehicle will be an expansion to WATA’s fixed route fleet. There will be additional fixed fees associated with this vehicle as well
as increased fuel, maintenance, and insurance costs due to the addition of this vehicle to WATA’s fleet. Increased fixed fees are
estimated at $4,800 per year plus additional maintenance which is estimated to be $4,000 the first year.

Notes:
The total allocation of funding from Smart Scale for this project is $31,000 in FY2022 and $303,000 in FY2023. A portion of the
FY2023 funds are being utilized for this purchase.
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Project Name: Bus Replacement – TBD

Project Type: Vehicle Replacement

Project Description:

This is a project funded through the CMAQ program in the amount of $3,142,710, for which the funds have not been allocated
currently to replace specific buses. The project is identified as UPC T19479.
Revenues
Federal
State

Total

FY22

FY23

$2,514,168

$2,514,168

$3,142,710

$3,142,710

$628,542

Local

Total

Expenditures
Travel
BLI

Production

APC/Hardware
Contingency
Total

FY24

Total

FY25

FY26

FY25

FY26

$628,542

FY22

FY23

FY24

$1,750

$1,750

$3,113,460

$3,113,460

$3,142,710

$3,142,710

$7,500

$7,500

$20,000

$20,000

Estimated Operating Costs Impact:

These buses will not cause an increase in fixed fees for the maintenance contact as they are specified as replacement vehicles.
There may be some reductions in the amount of maintenance required for the first couple years of these vehicles over the
current vehicles.

Notes:

The funding is from a CMAQ project, UPC T19479, that has total funding of $3,142,710 that will be allocated in Federal Fiscal
Year 2023.
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Project Name: Replacement of Paratransit Vehicle

Project Type: Vehicle Replacement

Project Description:

This vehicle will replace a current paratransit vehicle that has met its useful life. This replacement vehicle has not been
determined yet due to the changing nature of paratransit trips and what vehicles are on the state contract. Funds for this vehicle
have not been secured currently and the Plan reflects funding of 80% federal and 20% state.
Revenues
Federal

Total

FY22

FY23

$116,000

State

$145,000

Expenditures
Travel

Total

FY22

FY23

FY24
$1750

Production

$85,202

$85,202

Farebox

$25,000

$25,000

APC/Cameras/Hardware
Contingency
Total

FY25

FY26

$145,000

$1750

Bus Line Inspections

FY26

$29,000

$5,800

Total

FY25

$116,000

$23,200

Local

FY24

$8048

$8048

$25,000

$25,000

$145,000

$145,000

Estimated Operating Costs Impact:

This vehicle will replace a 2018 Starcraft High Floor BOC that will have met its useful life. The project will reduce maintenance
costs associated with a newer vehicle. The fixed fees for maintenance will not change as the older vehicle will be disposed of
when this one is placed into service.
Notes:
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Project Name: Two Expansion BOC’s – New Kent

Project Type: Vehicle Expansion

Project Description:

This project has funds for the purchase of two expansion BOC’s for the New Kent Demonstration route. These funds are tied to
the demonstration route and are funded 80% Federal and 20% State through the CMAQ program.
Revenues
Federal
State

Total

FY22

FY23

$288,000

$288,000

$360,000

$360,000

$72,000

Local
Total

Expenditures
Travel
BLI
Production
APC/Cameras/Hardware
Farebox
Contingency
Total

FY24

Total

FY25

FY26

FY25

FY26

$72,000

FY22

FY23

FY24

$1,750

$1,750

$224,000

$224,000

$50,000

$50,000

$9,710

$9,710

$50,000

$50,000

$24,540

$24,540

$360,000

$360,000

Estimated Operating Costs Impact:

These vehicles will be expansions to WATA’s fixed route fleet. There will be additional fixed fees associated with these vehicles
as well as increased fuel, maintenance, and insurance costs due to the addition of these vehicles to WATA’s fleet. Increased fixed
fees estimated at $9,900 per year plus additional maintenance which is estimated to be $8,700 the first year.
Notes:

WATA will need to consider the timing of beginning this demonstration route in light of staffing levels and current service as
the date of funding availability approaches.
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Project Name: 2017 Paratransit BOC Replacement

Project Type: Vehicle Replacement

Project Description:

This project replaces two 2017 low-floor Champion BOC’s used in paratransit service. The exact replacement vehicle will be
dependent on WATA’s needs but is anticipated to be low floor as well. The project is planned for funding of 80% Federal and
20% State through the CMAQ program.
Revenues
Federal
State

Total

FY22

FY23

FY24

$432,000

$432,000

$540,000

$540,000

$108,000

Local
Total

Expenditures
Travel
BLI
Production
APC/Cameras/Hardware
Farebox
Contingency
Total

FY25

Total

FY26

$108,000

FY22

$3,500

FY23

FY24

FY25

FY26

$3,500

$10,052

$10,052

$360,000

$360,000

$50,000

$50,000

$50,000

$50,000

$75,448

$75,448

$540,000

$540,000

Estimated Operating Costs Impact:

These vehicles will replace WATA’s current 2017 vehicles that will be at end of useful life. These vehicles will have reduced
maintenance costs associated with their newer construction. The fixed fees for maintenance will not change as the older vehicles
will be retired when these are placed into service.
Fuel, tires, preventative maintenance, insurance, and routine costs are expected to be largely similar to the current vehicles,
though WATA may realize some savings in fuel and routine costs as this is a newer vehicle.

Notes:
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Project Name: Replacement of 2015 Buses

Project Type: Vehicle Replacement

Project Description:
This project will replace five (5) 2015 Gillig buses that will be WATA’s oldest vehicles. These buses will be replaced with assets that
have yet to be identified. The vehicles are planned for funding at 80% federal and 20% through the CMAQ program.

Revenues
Federal
State

Total

FY22

FY23

FY24

FY25

FY26

$2,880,000

$2,880,000

$720,000

$720,000

$3,600,000

$3,600,000

Local
Total

Expenditures

Total

FY22

FY23

FY24

FY25

FY26

Travel

$4,000

$5,000

Bus Line Inspection

$10,000

$10,000

$3,000,000

$3,300,000

Cameras

$125,000

$125,000

APC/Hardware

$15,000

$20,000

Farebox

$140,000

$140,000

$3,600,000

$3,600,000

Production

Total

Estimated Operating Costs Impact:
This bus will replace vehicles 251501-251505 and will not cause an increase in fixed fees for the maintenance contact. There may be
some reductions in the amount of maintenance required for the first couple years of use with these vehicles over the current ones.

Notes:
Full funding is not yet programmed into current CMAQ allocations at the regional level and staff will determine funding availability in
succeeding fiscal years.
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Project Name: 2020 Paratransit BOC Replacement

Project Type: Vehicle Replacement

Project Description:
This project replaces three 2020 model high-floor BOC’s being used in paratransit service. The exact replacement vehicles will be
dependent on WATA’s needs and dependent on the vehicles available at the time. The proposed funding source is 80% Federal and
20% State through the CMAQ program.

Revenues

Total

FY22

FY23

FY24

FY25

FY26

Federal

$368,800

$368,800

State

$92,200

$92,200

$461,000

$461,000

Local
Total

Expenditures

Total

FY21

FY22

FY23

FY24

FY25

Travel

$4,000

$4,000

Bus Line Inspection

$13,000

$13,000

Production

$300,000

$300,000

Cameras/Hardware

$75,000

$75,000

Farebox

$84,000

$84,000

$461,000

$461,000

Contingency
Total

Estimated Operating Costs Impact:
These vehicles will replace WATA’s current 2020 model vehicles which will be at end of their useful life. These replacement vehicles
will also have several years of reduced maintenance costs associated with their newer construction. The fixed fees for maintenance
will not change as the older vehicles will be retired when these are placed into service, keeping the number of paratransit vehicles the
same.
Fuel, tires, preventative maintenance, insurance, and routine costs are expected to be fundamentally the same as the current vehicle,
though WATA may realize some savings in fuel and routine costs as this is a newer vehicle.

Notes:
Full funding is not yet programmed into current CMAQ allocations at the regional level and staff will determine funding availability in
succeeding fiscal years.
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Project Name: Administration/Maintenance Facility

Project Type: Facilities

Project Description:

In FY2021, WATA completed the acquisition of the facility at 7239 Pocahontas Trail. In FY2022, the design and bidding phase
for the facility will be underway. This phase is estimated to take twelve (12) months before a contract will be awarded for
construction.
Revenues
Federal
State

Local

Total

FY22

FY23

FY24

$ 7,650,734

$779,078

$ 4,122,994

$ 2,748,662

$1,845,136

$ 127,221

$9,563,419

$ 973,848

$ 5,153,743

$ 3,435,828

Total

FY22

FY23

FY24

$ 973,848

$ 973,848

$ 4,811,153

$ 3,207,435

$ 5,153,743

$ 3,435,828

$67,549

Total

Expenditures
Engineering/Design
Construction

$ 8,018,588

Total

$9,563,419

Construction Management

$ 570,983

$ 67,549

$ 973,848

$ 1,030,749

$342,590

FY25

FY26

FY25

FY26

$ 687,166

$ 228,393

Estimated Operating Costs Impact:

WATA has assumed the costs of ownership and operation, including utilities and building and grounds maintenance. These
new operating costs are offset by the funds that are no longer spent to pay a facility lease.

Notes:

Funding for construction is provided from the Regional Surface Transportation Program. The funds do not require a local
match and are provided at a match of 80% federal and 20% state. A portion of professional services such as engineering and
design are being funded through the Flexibile STP program with match of 80% federal, 16% state, and 4% local.
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Project Name: Northern Transfer Facility

Project Type: Facilities

Project Description:
A project to develop and construct a transfer facility in the northern WATA service area. The growth of the area has caused a need to
establish a permanent location for the transfer of passengers and to allow for operators to have a break and change shifts. The facility
is conceptualized as a 1,500 square foot facility with moderate passenger and driver amenities.

Total

FY22

FY23

$ 3,133,600

$ 1,313,600

$ 1,820,000

State

$ 540,000

$ 85,000

$ 455,000

Local

$ 308,400

$ 308,400

Total

$3,982,000

$ 1,707,000

$ 2,275,000

Total

FY22

FY23

$1,282,000

$ 1,282,000

$425,000

$ 425,000

Revenues
Federal

Expenditures
Real Estate Acquisition
Engineering/Design
Construction

$ 2,275,000

Total

$ 3,982,000

FY24

FY25

FY26

FY24

FY25

FY26

$ 2,275,000
$ 1,707,000

$ 2,275,000

Estimated Operating Costs Impact:
The facility will require utilities and maintenance that are not currently an operating cost. These costs may add $20,000 to $30,000 to
the current operating budget.

Notes:
Funding for construction and preliminary engineering of $2,500,000 is provided through the CMAQ program, UPC T17898, and
provides a match of 80% federal and 20% state. Professional services consist of project management to complete a feasibility study,
NEPA, and Title VI equity analysis, as well as funds to begin the architectural process.
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Project Name: Longhill Bus Shelter

Project Type: Amenities

Project Description:
A project to improve the existing shelter at Longhill Grove apartments, including bringing it to ADA standards. This project is scoped
to include roughly 100 feet of additional sidewalk, a landing pad, possible ADA ramp, and any necessary stormwater mitigation.

Revenues

Total

FY22

Federal

$104,000

$104,000

State

$20,800

$20,800

Local

$5,200

$5,200

Total

$130,000

$130,000

Total

FY22

Bus Shelter Construction

$105,000

$105,000

Construction Management

$10,000

$10,000

Contingency (R/W, Legal)

$15,000

$15,000

Total

$130,000

$130,000

Expenditures

FY23

FY24

FY23

FY24

FY25

FY25

FY26

FY26

Estimated Operating Costs Impact:
This project will have no impact on current operating costs aside from the addition of a trash can at this location. Estimated addition
of $4.50 per week.

Notes:
WATA is currently working to obtain necessary easements from an adjacent property owner.
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Project Name: Site Selection Study/Implementation

Project Type: Amenities

Project Description:
A site selection study consisting of 15 sites was completed in FY2021. This project continues that effort and includes funds to complete
final engineering for certain planned improvements in each fiscal year. Each site is detailed in the notes at the bottom of the sheet.
Funds to update the current study or complete a new study are included in Fiscal Year 2025.

Total

FY22

FY23

FY24

$128,000

$32,000

$32,000

$32,000

$32,000

Local

$32,000

$8,000

$8,000

$8,000

$8,000

Total

$160,000

$40,000

$40,000

$40,000

$40,000

Total

FY22

FY23

FY24

Revenues
Federal

FY25

FY26

State

Expenditures
Site Selection Study

$40,000

Site 3 IFB

$40,000

Sites 4 & 5 IFB

$40,000

Sites 6 & 7 IFB

$40,000

Total

$160,000

FY25

FY26
$40,000

$40,000
$40,000
$40,000
$40,000

$40,000

$40,000

$40,000

Estimated Operating Costs Impact:
Any new shelters will require additional operating costs for cleaning, trash pickup, and needed maintenance. The total costs for
these services is estimated at $500 per shelter annually.

Notes:
Site 3: Stop #1107 – located at Tam O’Shanter off Route 143 on Routes 3 and 11
Site 4: Stop #1092 – located at N. Henry Street and Highland Park
Site 5: Stop #1047/1048 – Pocahontas Trail at McLaws Circle
Site 6: Stop #1303 – Jamestown Settlement
Site 7: Stop #1069 – Pocahontas Trail at Busch Gardens/Brewery
Engineering is being completed under a task order contract procured by WATA and each site IFB will be charged under a separate
project (New and Replacement Shelters) and costs will be broken down per task item. The funding in FY2025 is to perform a new
comprehensive site study to update the current one.
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Project Name: New Bus Pull Offs

Project Type: Amenities

Project Description:
This project is to construct bus pull offs, including the addition of a shelter and other potential amenities. One location is eastbound
on Route 143 near its intersection with Route 238 in northern Newport News. The other location was at a proposed development
named Oakland Pointe on Route 60 near Toano. This development is not moving forward and staff is working to determine another
location that will remain within the project scope. The project is funded through SmartScale and there is no local match required.

Revenues

FY24

FY25

$255,000

$80,000

$175,000

$255,000

$80,000

$175,000

Total

FY22

FY23

FY26

Federal
State
Local
Total

Expenditures

Total

FY22

FY23

FY24

FY25

Engineering

$40,000

Construction – Route 143

$70,000

$70,000

Construction – Route 60

$70,000

$70,000

Amenities/Shelters

$30,000

$30,000

Contingency (R/W, Legal)

$45,000

$10,000

$35,000

Total

$255,000

$80,000

$175,000

FY26

$40,000

Estimated Operating Costs Impact:
This project will not impact annual operating costs unless a shelter is installed along with the pull-off. Each shelter will be cleaned
twice a year in addition to trash pickup weekly.
The cleaning contract will incur the following costs;
•
•
•

Bus Shelter Cleaning, Twice yearly - $120 annually/$60 per occurrence
Trash Pickup, Once a week - $4.50 per occurrence or $234 annually
Needed maintenance – estimated at $100 annually

Notes: The Oakland Pointe development has been delayed but until such time as the project can be revised it will be left as currently
scoped.
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Project Name: New and Replacement Shelters

Project Type: Amenities

Project Description:
A multi-year project to replace outdated or damaged shelters in the WATA system. This project is funded through the CMAQ program
using 80% federal funding and 20% state. The funds can be used for the purchase of new shelters or replacement of shelters that are
damaged or have reached their useful life.

Revenues

Total

FY22

FY23

FY24

FY25

Federal

$360,000

$120,000

$120,000

$120,000

State

$90,000

$30,000

$30,000

$30,000

$450,000

$150,000

$150,000

$150,000

FY23

FY24

FY25

FY26

Local
Total

Expenditures

Total

FY22

Materials

$71,100

$16,000

$16,000

$39,100

Construction

$190,000

$60,000

$60,000

$70,000

Contingency

$188,900

$74,000

$74,000

$40,900

Total

$450,000

$150,000

$150,000

$150,000

FY26

Estimated Operating Costs Impact:
This project will impact operating costs each year through WATA’s bus shelter cleaning contract. Each shelter will need to be cleaned
twice a year in addition to trash pickup.
The cleaning contract will incur the following costs;
•
•
•

Bus Shelter Cleaning, Twice yearly - $60 or $120 annually
Trash Pickup, Once a week - $4.50 or $234 annually
Needed maintenance - $100 annually

Notes:
The Site Selection Study project will absorb engineering costs for several sites that are being considered for new or replacement
shelters.
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Project Name: New Shelters – Demonstration Route

Project Type: Amenities

Project Description:
A project to install shelters along the new route in York County. This project is funded through the Smart Scale program using 100%
state funding.

Total

FY22

FY23

$111,000

$27,000

$84,000

$111,000

$27,000

$84,000

Total

FY22

FY23

Engineering

$27,000

$27,000

Materials

$24,000

$24,000

Construction

$60,000

$60,000

Total

$111,000

Revenues

FY24

FY25

FY26

Federal
State
Local
Total

Expenditures

$27,000

FY24

FY25

FY26

$84,000

Estimated Operating Costs Impact:
This project will impact operating costs each year through WATA’s bus shelter cleaning contract. Each shelter will need to be cleaned
twice a year in addition to trash pickup.
The cleaning contract will incur the following costs;
•
•
•

Bus Shelter Cleaning, Twice yearly - $60 or $120 annually
Trash Pickup, Once a week - $4.50 or $234 annually
Needed maintenance - $100 annually

Notes:
The total allocation of funding from Smart Scale for this project is $31,000 in FY2022 and $303,000 in FY2023. Funding in FY2022 is
anticipated to be primarily engineering of sites and funds in FY2023 will be for shelter installation.
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Project Name: CNG Fuel Tank Replacements

Project Type: Equipment

Project Description:

This project is necessary to repair or replace the CNG compressors at 7239 Pocahontas Trail. The system contains two
compressors, and one compressor is currently not operable. This project will restore critical system redundancy.
Revenues

Total

FY22

Federal

$212,485

$212,485

Local

$129,515

$129,515

Total

FY22

Equipment/Materials

$306,000

$306,000

Total

$366,000

$366,000

State

$24,000

Total

$366,000

Expenditures

Construction

$60,000

FY23

FY24

FY25

FY26

FY23

FY24

FY25

FY26

$24,000

$366,000

$60,000

Estimated Operating Costs Impact:

The equipment is leased to CWF and the project will have no impact on WATA’s operating costs. WATA allocates a portion of
federal funding to eligible costs to maintain the compressors.

Notes:

Staff is currently reviewing a report from a CNG system consultant to determine the best alternative between repair and
replacement. The funding for the project is being obtained from previous capital project awards that had remaining balances
upon project completion.
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Project Name: Mobile Vehicle Wash

Project Type: Equipment

Project Description:

This project is necessary to allow WATA and its maintenance contractor to effectively clean WATA’s vehicle fleet. The current
vehicle wash components functioning poorly due to age and condition. As the vehicle wash bay will be upgraded with the
construction of the new facility, staff does not recommend investing in rehabilitation of the current wash bay components.
The bus washing process is currently inefficient because it requires multiple passes to wash a bus sufficiently. A mobile
vehicle wash bay is viewed as an effective temporary solution to make sure that WATA buses adhere to our high standards.
The system would be operated within the current wash bay and some costs are included to dismantle components within the
current bay.
Revenues

Total

FY22

Federal

$40,000

$40,000

Local

$10,000

$10,000

Total

FY22

Mobile Vehicle Wash

$50,000

$50,000

Total

$50,000

$50,000

State

Total

$50,000

Expenditures

Contingency

FY23

FY24

FY25

FY26

FY23

FY24

FY25

FY26

$50,000

Estimated Operating Costs Impact:

The purchase of mobile wash system is not expected to increase operating costs since it is not expanding any operations but
improving current operations.

Notes:

The funding for the project is being obtained from previous capital project awards that had remaining balances upon project
completion.
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Project Name: Automatic Vehicle Location System (AVL)

Project Type: Technology

Project Description:
This funding is for replacement of the current AVL system in use at WATA. An AVL system allows for tracking of vehicles by both
passengers and WATA staff. They system provide real-time vehicle location information and valuable data to analyze service
performance.

Revenues

Total

FY22

Federal

$ 373,000

$ 373,000

State

$ 587,000

$ 587,000

Local

$ 40,000

$ 40,000

Total

$ 1,000,000

$ 1,000,000

Total

FY22

Hardware

$690,000

$ 690,000

Installation

$35,000

$ 35,000

Service and Warranty

$180,000

$120,000

Miscellaneous

$95,000

$45,000

Contingency

$50,000

$50,000

$1,000,000

$1,000,000

Expenditures

Total

FY23

FY24

FY25

FY26

FY23

FY24

FY25

FY26

Estimated Operating Costs Impact:
The system will require an ongoing contract for warranty and maintenance services. This is currently estimated at $60,000 per year.
This amount may increase by an inflationary adjustment annually.
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Project Name: Fare Collection and Mobile Ticketing System

Project Type: Technology

Project Description:
This project will design and implement a mobile ticketing and electronic fare collection system. A goal of the project is to increase
ridership by making payment more convenient and faster for many customers.

Revenues

Total

FY22

Federal

$120,000

$120,000

State

$24,000

$24,000

Local

$6,000

$6,000

Total

$150,000

$150,000

Total

FY22

$150,000

$150,000

$150,000

$150,000

Expenditures
Hardware

FY23

FY24

FY23

FY24

FY25

FY25

FY26

FY26

Software
Contingency
Total

Estimated Operating Costs Impact:
There can be an anticipated increase in maintenance costs for new software that is necessary for system implementation. An
amount cannot be estimated yet. If resulting ridership gains are realized there may be a slight increase in fare collection.

Notes:
WATA already has a degree of electronic fare collection in terms of passengers are able to buy a smart card and scan it at the
farebox on the bus. However, tickets are only able to be purchased in person, or by mail in some circumstances. This project will
seek to implement a system for payments to be made remotely and allow passengers to use a smartphone to pay the fare. WATA
staff is in discussion with colleagues at Hampton Roads Transit to make sure that neither agency plans a system that would not
coordinate with the others.
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Services and Facilities
The era of public transportation in the region began with the introduction of James City County
Transit (JCCT) in 1977 through the James City County Department of Community Services. The early
focus of the program was providing public transportation services for transit-dependent residents,
mostly in rural James City County. As the program grew to include additional funding partners,
services evolved to meet the needs of an increasingly diverse customer base.
In 2003, in recognition of its more extensive role in the region, the name was changed to
Williamsburg Area Transport. Area stakeholders continued to work together toward development
of a regional system, gaining approval in 2006 from the Virginia General Assembly to form a regional
transit authority to provide service in James City County, York County, and the City of Williamsburg.

Prior to the 2010 Census, portions of the Williamsburg region (including the City of Williamsburg)
were included as part of the Virginia Beach Urbanized area, with the remaining parts of the service
area considered rural. Growth in the region between 2000 and 2010 resulted in the formation of a
new urbanized area, the Williamsburg Urbanized Area, which includes all of the City of Williamsburg,
significant portions of James City County, and the Bruton District of York County. The urbanized area
includes parts of the service area that were previously considered rural. Given the change in Census
designation, approximately 72% of WATA fixed route services currently operate within an urbanized
area and in 2014 the Williamsburg UZA was created. This step made WATA eligible to be a direct
recipient of federal funding for urban transit service. The population of the Williamsburg UZA at the
last census was 79,000.
The benefits of public transportation to the area include:

Save Money – Utilizing transit is an affordable option. It is estimated that individuals can save almost
$10,000 a year by getting out of the car and using public transportation instead.

Protect the Environment- Since public transportation can offset individual vehicle use, riding
transit is one of the best ways a person can reduce their carbon footprint.

Improve Health – Studies show that public transit riders tend to be healthier because of the exercise
walking to transit stops and also that individuals who drive less frequently tend to have lower stress
levels. The social benefits from increased interaction with others is another positive effect of public
transportation.

Manage Traffic Congestion – Transit agencies can serve to reduce congestion by providing
transportation alternatives and supporting land-use patterns to reduce the reliance on automobile
usage.
Independence – Public transportation offers a means to those who lack other transportation options
to participate in society.
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Service Overview
This section provides an overview of public transit services operated in the region, including fixed
route service, specialty routes and ADA complementary paratransit services. Each of these services
is summarized below.
There are nine (9) routes that comprise the core year-round fixed-route transit network for WATA.

Route 1 (formerly Gray Line)

Route 1 provides services through one of the region’s major industrial corridors (US Route 60,
Pocahontas Trail), providing connections between the Williamsburg Transportation Center and Lee
Hall. Major time points along the route include WATA, Quality Inn at Kingsmill, Busch Gardens,
Walmart Distribution Center, and Lee Hall. WATA operations and maintenance facility is also served
along this route. This route connects with Routes 2, 3, 5, 6, and 7 at the Williamsburg Transportation
Center. The Lee Hall stop is also served by Hampton Roads Transit and WATA’s Route 11 that serves
the Lackey area. During normal operating conditions, thirty-minute frequencies are provided
Monday through Friday from 6:30 a.m. to 9:30 a.m., and 4:30 p.m. to 6:30 p.m., with hourly
frequencies provided for the remainder of the service periods. During the COVID-19 pandemic that
began in March 2020, frequency service was suspended and remains so.
Route 2 (formerly Blue Line)

Route 2 provides service through the western portion of one of the region’s major commercial
corridors (US Route 60, Richmond Road), providing connections between the Williamsburg
Transportation Center and Walmart on East Rochambeau Drive. Major time points include the
Williamsburg Transportation Center, Williamsburg Premium Outlets, Patriot Plaza, and Skipwith
Farms. This route connects with Routes 1, 3, 5, 6, and 7 at the Williamsburg Transportation Center.
Route 2 connects to routes 4, 9, and 7 on an hourly basis at Walmart on East Rochambeau Drive.
Riders may also connect to the Trolley or Route 8 and several stops. During normal operating
conditions, thirty-minute frequencies are provided Monday through Friday from 6:30 a.m. to 9:30
a.m., and 4:30 p.m. to 6:30 p.m., with hourly frequencies provided for the remainder of the service
periods. During the COVID-19 pandemic that began in March 2020, frequency service was suspended
and remains so.
Route 3 (formerly Orange)
Route 3 travels east from the Williamsburg Transportation Center to serve the Colonial Williamsburg
Visitor Center, and then travels south along Merrimac Trail, serving the Capitol Landing Road and
Penniman Road areas, Tam-O-Shanter, and Marquis Shopping Center. The northbound trips include
stops at People’s Place and James-York Plaza. This route connects with the Routes 1, 2, 5, 6, and 7 at
the Williamsburg Transportation Center. During normal operating conditions, thirty-minute
frequencies are provided Monday through Friday from 6:30 a.m. to 9:30 a.m., and 4:30 p.m. to 6:30
p.m., with hourly frequencies provided for the remainder of the service periods. During the COVID19 pandemic that began in March 2020, frequency service was suspended and remains so.
Route 4 (formerly Purple 1)
Route 4 provides service from New Town north into James City County, providing service to the
James City County Community Center, Human Services Center, Lafayette High School, Forest Glen,
Walmart on East Rochambeau Drive, Thomas Nelson Community College, and Warhill High School.
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Riders can transfer to Routes 2, 7, and 9 at the Walmart stop. Service along Route 4 is provided on
hourly headways.
Route 5 (formerly Red)

Route 5 travels westbound from the Williamsburg Transportation Center connection the Monticello
Shopping Center, New Town, Monticello Marketplace, Steeplechase Apartments, Midlands
Apartments, Williamsburg Crossing, and College of William & Mary. This route connects with routes
1, 2, 3, 5, 6, and 7 at the Williamsburg Transportation Center. During normal operating conditions,
thirty-minute frequencies are provided Monday through Friday from 6:30 a.m. to 9:30 a.m., and 4:30
p.m. to 6:30 p.m., with hourly frequencies provided for the remainder of the service periods. During
the COVID-19 pandemic that began in March 2020, frequency service was suspended and remains
so.
Route 6 (formerly Jamestown)
Route 6 began operations on January 22, 2015, as a three-year demonstration route. Service is
provided Monday through Friday until 9:00 pm and Sundays until 6:00 pm. This route provides
extended service in the Jamestown area, traveling from Williamsburg Crossing Shopping Center to
Jamestown via John Tyler Highway, Humelsine Parkway and Jamestown Road. Connections to routes
1, 2, 3, 5, and 7 are available at the Williamsburg Transportation Center.
Route 7 (formerly Tan)

Route 7 connects destinations north of Williamsburg to the Williamsburg Transportation Center,
serving Kingsgate Shopping Center, Williamsburg Market Center, Great Wolf Lodge, Walmart on East
Rochambeau Drive, Sentara Regional Medical Center, Anvil Campground, and Pirates Cove. This
route connects with Routes 1, 2, 3, 5, and 6 at the Williamsburg Transportation Center. Riders can
connect at Walmart on East Rochambeau to Routes 2, 4, or 9. Hourly frequencies are provided for
the service periods.
Route 9 (formerly Purple 2)

Route 9 extends west into James City County along Route 60, providing service between Stonehouse
Commerce Park in Toano, Chickahominy Road and Lightfoot, connecting with Routes 2, 4, and 7 at
Walmart on East Rochambeau Drive. The return trip to Toano includes stops at Williamsburg Pottery,
Norge Crossing, and Williamsburg Regional Library. Service along Route 9 is provided on hourly
headways.
Route 11 (formerly Mounts Bay/Lackey)

Route 11 began operations in July of 2017 as a demonstration route to bring service to the Lackey
area of York County and the Mounts Bay area of James City County. Service operates until 7:30 pm
Monday through Saturday on an hour and half headway. The route connects the Riverside Hospital
on Battery Blvd to Lee Hall, Lackey Clinic, Virginia Peninsula Regional Jail, and the Yorktown Naval
Weapons Station. Route 11 connects to the rest of the fixed-route network through connections with
Route 1 at Lee Hall and Battery Blvd, in addition to a connection with Route 3 at Tam-O-Shanter.
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Specialty Routes
There are two routes within the WATA route network that operate on significantly different
schedules than the core fixed routes and serve different markets. Since they are somewhat different
than the core routes, they have been labeled as specialty routes. These routes are described in the
sections below.
Route 8 (formerly Green)

Route 8 is intended to supplement the transportation needs of the College of William & Mary
community, providing service along the perimeter of the campus to academic, housing, recreational,
and shopping destinations. Stops along the route include Ludwell Apartments, Morton Hall, Campus
Center, Marshall-Wythe School of Law, Merchants Square, Sadler Center, Williamsburg and
Monticello Shopping Centers, William & Mary Hall, Commons Dining Hall, and the parking deck
adjacent to Police and Parking Services. Service is provided during the College of William & Mary’s
fall and spring semesters. Days and hours of service have normally consisted of service Monday
through Friday from 7:00 a.m. to 10:00 pm, and Saturday/Sunday from 10:00 a.m. to 10:00 pm.
Impacts from the COVID-19 pandemic that began in March 2020 sharply reduced service hours due
to changed campus schedules.
Route 14 (Williamsburg Trolley)

The Williamsburg Trolley provides a 30–minute loop that connects New Town, the College of William
& Mary, Merchants Square, Williamsburg Shopping Center, and the High Street development. The
Trolley operates Monday through Thursday from 9:00 am to 9:00 p.m.; Friday-Saturday from 9:00
am to 9:00 p.m.; and Sunday from 9:00 am to 6:00 p.m. Connections with other WATA routes are
possible at New Town, High Street, at stops along Richmond Road, and at the College of William &
Mary. During the COVID-19 pandemic that began in March 2020, Trolley service was suspended and
remains so.
ADA Complementary Paratransit Service

WATA provides door-to-door ADA complementary paratransit service for people who are unable to
use fixed route buses due to disability. As required by the Americans with Disabilities Act, ADA
complementary paratransit service is provided within ¾-mile of fixed routes and is required to be
provided during the same days and hours.
In order to schedule rides on ADA paratransit service, individuals must apply by completing a
required application to determine their eligibility. WATA categorizes applicants into the following
three categories: 1. Fully Qualified, 2. Partially Qualified, or 3. Not Qualified. Eligibility may last up to
three years. Once eligibility is determined, customers can schedule trips on the service. All
originating trips must be scheduled by close of business the day before the requested trip, with return
trips permitted to be scheduled as will-calls.
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Operations and Maintenance Facility
WATA purchased the administrative and
operations facility located at 7239 Pocahontas
Trail in October 2020. Design of improvements to
the facility will be underway and anticipated for
completion in FY2022.

Passenger Facilities
WATA’s main transfer hub is the Williamsburg
Transportation Center, located at 468 North
Boundary Street, in the City of Williamsburg.
The Williamsburg Transportation Center,
owned by the city, is a multi-modal center,
served by Amtrak, Greyhound, HRT, WATA,
and taxis. WATA leases space at the Center to
operate the WATA Customer Service Center
and Store. Indoor waiting, restrooms, and
vending machines are available at the center.

Williamsburg Transportation Center
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Staffing Plan
The staffing chart below shows the budgeted positions for WATA.
Current

Proposed

Full-time
ADMIN

Executive Director

1

1

ADMIN

Deputy Director

1

1

ADMIN

Grants/Budget Administrator

1

1

ADMIN

Communications Specialist

1

1

ADMIN

Information Technology Administrator

1

1

ADMIN

Transit Planner

1

1

OPS

Operations Director

1

1

OPS

ADA Coordinator

1

1

OPS

Transit Supervisors

4

4

OPS

Safety & Security Training Coordinator

1

1

OPS

Transit Dispatcher

3

3

OPS

Lead Drivers

3

3

OPS

Bus Operator Fixed Route***

34

34

OPS

Bus Operator (Flex-Extra Board)

2

2

OPS

Bus Operator ADA

4

5

OPS

Limited Term Operator (demonstration route)

0

3

Total

59

63

OPS

Bus Operator Fixed Route (1040hrs.)

9

7

OPS

Bus Operator Fixed Route (988hrs.)

1

1

OPS

Bus Operator ADA (1040hrs.)

4

4

OPS

Customer Service (1040 hrs)

4

4

ADMIN

Secretary (1,300 hrs.)

1

1

19

17

78

80

Part-time

Total Positions
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Summary of Financial Policies
The Williamsburg Area Transit Authority (Authority) is a political subdivision of the
Commonwealth of Virginia under Chapter 33 of Title 33.2 of the Code of Virginia. The
general purpose of the Authority is to provide regional transit planning and transportation
services throughout the member jurisdictions and areas owned and/or operated by Colonial
Williamsburg. The appointed members of the Board of Directors have the responsibility
to make policy decisions and maintain responsibility for fiscal matters.
In a legal sense, the Authority is a separate organization and is not considered a component
unit of any other entity. James City County serves as the fiscal agent for the Authority and
the Authority is included as a fiduciary fund in the County’s Comprehensive Annual
Financial Report. The Authority is regarded as a “related organization” of the County in
accordance with Governmental Accounting Standards Board (GASB) Statement No. 14. The
Authority’s activities are considered to be governmental as they are principally supported
by intergovernmental revenues.

Basis of Budget and Accounting
As detailed in the Authority’s audited financial statements, governmental funds are
maintained and reported on the modified accrual basis of accounting using the current
financial resources measurement focus. Under this method of accounting, revenues are
recognized in the period in which they become measurable and available to finance
operations during the year. Revenues are considered to be available when they are
collectible within the current period or soon enough thereafter to pay liabilities of the
current period, usually forty-five (45) days after year end. Expenditures are recorded when
the related fund liability is incurred.
In addition to adhering to necessary financial reporting practices, WATA also adopts
policies that guide management of financial resources and thereby contribute to WATA’s
long-term fiscal health. Financial policies are summarized on the following pages. In some
cases, WATA has not yet adopted a policy and in its place are recommended items as a
policy is developed:
•

Fund Balance Policy

•

Asset Management Policy

•

Debt Policy

•

Cash Management Policy

•

Investment Policy

•

Procurement Policy

•

Fare Policy

•

•

Grant Administration Policy

Capital Improvement Planning
Policy
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Fund Balance Policy
In February 2018, the Board of Directors adopted a policy governing the level and utilization
of the fund balance. In general, the policy is intended to maintain a stable financial base at
all times and protect against sudden changes due to revenue shortfalls or unanticipated
expenditures.
Following are the most salient policy guidelines:
1.

Committed Fund Balance must be designated by resolution of the Board of
Directors. The resolution must state the amount and purpose of the
committed funds. A resolution is required to remove or change the
constraints placed on the resources.

2. Assigned Fund Balance is constrained by the Authority’s intent to use funds
for specific purposes. The Assigned Fund Balance will include the amount of
local funds received for active grants for the fiscal year that need to be carried
over. The total amount reported as Assigned should not result in a deficit in
Unassigned Fund Balance.
3. The Authority considers Restricted Fund Balance to be spent when
expenditure is incurred for legal and contractual purposes for which fund
balance is available. When an expenditure is incurred for purposes for which
committed, assigned, or unassigned amounts are available, the Authority will
utilize Committed Fund Balance first, followed by Assigned, and lastly
Unassigned Fund Balance.
4. The Unassigned Fund Balance at the close of each fiscal year should be at least
three (3) months approved annual operating funds.
5. If, after the conclusion of the preceding fiscal year annual audit, the
Unassigned Fund Balance falls below the three (3) month threshold a plan to
restore the Unassigned Fund Balance to the policy level within twenty-four
(24) months will be presented to the Board of Directors. If the restoration of
funds cannot be accomplished within such time without severe hardship to
the Authority or its funding partners, the Board will establish an amended,
but appropriate, timeline.
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Debt Policy
Chapter 33.2-3300 (4) of the Authority’s enabling legislation authorizes the Authority to
enter into contracts or agreements with entities to provide, or cause to be provided, transit
facilities and services. These contracts and agreements may be used by the Authority to
finance the construction and operation of transit facilities.
The Authority does not currently hold any debt or have an adopted debt policy. In general,
a policy will demonstrate the commitment to long-term financial planning to ensure fiscal
health if issuing debt ever becomes necessary.
As WATA develops a Debt Policy (or Debt Management Policy), the following items will be
addressed:
•

Framework of when appropriate to utilize debt and for what purposes

•

Goal or purpose for why adopting debt policy

•

Establish debt limits (legal or otherwise)
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Investment Policy

An investment policy describes the parameters for investing public funds and identifies
investment objectives, risk tolerance levels, and how the investment program will be
managed. Overall an investment policy enhances decision making ability and demonstrates
a commitment to the fiduciary responsibility of utilizing public funds.
WATA follows the investment policy of the James City County Treasurer. The Treasurer
will provide, at least quarterly, a report of investments held by WATA.
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Fare Policy
The purpose of user fares is to supplement the revenue coming from funding partners and
to show a level of effort to the FTA as part of its funding assistance. There is also the
consideration that users of the system should pay a portion of the costs for using the system.
In setting fares, WATA must remain mindful of several things. One is not to set fares so
high that it will suppress ridership. Also, in complying with Title VI of the regulations, high
fares could disproportionately affect those who have no alternative to WATA services.
Conversely, setting fares too low violates the level of effort sought by funding partners.
WATA’s farebox recovery ratio is about 11% and has been so since FY2013. The farebox
recovery ratio is the percentage of operating expenses that are covered by fares and is
calculated by dividing total fare revenue by total operating expenses.
The current fare structure is below:
Fare Type

Amount

Standard One-Way Fare

$ 1.50

All-Day Pass
Reduced One-Way Fare for Persons 60+, Disabled, or
Medicare

$ 3.00

Reduced Fare All-Day Pass

$ 1.50

William & Mary Students with ID

$

Middle and High School Students with Student ID

$ 0.75

7-day goWATA pass

$ 15.00

7-day goWATA pass - Reduced Fare

$ 7.50

30-day goWATA pass

$ 45.00

30-day goWATA pass - Reduced Fare

$ 22.50

ADA Paratransit Customer One-Way Fare

$ 3.00

ADA Paratransit Companion One-Way Fare

$ 3.00

ADA Paratransit Personal Care Attendant

Free

$ 0.75
-

WATA’s farebox recovery ratio is below most peer systems according the most recent
TDP. Nationwide the ratio is close to 30%.
The most recent fare changes took effect in October 2016 (FY2017) and involved increases
of 20 to 30 percent in most cases. The results on ridership were difficult to determine and,
as aforementioned, the farebox recovery ratio remained about the same.
As WATA develops guidance on the setting of fares it must balance the needs of the
agency (revenue; ease of administration) and the needs of customers (equity;
convenience).
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Grant Administration Policy
The purpose of a grant administration policy is to establish guidelines for pursuing grant
funding and managing grant awards. For the purposes of the Board, a grant is defined as
financial assistance awarded to WATA to carry out a public purpose. While grants are an
exceptional means by which to fund activities, they come with the responsibility to comply
with the regulatory and budgetary requirements of the grantor and WATA.
A written policy ensures the efficiency and impact of grant-funded activities, services, and
capital improvements, limits the exposure of WATA to grant-related legal liability, and
assures grantors that WATA will discharge its duties responsibly.
WATA has an internal grant administration policy and is in the process of defining it for
adoption by the Board of Directors. The policy includes the following elements:
−

Grants pursued by WATA will further core WATA functions and must be
consistent with its mission and strategic priorities

−

Identification of allowable activities and costs

−

Process for reporting and monitoring grant activities, including staff
responsibilities and internal controls

−

Reconciliation and closeout procedure, including an evaluation of the extent to
which the grant provided the desired benefits

−

Record retention and file maintenance
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Asset Management Policy
The Asset Management Policy provides guidance for the recordation and reporting of the
acquisition, retirement, and disposal of fixed assets. WATA utilizes capital assets to provide
revenue service. A large majority of the assets are rolling stock (buses) and equipment to
support their operation.
Funding for these assets is provided by federal and state entities and so it is critical that
WATA monitor the assets closely. The Asset Management Policy is included within the
Authority’s Procurement Policy. The highlights of the asset management policy include:
−

Fixed assets have a minimum cost to WATA of $5,000

−

A log of potential fixed assets approved for requisition will be maintained by the
Budget and Grants Administrator, or designee

−

Fixed assets will be accounted for in the month in which they were acquired

−

Fixed assets will be reconciled to the general ledger on an annual basis by the end
of the fiscal year

−

Disposal or sale of rolling stock purchased with federal funds may require
reimbursement to FTA if sold before the end of its useful life, or if net sales exceed
$5,000 after the end of its useful life.

−

The fixed asset inventory will be physically checked on a biannual basis by the
fiscal agent.
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Cash Management Policy
Select WATA employees handle cash as part of their operational duties. The most common
instance is the counting and reconciling of cash paid as fares on the buses. The other is
through sales of tickets and passes at the WATA storefront located at the Williamsburg
Transportation Center. Tickets can be bought using cash, checks, or credit card. Cash is

considered to be any form of payment for goods or services including coin, currency,
checks, traveler’s checks, money orders, credit cards, and electronic funds transfers.
Due to the need to have employees deal directly with the exchange of money, WATA has a
policy to prevent the mishandling of funds and to prevent loss. WATA requires that any
employee who will be receiving cash be trained in proper cash handling procedures. The
policy contains procedures to be used when encountering each type of payment method.
The policy was last updated in September 2015.
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Procurement Policy
As a requirement of receiving federal and state grant funding, WATA follows procurement
policies and procedures that are consistent with the current Federal regulations and the
laws of the Commonwealth of Virginia. Additional guidance on specific contractual actions
is provided by OMB Circular A-102, Attachment O, and Federal Transit Administration
(FTA) Circular 4220.1F, as amended.
The procurement policies are designed to:
−

Instill public confidence in the procurement process of WATA.

−

Ensure fair and equitable treatment for all vendors who seek to deal with WATA,
with emphasis toward Disadvantaged Business Enterprise (DBE).

−

Ensure maximum open and free competition in the expenditure of public funds.

−

Provide the safeguards to maintain a procurement system of quality and integrity.

The policies guide the method that should be used when purchases reach a certain
threshold:
−

Purchases up to $2,500 do not require a solicitation, but the user needs to establish
that the price of the good or service is fair and reasonable.

−

Purchases between $2,500 and $50,000 require the user to obtain three quotes and
to determine the most responsive and responsible vendor.

−

Purchases over $50,000 require a formal solicitation and the use of competitive
negotiation or competitive bidding, according to the type of purchase requested.

The policies also contain numerous references needed to comply with federal purchasing
regulations and the Virginia Public Procurement Act.
WATA, via MOU, works with James City County Purchasing staff to carry out the
purchasing function. The Executive Director assigns a project manager for each
procurement and this staff member coordinates the process to develop and execute the
procurement.
The following page includes a flow chart of a typical procurement process used by WATA.
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Capital Improvement Planning Policy
A policy to guide capital improvement planning is a tool to ensure that an agnecy’s unique
needs are considered in the capital planning process. An effective policy will help ensure
the sustainability of an agency’s infrastructure by addressing maintenance, replacement,
and proper management over the life of capital assets. A policy also demonstrates sound
fiscal management and an agency’s commitment to maximizing benefits within resource
constraints.
WATA currently utilizes internal capital planning policies but does not have a current
adopted capital planning policy. In Fiscal Year 2022, WATA created a separate Capital Fund
to manage and track capital project revenue and expenditures and this has increased the
importance of identifying and planning for capital purchases.
Below are recommended guidelines as a policy is developed:
−

Describe how to approach capital planning and how stakeholders will collaborate

−

Define clearly what constitutes a capital improvement project

−

The role of the public and other stakeholders in the process

−

Discussion of how decisions will be made and the process for prioritizing needs
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Fringe Benefits
Fringe benefits comprise the costs of retirement, health insurance (including dental), FICA/Medicare,
and Workers’ Compensation coverage. These costs can be significant elements to costs of personnel
and operations.

Retirement
As of January 1, 2019, WATA became a covered employer under the Virginia Retirement System (VRS).
Until that time, WATA was included under the account of James City County.
VRS has three different plans depending on when an employee began work as an eligible employee. Plan
1 and Plan 2 are defined benefit plans and Plan 3 is a Hybrid Retirement Plan that has components of both
a defined benefit plan and a defined contribution plan.
All employees that become members of VRS with no prior service credit as of January 1, 2014 or later are
enrolled in the Hybrid Retirement Plan if eligible.
Every two years, VRS assesses the actuarial health of an employer’s account and determines a
contribution rate needed to keep the account sufficiently funded. The contribution rate for FY2021 and
FY2022 is 5.26% and this percentage is applied to covered payroll. In addition to the employer
contribution rate, the Authority also contributes a certain percentage for the Group Life Insurance
Program, the Retiree Health Insurance Credit (HICC), and the Virginia Local Disability Program (VLDP).

FY 2020

FY 2021
(projected)

FY 2022
(proposed)

Covered Payroll

$2,324,757

$2,075,764

$2,472,740

Employer Rate

6.20%

5.26%

5.26%

Group Insurance

1.34%

1.34%

1.34%

Health Insurance Credit

0.15%

0.15%

0.15%

Va. Local Disability Program

0.83%

0.83%

0.83%

$202,440

$157,342

$187,434

Total Costs*

*Creditable compensation can be influenced by factors such as hire date, employee turnover, and
certain types of leave that reduce that figure below total payroll.

Health Insurance
WATA partners with James City County to offer health insurance to benefit from the larger pool of
employees. This year, employees have a choice of two plans – a Consumer-Driven Health Plan with higher
deductibles but lower premiums, or a Traditional Health Plan with lower deductibles and higher
premiums. Plans are offered for employee only, employee plus one, and employee/family. The premium
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costs covered by WATA as employer range from 80% to 90% of the annual premium depending on the
plan.
As an incentive to utilize the Consumer-Driven Health Plan, WATA also contributes funds toward Health
Savings Accounts (HSA) for employees that enroll in those plans. The Authority will contribute $1,000 to
the HSA and will match employee contributions up to $30 per pay period. The funds deposited in the HSA
belong to the employee once deposited.
Dental insurance is also included in the costs of health insurance and the cost sharing level is
approximately the same.

Health Care Costs
(includes premiums and HSA
contributions)

FY 2020

FY 2021
(projected)

FY 2022
(proposed)

$568,181.50

$576,000

$628,640

FICA/Medicare
The Federal Insurance Contributions Act requires employers to pay a portion of salaries to support the
Social Security and Medicare programs. The total tax levied on salaries is 7.65%, of which 6.20% goes
toward the old age, survivor, and disability (Social Security) portion and 1.45% toward the hospital
insurance (Medicare) portion.
These costs are influenced by salary increases and the amount of overtime pay, but also by salary
savings when WATA is not able to fill vacant budgeted positions.

Total

FY 2020

FY 2021
(projected)

FY 2022
(proposed)

$165,447

$172,989

$220,234

Workers’ Compensation Insurance
WATA provides Workers’ Compensation insurance as required by the 65.2-801 of the Code of Virginia.
The costs for coverage are impacted primarily by payroll amount and by WATA’s experience
modification factor. The factor is determined using a formula that includes claims history and audited
payrolls from the previous three fiscal years. Fewer claims and lower payroll costs may result in a lower
experience modifier and lower premiums.
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Below are the premiums and experience modification figures for the last two fiscal years and the
proposed figures for Fiscal Year 2022.

Premium
Experience Modifier

FY 2020

FY 2021

FY 2022

$79,137

$83,421

$80,813

1.04

1.23

0.97
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Public Transportation Funding Process
The following information is not an exhaustive discussion of the process for how public
transportation is funded and is intended to provide insight into the elements of the process that
WATA interacts with on a regular basis.
Transportation Improvement Program (TIP)

The Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) is a prioritized listing/program of transportation projects
developed by the Hampton Roads Transportation Planning Organization in cooperation with the State and
other regional public transportation agencies, as part of the metropolitan transportation planning process. The
TIP must be consistent with the applicable metropolitan Long-Range Transportation Plan (LRTP), be fiscallyconstrained, and cover a period of no less than four years. With a few exceptions (see 23 CFR450.324(c) and 23
CFR 450.328(f)), all federally-funded and/or regionally significant projects that require an action by the FHWA
or FTA must be included in a current TIP that has been approved by the MPO and the Governor before work
can proceed.
Fiscally-constrained means that the TIP includes sufficient financial information for demonstrating that
projects in the TIP can be implemented using committed or available revenue sources, or revenue sources that
may be reasonably expected to be available. Federal regulations define a regionally-significant project as a
transportation project(other than projects that may be grouped in the TIP or exempt projects as defined in the
Environmental Protection Agency’s transportation conformity regulation) that is on a facility that serves
regional transportation needs (such as access to and from the area outside the region; major activity centers in
the region; major planned developments such as new retail malls, sports complexes, or employment centers;
or transportation terminals)and would normally be included in the modeling of the metropolitan area’s
transportation network. At a minimum, this includes all principal arterial highways and all fixed guideway
transit facilities that offer a significant alternative to regional highway travel.
Update Cycle. Federal regulations require a full update of the TIP at least every four years. The TIP expires
when FHWA/FTA approval of the Statewide Transportation Improvement Program (STIP) expires. The
Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) must be consistent with the current Long-Range Transportation
Plan (LRTP), so the development of the TIP technically begins with the LRTP – which must be fiscallyconstrained, have a planning horizon of at least 20 years, and include transportation projects on which activity
is planned to take place during that time period. It is in the development of the TIP that the transition from
transportation planning to transportation programming is made. The approved STIP and TIP typically become
effective on October 1 – the first day of the federal fiscal year. The figure on the following page summarizes
the TIP development process.
The TIP for Fiscal Years 2021-2024 was adopted on May 21, 2020, by the HRTPO Board.
Statewide Transportation Improvement Program (STIP)
The Statewide Transportation Improvement Program (STIP) is Virginia’s federally required four-year program
that identifies the transportation projects (highway, passenger rail, freight, public transit, bicycle, and
pedestrian) that will utilize federal transportation funding or require approval from either the Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA) or Federal Transit Administration (FTA). The Program must include all projects in an
urbanized area that are included in a metropolitan planning organization’s TIP (Transportation Improvement
Program) as well as federally-funded projects in the nonmetropolitan and rural areas of Virginia.
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The Program is developed by the Commonwealth in cooperation with the MPO for each designated
metropolitan area. The STIP must be consistent with the state long-range transportation plan, metropolitan
LRTPs, and TIPs. Each approved TIP must be included without change in the STIP, directly or by reference,
after approval of the TIP by the MPO and the Governor. With a few exceptions (see 23 CFR 450.216(g), 23
CFR450.218(d), 23 CFR 450.324(c), and 23 CFR 450.328(f)), only projects in an FHWA/FTA approved STIP
are eligible for funds administered by FHWA or FTA.
Federal regulations require each state to produce a STIP at least once every four (4) years; however, Virginia
updates their STIP every three (3) years to ensure the program never lapses. Federal regulations require that
the STIP demonstrate fiscal constraint to demonstrate that more transportation projects are not scheduled for
construction than can be accomplished within available funding.
The STIP must be amended by DRPT when the TIP is amended. The TIP may be updated more frequently, but
the cycle for updating the TIP must be compatible with the STIP development and approval process. The TIP
expires when FHWA/FTA approval of the STIP expires.
Six-Year Improvement Program (SYIP)
As the policymaking body for the Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT), the Commonwealth
Transportation Board (CTB) approves funding to be included in the Six-Year Improvement Program (SYIP). As
a division of VDOT, the document includes funding for programs administered by the Virginia Department of
Rail and Public Transportation (DRPT). DRPT develops the transit and Transportation Demand Management
(TDM) portion of the SYIP based upon applications from potential funding recipients.

Each spring, the CTB reviews a Draft Six-Year Improvement Program (SYIP), which is a detailed programming
document listing the proposed allocation of funding for DRPT and VDOT programs. The Draft is released to the
public for hearings. After considering comments received from the public, the CTB adopts a Final SYIP.
Key Steps
1.

Eligible funding recipients submit applications to DRPT.

3.

Based upon the Program Application Guidance document, DRPT staff reviews applications for various
funding programs.

5.

Public Hearings on the Draft Six-Year Improvement Program. The CTB holds public hearings on the
Draft SYIP. DRPT will disseminate information about the meetings as soon as they have been
scheduled.

2.

4.

6.
7.

As part of the submission process, applicants that are requesting federal funding will be required to
execute the FTA’s Certifications and Assurances. Contracts will not be executed unless the
Certifications and Assurances are properly submitted.
DRPT presents the Draft Six-Year Improvement Program to the CTB. The draft will be released to the
public and DRPT will request that funding recipients affirm that local matching funds are available to
meet the Draft SYIP proposed recommendations.

Amendments to the Draft Six-Year Improvement Program. The CTB takes into consideration public
comments and may direct DRPT to make amendments to the Draft SYIP. Amendments to the draft can
also be made to correct any line items that are not properly presented.

Adoption of the Program. The Final SYIP is adopted by the CTB in June and DRPT notifies recipients
about the CTB action and the Final SYIP is disseminated.
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Federal Transit Funding
Federal assistance to public transportation is provided primarily by the Federal Transit
Administration (FTA), part of the U.S. Department of Transportation.
The federal public
transportation program was authorized from FY2016 through FY2020 as part of the Fixing America’s
Surface Transportation (FAST) Act (P.L. 114-94). The FAST act has not been reauthorized by
Congress as of May 2021. The following information provides an introduction to the program as
authorized by the FAST Act.
Typically, about 80% of federal public transportation program funding comes from the mass transit
account of the highway trust fund and 20% comes from the general fund of the U.S. Treasury.
Revenues for the trust fund come mainly from the federal excise tax on gasoline and diesel fuel. The
remaining trust fund revenue comes from a sales tax on tractors and heavy trucks, an excise tax on
tires for heavy vehicles, and an annual use tax on those vehicles. These revenues have not been
sufficient in most years to fund the needs of the program and significant transfers from the general
fund are needed to keep the fund solvent. In addition to the federal public transportation program,
federal funding is also available from several surface transportation programs that allow highway
money to be spent on public transportation projects.

In order to be eligible for federal funding, projects must be in a long-range plan (20-year) and fouryear Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) approved by the Federal Transit Administration
(FTA). Each of these documents is first approved by the Hampton Roads Transportation Planning
Organization (HRTPO), followed by the Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT). There is a
wide variety of other federal requirements, particularly regarding grant management and
procurement. FTA conducts a compliance audit every three years (Triennial Review).
Federal Transit Administration (FTA) Programs:
•

•
•
•

Metropolitan Planning

•

State of Good Repair (SGR);

•

•

Urbanized Area Formula;
New Starts;

Rural Area Formula;

Bus and Bus Facilities; and

Enhanced Mobility of Seniors and
Individuals with Disabilities.

WATA is not eligible for or does not utilize all of these programs since it is primarily a small urban
provider of fixed-route service. The programs that WATA has used or may use in the future are
discussed in more detail below.
Metropolitan Planning (49 U.S.C. §5303)

Metropolitan Transportation Planning is a formula-based funding program that provides funding for
multimodal transportation planning in metropolitan areas and states. Planning needs to follow the
3C approach: Cooperative, Continuous, and Comprehensive, resulting in long-range plans and shortrange programs reflecting transportation investment priorities. In Virginia, funds for this program
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are applied for by the Department of Rail and Public Transportation and then allocated to
Metropolitan Planning Organizations based on a formula.
Urbanized Area Formula Program (49 U.S.C. §5307)
The Urbanized Area Formula Program provides funding to support public transportation in
urbanized areas, which are designated by the Census Bureau as having populations of 50,000 or
more. The Williamsburg UZA was designated as an urbanized area in 2014. The population of the
Williamsburg UZA at last census was 79,000. WATA is the designated recipient of formula funds and
has the authority to submit applications for these funds directly to FTA.
The program was developed to primarily support capital purchases and projects and the federal
share is 80% for most projects. However, there are other specific categories of operating expenses
that are eligible – preventive maintenance, capital cost of contracting, and planning - at 80% federal
funding. As a small urban provider (population over 50,000 but under 200,000), WATA is eligible to
use the funding for general operating assistance at a 50% federal/local share. Funds allocated in one
year are available for four years. Below are the urbanized area formula allocations for the last five
fiscal years.
Federal Fiscal
Year
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021

WATA Fiscal
Year
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022

Allocation

$1,448,220
$1,500,785
$1,776,392
$1,829,188
$1,840,110

Note: CARES Act and ARPA funds were awarded under the Section 5307 program but
are not included in the table above.

For urbanized areas under 200,000 the distribution of funds is based on population, population
density, and the number of low-income individuals. In addition to these factors, in urbanized areas
over 200,000 the formula is also based on bus revenue vehicle miles, bus passenger miles, fixed
guideway revenue miles, and fixed guideway route miles.
Rural Area Formula Program (49 U.S.C. §5311)
The Rural Area Formula Program provides funding to states and Indian tribes for public
transportation outside of urbanized areas. Capital, operating, and planning are all eligible expenses.
The formula used to apportion rural program funds includes rural land area, population, vehicle
revenue miles, and the number of low-income individuals. Funds from the program are set aside for
the Rural Transit Assistance Program, the Public Transportation on Indian Reservations Program,
and the Appalachian Development Public Transportation Assistance Program. In Virginia, DRPT
receives a single block grant and distributes funds to eligible agencies. The federal share is 50% and
the local share makes up the other 50%.
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Bus and Bus Facilities Grant Program (49 U.S.C. §5339)
The Bus and Bus Facilities Grant Program provides funding for capital expenses to purchase and
rehabilitate buses and to construct bus-related facilities, such as maintenance depots. The FAST Act
added a new competitive discretionary component to the existing formula program, increasing
program funding by about $300 million per year. In FY2016, the Bus Program is authorized at $696
million in FY2016, with $428 million (61%) for formula grants and $268 million (39%) for
discretionary grants. Bus Program funding increases to $809 million in FY2020, with $465 million
(57%) for formula grants and $344 million (43%) for discretionary grants. The formula portion of
the grant program provides each state and territory a minimum allocation ($1.75 million to states
and $0.5 million to territories), with the remaining funds distributed according to population and
service levels.
Enhanced Mobility of Seniors and Individuals with Disabilities Program (49 U.S.C. §5310)
The Enhanced Mobility of Seniors and Individuals with Disabilities Program provides funding to
support specialized public transportation for these population groups. Under the law, 60% of the
funds are apportioned to large, urbanized areas, 20% to small urbanized areas, and 20% to rural
areas. Within these categories, funds are distributed to specific areas based on the relative size of
their elderly and disabled population. The program requires that projects come from a locally
developed, coordinated human services transportation plan. The FAST Act also creates a new pilot
program for innovative projects to improve the mobility of seniors and individuals with disabilities.
Public Transportation Safety Program (49 U.S.C. §5329)
FTA’s role in public transportation safety was expanded significantly in 2012. FTA is required to
develop a national public transportation safety plan, with safety performance criteria for all modes
of public transportation and minimum performance standards for public transportation vehicles
(except commuter rail vehicles, which are regulated by the Federal Railroad Administration, or FRA).
FTA is also required to establish a certification training program for federal, state, and local
employees who conduct safety audits or are responsible for safety oversight. Recipients of urbanized
and rural formula funds may use up to 0.5% of their apportionment, with an 80% federal share, to
pay for the training program. Each public transportation agency and state is required to establish a
comprehensive safety plan.
Federal Highway Administration Funding
As mentioned above, there are funds that are spent on public transportation projects that originated
as surface transportation (i.e., highway) funds and have been transferred, or “flexed”, to the public
transportation program. These funds are discretionary and must be obtained through a
competitive application process.
In Virginia, requests to transfer/flex project funds are made by the recipient through the Department
of Rail and Public Transportation. Generally, the funds will be flexed to the FTA and can be
reimbursed directly to the approved recipient agencies. The funds originate from the Federal
Highway Administration (FHWA) Programs and may be transferred to the following programs:
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•
•
•

Surface Transportation Program (STP)
Regional Surface Transportation Program (RSTP)
Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality (CMAQ)

Surface Transportation Program (Flexible STP)

The FHWA allocates funding (“Flexible STP”) annually to the Virginia Department of Transportation.
DRPT is allocated a portion of those funds to be used for projects chosen by DRPT. The funds are
allocated to WATA during the development of the Six-Year Improvement Program based on
applications submitted for projects. Flexible STP funds are used for capital projects and receive an
80% federal share with the remaining funds split between state and local sources.
Regional Surface Transportation Program (RSTP)

Hampton Roads receives an annual allocation of funds from the Surface Transportation Block Grant
Program, for which HRTPO conducts a competitive application process. If successful, funds are
transferred (“flexed”) to FTA from the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) for administration
directly by WATA. RSTP funds are used for capital projects and receive an 80% federal share. The
remaining funds are normally provided by the state and no local match is required.
Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality (CMAQ)

Hampton Roads receives an annual allocation of CMAQ funds authorized by the Clean Air Act, for
which HRTPO conducts a competitive application process. If successful, funds are transferred
(“flexed”) to FTA from the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) for administration directly by
WATA. CMAQ funds are targeted to capital projects (except in the case of demonstration projects)
and receive an 80% federal share. The remaining funds are normally provided by the state and no
local match is required.
4.0 GRANTS WITH FEDERAL
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Active and Pending Federal Awards
Award Number

Projects

Total Project
Cost

FTA Amount

Balance of FTA
Amount

$627,500

$502,000

$175,847

$1,143,097

$914,477

$45,303

$681,000

$544,800

$384,098

VA-95-X085

Engineering and Design (Maint. Facility),
Facility Leases

VA-95-X157

Facility Leases, Shelter Construction, Contract
Audit Services, Replacement Trolley, Software,
Bus Rehab, Associated Capital Maintenance
Items

VA-2020-027

Longhill Road Bus Shelter Rehab, Mobile
Ticketing Software/Hardware,Transit,
Replacement of Fuel Tanks on CNG Buses

VA-2020-029

CARES Act (Operating)

$5,175,497

$5,175,497

$3,510,975

VA-2017-011

Six (6) Replacement Buses; Associated Capital
Maintenance; Project Management (Maint.
Facility); Software and Hardware; Facility
Leases

$5,742,400

$3,041,921

$419,963

VA-2020-038

Replacement CNG Buses, Demonstration Route
(Route 11)

$1,378,020

$1,102,416

$279,539

VA-2018-007

Operating Assistance, Vehicle Maintenance
Contract, Project Management (Transfer
Facility), Hardware, Stop Amenities,
Replacement Trolley, Replacement Support
Vehicles

$3,477,525

$2,634,220

$596,231

VA-2020-051

Admin/Maintenance Facility Construction

$3,365,727

$2,692,580

$2,692,580

VA-2019-007

Passenger Amenities, Support Equipment,
Operating Assistance, Rehab of CNG Bus,
Replacement Trolley

$1,550,254

$1,024,203

$116,309

VA-2020-013

FFY 2017 Section 5307 - Security Training and
Information Technology (IT) System Review

$78,760

$63,008

$15,008

##-####-###

Administration and Maintenance Facility
Construction

$5,660,258

$4,528,206

$4,528,206

##-####-###

Real Estate Acquisition, Transit Strategic Plan,
Support Vehicle

$1,541,235

$1,232,988

$1,232,988
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State Transit Funding
The Virginia Department of Rail and Public Transportation (DRPT) provides funding to support
transit and TDM programs, projects and services that support DRPT’s core mission to facilitate and
improve the mobility of the citizens of Virginia, and to promote the efficient transport of goods and
people in a safe, reliable, and cost-effective manner. DRPT provides funding for transit capital and
operating services, TDM program operations and projects, and planning. Capital funding supports
long-term transit assets such as vehicles, transit facilities and infrastructure, machinery or heavy
equipment. Operating funding supports transit operations, maintenance, repairs and administrative
costs, and TDM/commuter assistance program and project operations. Planning funds support
research and studies of public transportation and TDM services, programs, projects and
improvements
Revenues for transportation in Virginia are first appropriated to the Commonwealth Transportation
Fund (§33.2-1524) of which fifty-one percent (51%) are distributed to the Highway Maintenance
and Operating Fund, and forty-nine percent (49%) are distributed to the Transportation Trust Fund.
Twenty-three percent (23%) of the revenues from the Transportation Trust Fund are distributed to
the Commonwealth Mass Transit Fund (§33.2-1526) to fund public transportation.

The funds deposited into the Commonwealth Mass Transit Fund are allocated by statute (§33.21526.1) in adherence to the following:
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.

Twenty-seven percent of the funds shall be allocated to support operating costs of transit providers
and shall be distributed by the Board on the basis of service delivery factors, based on effectiveness
and efficiency as established by the Board. Such measures and their relative weight shall be
evaluated every three years and, if redefined by the Board, shall be published and made available for
public comment at least one year in advance of being applied. The Washington Metropolitan Area
Transit Authority (WMATA) shall not be eligible for an allocation of funds pursuant to this
subdivision.
Eighteen percent of the funds shall be allocated for capital purposes and distributed utilizing the
transit capital prioritization process established by the Board pursuant to § 33.2-214.4. The
Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority shall not be eligible for an allocation of funds
pursuant to this subdivision.

Forty-six and one-half percent of the funds shall be allocated to the Northern Virginia Transportation
Commission for distribution to WMATA for capital purposes and operating assistance, as determined
by the Commission.

Six percent of the funds shall be allocated by the Board for the Transit Ridership Incentive Program
established pursuant to § 33.2-1526.3.

Two and one-half percent of the funds shall be allocated for special programs, including ridesharing,
transportation demand management programs, experimental transit, public transportation
promotion, operation studies, and technical assistance, and may be allocated to any local governing
body, planning district commission, transportation district commission, or public transit corporation.
Remaining funds may also be used directly by the Department of Rail and Public Transportation to (i)
finance a program administered by the Department of Rail and Public Transportation designed to
promote the use of public transportation and ridesharing throughout the Commonwealth or (ii)
finance up to 80 percent of the cost of development and implementation of projects with a purpose of
enhancing the provision and use of public transportation services.

Exhibit 1 summarize the various programs administered by DRPT. GRA

NTS WITH FEDERAL FUNDING FROM FEDERAL TRNSIT ADMINISTRATION

Exhibit 1: MERIT – DRPT Programs
MERIT Program

Program Description

Eligible Recipients
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Funding & Matching Ratios

Operating Assistance

Capital Assistance

Demonstration Project
Assistance

Technical Assistance

Public Transportation
Intern Program

Supports costs borne by eligible
recipients for operating related
public transportation expenses

Supports costs borne by eligible
recipients for public
transportation capital projects;
projects are State of Good
Repair, Minor Enhancements, or
Major Expansions
Supports innovative
investments in all functional
areas of public transportation;
projects are New Service or
Technology and Innovation

Supports planning or technical
assistance to help improve or
initiate public transportation
related services
Supports increased awareness
of public transportation as a
career choice

Local and State Government;
Transportation District Commissions;
Public Service Corporations
Local and State Government;
Transportation District Commissions;
Public Service Corporations
Local and State Government;
Transportation District Commissions;
Public Service Corporations
Local and State Governments;
Transportation District Commissions;
Public Service Corporations;
Planning District Commissions;
Human Service Agencies Involved in
Rural Public Transportation

Local and State Governments;
Transportation District Commissions;
Public Service Corporations;
Planning District Commissions;
Human Service Agencies Involved in
Rural Public Transportation

State: up to 30% of operating
costs
Federal: 5311 program only up
to 50% of net operating exps

Varies by project:

SGR = up to 68% of eligible costs
Minor = 68%
Major = 50%
Min. Local Match = 4%

State Funding: Up to 80% of
eligible expenses
Local Match: 20%

State Funding: Up to 50% of
eligible expenses;
Local Match: 50%

State Funding: Up to 80% of
eligible expenses;
Local Match: 20%

Operating assistance provided by DRPT is a significant contributor to WATA’s ability to fund
operations. Below are the operating assistance allocations for the last five fiscal years.
Fiscal Year
2017
2018
2019
2020
2020 (COVID)
2021

Allocation
$1,749,647
$1,639,444
$1,800,090
$1,825,461
$216,075
$1,951,062

Beginning in FY2020, allocations are made based on operating performance metrics. The following
metrics are applied: Passengers per Vehicle Revenue Hour, Passengers per Vehicles Revenue Mile,
Operating Cost per Vehicle Revenue Hour, Operating Cost per Vehicle Revenue Mile, and Operating
Cost per Passenger. In order to ensure an even distribution of funding, an agency’s share of state
operating assistance is capped at 30% of the agency’s operating costs.

Capital Assistance is provided by DRPT to support capital projects to maintain, improve, or expand
public transportation. The capital program is guided by a prioritization process that determines
which projects achieve maintenance of a state-of-good-repair and which projects receive funding to
make new investments. Projects are categorized as follows:
−

−

State of Good Repair – Projects to replace or rehabilitate an existing asset. Eligible for state
match up to 68%.

Minor Enhancements – Projects to add capacity, new technology, or a customer facility with
a cost of less than $2 million; or vehicle expansion of no more than 5 vehicles or 5% of
existing fleet. . Eligible for state match up to 68%.
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−

Major Expansions – Projects to add, expand, or improve service with a cost above $2
million; or vehicle expansion of greater than 5 vehicles or of 5% of fleet size, whichever is
greater. . Eligible for state match up to 50%.

The other three grant programs are not used as often by WATA as the operating and capital
assistance programs. For more detailed information about the programs administered by DRPT,
including key steps in the application and approval process, please see the Transit and Commuter
Assistance Grant Application Manual (“Blue Book”) published by DRPT for Fiscal Year 2022.
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Active and Pending State Awards
DRPT provides matching funds to federal awards, especially capital projects, and the projects are assigned a state project number for
tracking. Federal awards generally have a number of projects in each application, while DRPT tracks projects with separate numbers.
The budget numbers do not reflect the costs of the state funding portion, but the total costs of the project award. Funding shares are
detailed in project agreements. These agreements can be found on DRPT’s online grant management website.

Project #

Budget

Description

Balance
(Projected 7/2021)

42520-58

5311 Operating - CARES Act

$601,613

$140,000

72517-17

WATA Facility Construction - FY17 RSTP - UPC 11932

$67,625

$67,625

72518-06

Facility Construction (FY18/UPC T11932)

$3,365,724

$3,365,724

72519-06

Facility Construction (FY19/UPC T11932)

$3,360,258

$3,360,258

72520-05

Bus Purchases (UPC T11780)

$1,365,490

$349,425

72520-06

Facility Construction (FY20/UPC T11932)

$2,300,000

$2,300,000

73017-29

WATA - Bus Eng & Design of Admin/Maint Facility

$250,000

$250,000

73017-30

WATA - 3rd Party Project Management - Bus Main Facility

$250,000

$202,988

73018-32

WATA - 3rd Party Project Management

$200,000

$79,425

73019-26

Signage, Trash Cans, Benches

$15,000

$15,000

73020-16

Bus Shelter

$130,000

$130,000

73020-17

CNG Fuel Tank Replacements

$386,000

$185,125

73020-18

Hardware and Software

$150,000

$150,000

73020-19

Transit Amenities

$15,000

$15,000

73021-44

Hardware

$20,000

$20,000

73021-45

Software

$23,000

$23,000

73021-46

Transit Amenities

$15,000

$15,000

73021-47

Vehicle Locator System (Phase 1)

$775,000

$775,000

#####-##

Operating (FY22)

$2,156,592

$2,156,592

#####-##

Vehicle Locator System (Phase 2)

$225,000

$225,000
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Federal Emergency Funding – COVID

CARES Act

Public transit agencies such as WATA received emergency relief funding from Congress due
to the major economic slowdown caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. The Coronavirus Aid,
Relief, and Economic Security (CARES) Act funding was released around April 2020.

WATA received $5,175,497 in Section 5307 program funding under the CARES Act. This
program provides funding for services in designated urban areas. This funding was to be
used to offset losses of fares and other local revenues and was to be prioritized for covering
operating costs. The funding required no local match. WATA made a decision to spread this
funding over three fiscal years, FY2021 to FY2023, in order to allow local jurisdictions time
to recover fiscally and economically.

WATA also received $601,613 in Section 5311 funding under the CARES Act, which is used to
support service in rural areas. This helped to offset losses as there was no local match
required. WATA normally provides local funding of 50% for this service. This funding has
not been programmed over multiple fiscal years.
American Rescue Plan (ARPA)

In early 2021, the American Rescue Plan Act (ARPA) was passed by Congress and WATA
received an additional $2,982,727 from that legislation. This funding was again provided
under the Section 5307 program for urban areas. There was no funding provided to WATA
under the Section 5311 rural program in the ARPA legislation.
Proposed Use of Funding

WATA utilized $2,010,497 from the Section 5307 CARES Act funding in FY2021. No ARPA
funding was proposed for use in FY2021. This leaves the following estimated balances:
CARES Act: $3,165,000

ARPA: $2,982,727
Total: $6,147,727
WATA is again proposing to leverage these funds over a three-year period in order to work
with localities on planning for sustainable operational funding moving forward. An amount
of $2,133,300 has been proposed for Fiscal Year 2022. The final two years are proposed to
split remaining funding at approximately $2,007,213 each year (FY2023 and FY2024). The
Board retains the ability to utilize funding sooner if needed.
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Transit Asset Management Plan
Every public transit agency must develop a transit asset management (TAM) plan if it owns, operates, or
manages capital assets used to provide public transportation and receives federal financial assistance under
49 U.S.C. Chapter 53 as a recipient or subrecipient. Each agency must designate an Accountable Executive (49
CFR 625.5) to ensure appropriate resources for implementing the agency's TAM plan.

As a small urban transit agency, WATA is able to participate in a group TAM plan. The plan was developed and
is managed by the Virginia Department of Rail and Public Transportation (DRPT). The plan is updated and
maintained by WATA in the online system offered by DRPT.
Each TAM plan will:
•
•
•

Outline how people, processes, and tools come together to address asset management policy and goal.
Provide accountability and visibility for furthering understanding of leveraging asset management
practices.
Support planning, budgeting, and communications to internal and external stakeholder.

Below is a listing of the necessary elements of a TAM plan.
Element

Inventory of Assets

Condition Assessment of Inventoried
Assets
Description of Decision Support Tool
Prioritized List of Investments
Transit Asset Management (TAM) and
State of Good Repair (SGR) Policy
Implementation Strategy

Brief Description

A register of capital assets and information about those
assets.

A rating of the assets' physical state; to be completed for
assets an agency has direct capital responsibility for;
should be at a level of detail sufficient to monitor and
predict performance of inventoried assets

An analytic process or tool that (1) assists in capital
asset investment prioritization and/or (2) estimates
capital needs over time

A prioritized list of projects or programs to manage or
improve the SGR of capital assets

A TAM policy is the executive-level direction regarding
expectations for transit asset management; a TAM
strategy consists of the actions that support the
implementation of the TAM policy
The operational actions that a transit provider decides
to conduct, in order to achieve its TAM goals and
policies

DRPT has developed a project-based prioritization process, as required by legislation passed in 2018, for
prioritizing the allocation of capital funding. The process will be utilized for the award of state capital funding.
This prioritization process sets aside at least 80% of capital funding available to address state of good repair
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(SGR) needs. The Commonwealth Transportation Board, DRPT’s governing body, will have the discretion to
allocate up to 100% of the available state capital funding to meet SGR needs. Any remaining funds will be used
to fund minor enhancements and major expansion projects. DRPT scores SGR applications based on a
combination of age and condition of the asset, as well as the impact of the asset on service quality. For vehicles,
the age/condition points will be split between age and mileage.
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Disadvantaged Business Enterprise Program (DBE)

As a recipient of Federal financial assistance, WATA implements a Disadvantaged Business Enterprise (DBE)
Program in accordance with U.S. Department of Transportation regulations found in 49 CFR, Part 26. The
Office of Civil Rights within the Federal Transit Administration works with WATA to ensure the DBE program
complies with necessary requirements. WATA is in compliance with the applicable regulations for DBE
programs. A new three-year goal will be established for WATA in early FY2022.
The intent of the DBE Program is:
1.

2.

To ensure nondiscrimination in the award and administration of DOT-assisted contracts;

To create a level playing field on which DBEs can compete fairly for DOT-assisted contracts;

3.

To ensure that the DBE Program is narrowly tailored in accordance with applicable law;

5.

To help remove barriers to the participation of DBEs in DOT assisted contracts;

4.

6.

To ensure that only firms that fully meet 49 CFR Part 26 eligibility standards are permitted to
participate as DBEs;

To assist the development of firms that can compete successfully in the marketplace outside the DBE
Program.

Several features of the Program include:
•

•
•
•
•
•

Semiannual reporting of DBE participation in contracting opportunities

Establish an overall goal for annual DBE participation for a three-year period. The current overall goal
for WATA is six percent (6%) for the Federal Fiscal Years 2019 to 2021

Consideration and establishment of contract goals when necessary

Perform a shortfall analysis when WATA does not reach the goal for a fiscal year

Provide outreach and conduct training for DBEs to include providing information in preparing bids
Maintain a directory of DBE firms to utilize when contracting opportunities arise
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Title VI Program
Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 protects people from discrimination based on race, color, and national
origin in programs and activities receiving federal financial assistance. The Federal Transit Administration
works to ensure nondiscrimination in transportation as part of its mission to enhance the social and economic
quality of life for all Americans. As a recipient of FTA funds, WATA works with the FTA Office of Civil Rights to
implement a Title VI program and comply with Title VI requirements. WATA’s program is compliant with
federal regulations.
General Requirements. The following requirements are those that WATA must follow as a recipient of FTA
funding to comply with Title VI regulations:
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Requirement to provide Title VI assurances. Every application for financial assistance to FTA must
include an assurance that the applicant will comply with Title VI regulations.

Requirement to prepare and submit a Title VI program. FTA requires all direct and primary
recipients document their compliance with Title VI regulations by submitting a Board-approved Title
VI program to the FTA regional civil rights office once every three years, or as otherwise directed by
FTA;

Requirement to notify beneficiaries of protection under Title VI. Recipients must provide
information to the public regarding the recipient’s obligations under Title VI to protect members of
the public against discrimination;

Requirement to develop Title VI Complaint Procedures and Complaint Form. Recipients shall
develop procedures for tracking and investigating complaints made under Title VI and make available
to the public the procedures for filing a complaint;
Requirement to record and report Title VI Investigations, Complaints, and Lawsuits. FTA
requires all recipients to prepare a list of any of the following related to a recipient’s Title VI
compliance: active investigations conducted by entities other than FTA; lawsuits; and complaints
naming the recipient;

Requirement to promote inclusive public participation. Recipients should plan public
participation activities based on a demographic analysis of the population(s) affected, the type of
program or service under consideration, and the resources available.

Requirement to provide meaningful access to Limited English Proficiency (LEP) Persons.
Consistent with Executive Order 13166, “Improving Access to Services for Persons with Limited
English Proficiency”, recipients shall take reasonable steps to ensure meaningful access to benefits,
services, and information for LEP persons.

Requirement to include minority representation on planning and advisory bodies. Recipients
that have transit-related, non-elected advisory councils or committees must provide a table depicting
the racial breakdown of membership and a description of efforts made to encourage the participation
of minorities on such committees.

Requirement for inclusion in the siting of facilities. Federal regulations prohibit the siting of
facilities to exclude or deny persons from benefiting from them on the basis of race, color, or national
origin; and for projects requiring land acquisition, recipients cannot base decisions for displacing
persons from their residences or businesses on the basis of race, color, or national origin. Note:
“Facilities” does not include bus shelters or other “amenities.”

Requirement to provide additional information upon request. FTA may request information
other than that required in order to investigate complaints of discrimination or to resolve concerns
about possible noncompliance with Title VI regulations.
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Requirements of Fixed-Route Operators. Additional requirements are also placed on transit agencies that
provide fixed-route public transportation and receive federal financial assistance, which includes WATA. The
requirements differ by the size of the transit provider. The additional requirements are summarized below,
including a table of which requirements apply based on agency size.
•

•

•

•

Requirement to set system-wide service standards and policies. Title VI regulations require
transit providers to set system-wide service standards (quantitative) and policies (qualitative) to
ensure that no person or group shall be discriminated against with regard to the routing, scheduling,
or quality of service on the basis of race, color, or national origin.

Requirement to collect and report demographic data. FTA requires affected transit providers to
prepare data regarding demographic and service profile maps and charts, along with customer
demographics and travel patterns, in order to ensure compliance with the regulation. Note: Applies
to providers that operate 50 or more vehicles and are located in a UZA of 200,000 or more.

Requirement to monitor transit service. FTA requires affected transit providers to monitor, not
less than every three years, the performance of their system relative to the agency’s service standards
and policies and take corrective action to remedy and disparities found based on its monitoring
activities. Note: Applies to providers that operate 50 or more vehicles and are located in a UZA of
200,000 or more.
Requirement to evaluate fare and service changes. Affected transit providers are required to
prepare and submit service and fare equity analyses prior to the implementation of service and/or
fare changes to determine if the planned changes will have a disparate impact on persons on the basis
of race, color, or national origin. Note: Applies to providers that operate 50 or more vehicles and are
located in a UZA of 200,000 or more
Summary of Fixed-Route Provider Title VI Requirements
Requirement

Set system-wide standards and
policies

Transit Providers that operate fixedroute service

Transit Providers that operate 50 or
more fixed-route vehicles in peak
service and are located in a UZA of
200,000 or more in population

Required

Required

Collect and report data

Not Required

Required

Monitor Transit Service

Not Required

Required

Evaluate Service and Fare Equity
Changes

Not Required
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Required

Public Transportation Agency Safety Plan
On July 19, 2018, FTA published the Public Transportation Agency Safety Plan (PTASP) Final Rule,
which requires certain operators of public transportation systems that receive federal funds under
FTA's Urbanized Area Formula Grants (Section 5307) to develop safety plans. The PTASP rule was
effective July 19, 2019. Transit operators must certify they have a safety plan in place meeting the
requirements of the rule by July 20, 2020. The plan must be updated and certified annually.

As a small public transportation provider, WATA is eligible to be covered under a state-drafted
program developed by the Virginia Department of Rail and Public Transportation. A small public
transportation provider is a recipient or subrecipient of Federal financial assistance under 49 U.S.C.
§ 5307 that has one hundred (100) or fewer vehicles in peak revenue service and does not operate a
rail fixed guideway public transportation system. Participation in DRPT’s state-drafted PTASP allows
active participation by WATA but allows the agency to leverage DRPT’s expertise and investments,
reduce reporting burden, and efficiently utilize staff resources.
Also, pursuant to 49 U.S.C. 5329(d)(1)(F), a Public Transportation Agency Safety Plan must include
the “assignment of an adequately trained Safety Officer who reports directly to the general manager,
president, or equivalent officer of the recipient.” The intent of this direct reporting relationship is to
ensure that safety matters are directly and routinely elevated from the most senior Safety Officer to
the Accountable Executive.

The plan includes the processes and procedures based on implementation of a Safety Management
System (SMS). A Safety Management System (SMS) is a comprehensive, collaborative approach that
brings management and labor together to build on the transit industry’s existing safety foundation
to better control risk, detect and correct safety problems earlier, share and analyze safety data more
effectively, and measure safety performance more carefully. SMS is about applying resources to risk
and is based on ensuring that a transit agency has the organizational infrastructure to support
decision-making at all levels regarding the assignment of resources.
A Safety Management System is composed of four functional components:
1. Safety Policy

2. Safety Risk Management
3. Safety Assurance

4. Safety Promotion

The Safety Policy component is the foundation of the organization's safety management system. It
clearly states the organization's safety objectives and sets forth the policies, procedures, and
organizational structures necessary to accomplish the safety objectives. The safety policy clearly
defines management and employee responsibilities for safety throughout the organization. It also
ensures that management is actively engaged in the oversight of the system's safety performance by
requiring regular review of the safety policy, budget, and program by a designated accountable
executive.
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The second component, Safety Risk Management, requires development of processes and
procedures to provide an understanding of the public transportation system’s operations and
maintenance to allow individuals to identify hazards associated with those systems. Once hazards
are identified, other procedures must be developed under safety risk management to analyze and
assess the risk resulting from these hazards, as well as to institute controls to reduce or eliminate the
risks from these hazards.
The third component, Safety Assurance, ensures the performance and effectiveness of safety risk
controls established under safety risk management. Safety assurance is also designed to ensure that
the organization meets or exceeds its safety objectives through the collection, analysis, and
assessment of data regarding the organization's performance. Safety assurance also includes
inspection activities to support oversight and performance monitoring.

The fourth component of an SMS is Safety Promotion. Safety promotion requires a combination of
training and communication of safety information to employees to enhance the organization's safety
performance. How an organization seeks to comply with this component depends on the size and
scope of the organization. It may include formal safety training for employees, a formal means of
communicating safety information, and a means for employees to raise safety concerns without fear
of retribution.
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R E S O L U T I O N #R21-38
PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION AGENCY SAFETY PLAN UPDATE
WHEREAS,

on July 19, 2018, FTA published the Public Transportation Agency Safety Plan
(PTASP) Final Rule, which requires certain operators of public transportation
systems that receive federal funds under FTA's Urbanized Area Formula Grants
(Section 5307) to develop safety plans; and

WHEREAS,

as a small public transportation provider, WATA is eligible to be covered under a
state-drafted program developed by the Virginia Department of Rail and Public
Transportation; and

WHEREAS,

Appendix N of the Plan contains information such as current services and programs
that are specific to WATA; and

WHEREAS,

the Plan must be updated and certified annually.

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Board of Directors of the Williamsburg Area Transit
Authority hereby adopts updates to Appendix N of the Statewide Public
Transportation Agency Safety Plan developed by the Virginia Department of Rail
and Public Transportation.

________________________________
Mark Bellamy
Chair
ATTEST:
________________________________
Zachary Trogdon
Secretary
Adopted by the Board of Directors, Williamsburg Area Transit Authority this 16th
day of June 2021.
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WILLIAMSBURG AREA TRANSIT AUTHORITY
ABOUT WILLIAMSBURG AREA TRANSIT AUTHORITY
The Williamsburg Area Transit Authority (WATA) is a fixed-route public transportation provider,
serving the City of Williamsburg, James City County, York County, and a portion of the City of
Newport News. WATA operates with in-house personnel, while contracting maintenance to First
Transit. WATA also provides ADA complementary
paratransit service within a ¾-mile radius of each fixedWATA Fleet
route.
•
2 New Flyer 40-foot buses
WATA’s administrative offices, operations base, and
maintenance facility are located at 7239 Pocahontas
Trail in Williamsburg.
The Executive Director of WATA will be the WATA
Accountable Executive and will have the ultimate
authority to allocate human and financial resources to
address safety issues. The WATA Safety, Security, and
Training Specialist will be the WATA Chief Safety Officer
(CSO).

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

5 New Flyer 35-foot buses
2 Gillig 40-foot buses
6 Gillig 35-foot buses
5 Gillig 30-foot buses
1 Hometown trolley body bus
1 Specialty trolley body bus
7 cutaway ADA paratransit
vehicles

REVISION HISTORY – WILLIAMSBURG AREA TRANSIT AUTHORITY
Each year, WATA will be required to work with DRPT to review and revise its portion of the
Statewide PTASP. DRPT will work with each agency to initiate this process prior to release of a
new revision of the Plan. The following table shows the history of revisions solely for WATA’s
PTASP sections.
Table N-1: Revision Table
Version

Notes

Rev. 0

Initial PTASP developed for all required bus agencies

Rev. 1 (6/16/2021)

Update service and fleet changes
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SAFETY MANAGEMENT POLICY
SAFETY POLICY STATEMENT
Safety is a core value of the Williamsburg Area Transit Authority (WATA). WATA is committed to
developing and implementing the structures, roles and responsibilities, and providing the
resources needed to effectively manage safety risk using the principles of Safety Management
Systems (SMS).
This PTASP is written in accordance with the requirements set forth by 49 CFR Part 673, the
National Public Transportation Safety Plan, and the Commonwealth of Virginia. This PTASP
defines the authorities and accountabilities and responsibilities, as well as the safety management
roles and responsibilities for key WATA staff. All WATA employees and contractors are held
accountable for the overall safety performance of WATA, and for carrying out their individual
safety roles and responsibilities. With the execution of this PTASP, WATA employees and
contractors are accountable for the delivery of the highest achievable levels of safety
performance.
WATA has established a culture of safety among its managers and employees, such that safety
is at the core of all operational and administrative decisions and actions. WATA passengers can
count on our organization to provide the safe and reliable service. Managers and executives must
meet or exceed the minimum thresholds and requirements set forth in all WATA plans, policies,
and procedures. WATA will also meet or exceed all local, state, and federal regulations and
requirements related to the safety of the transit system. To achieve these safety goals, WATA
has established measurable safety performance targets, outlined in this PTASP, in accordance
with the National Public Transportation Safety Plan. Using the SMS processes described in this
PTASP, WATA will continually measure and assess the achievement of its safety performance
targets through its Safety Management Policies, Safety Risk Management processes, Safety
Assurance activities, and Safety Promotion, including, but not limited to:
•

Ensuring consistent communication and awareness of WATA’s safety policies
throughout the organization

•

Clearly defining the safety roles, responsibilities, and accountabilities of WATA
personnel

•

Communicating safety policies and safety information throughout the organization

•

Identifying, analyzing, and mitigating safety risks

•

Measuring and monitoring safety performance

•

Providing employees with key safety competencies and training

•

Providing all employees with the ability to identify and report safety concerns

As the Executive Director of the WATA, I am the Accountable Executive and have ultimate
authority and responsibility for the safety of WATA. With this plan, all WATA staff and contractors
are hereby accountable and responsible for the implementation of all of the SMS activities
described herein.
_______________________________________
Executive Director/Accountable Executive

_______________________________
Chair, WATA Board of Directors

__________________
Date

__________________
Date
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SAFETY GOALS, OBJECTIVES, AND TARGETS
WATA has established the following measurable Safety Performance Targets as a benchmark for the overall safety performance of
the agency. The activities used to measure the achievement of these targets generally include information collected and provided to
the National Transit Database (NTD).
Table N-2: WATA Safety Performance Targets

Fatalities
(total number
of reportable
fatalities per
year)

Fatalities
(rate per
total
vehicle
revenue
miles by
mode)

Injuries
(total
number of
reportable
injuries per
year)

Injuries (rate
per total
vehicle
revenue miles
by mode)

6

Less than .5
injuries per
100,000 vehicle
revenue miles

0

Less than .5
injuries per
100,000 vehicle
revenue miles

Fixed
0

Route

0

Paratransit/
Demand
Response

0

0

Safety
events
(total
number of
safety
events per
year)

Safety events
(rate per total
vehicle revenue
miles by mode)

12

Less than 1
reportable event
per 100,000 vehicle
revenue miles

10,000
miles

3,200
miles

1

Less than 1
reportable event
per 100,000 vehicle
revenue miles

10,000
miles

3,200
miles

Distance
between
Major
Failures

Distance
between
Minor
Failures

Reportable Event (Major)
A safety or security event occurring on a transit right-of-way or infrastructure, at a transit revenue facility, or at a transit maintenance
facility during a transit-related maintenance activity or involving a transit revenue vehicle that results in one of more of the following
conditions:
•
•
•
•
•

A fatality confirmed within 30 days of the event
An injury requiring immediate medical attention away from the scene for one or more person
Property damage equal to or exceeding $25,000
Collisions involving transit revenue vehicles that require towing away from the scene for a transit roadway vehicle or other nontransit roadway vehicle
An evacuation for life safety reasons
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Non-Major Summary Incident/Event (Minor)
Less severe incidents or events that do not meet the requirements of Reportable Events listed
above, such as:
•
•

Other injuries or safety occurrences not otherwise classified
Fires

Major Mechanical System Failures
NTD defines these as failures that limit actual vehicle movement or create safety issues, including
but not limited to:
•
•
•
•

Brakes
Doors
Engine cooling systems
Steering, axles, and suspension

Minor Mechanical System Failures
Minor failures could include some other mechanical element of a revenue vehicle not caused by
a collision, natural disaster, or vandalism, but, because of WATA policy, prevents the revenue
vehicle from completing a scheduled revenue trip or from starting the next scheduled revenue trip
even though the vehicle is physically able to continue in revenue service, such as, but not limited
to:
•
•
•

Fareboxes
Wheelchair lifts
Heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) systems

WATA may elect to add additional measurable safety performance targets in the future,
depending on data trends collected through its Safety Assurance and Safety Risk Management
activities. The WATA Executive Director is responsible for ensuring that WATA managers are
performing the SMS activities needed to collect and analyze the safety data needed to measure
safety performance, and for periodically reporting on the agency’s safety performance to the
Executive Director and Board of Directors. The Executive Director and key WATA managers are
responsible for periodically evaluating the safety performance targets and determining whether
they require revision, alongside all of the other SMS processes as part of the annual PTASP
review and revision process, alongside DRPT.
Working with DRPT, WATA is responsible for annually providing its Safety Performance Targets
to the Hampton Roads Transportation Planning Organization (HRTPO), the Metropolitan Planning
Organization (MPO) for the region, to help aid in the transportation planning process. DRPT will
coordinate with the WATA in the selection of WATA’s safety performance targets.

EMPLOYEE SAFETY REPORTING
WATA employees can report safety issues to their immediate supervisors; the Operations
Director, and the Safety, Security, and Training Specialist (CSO). Employees may also report
safety issues by completing a Daily Vehicle Inspection Report (DVIR, for issues with vehicles), or
placing an anonymous note in the suggestion box. WATA employees can also raise safetyrelated concerns, particularly for route-related hazards, to the Transit Planner.
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WATA has a formally-constituted Driver’s Council that raises concerns to the Operations Director.
Employees are also required to attend safety meetings every other month, conducted by the
Safety, Security, and Training Specialist (CSO). This is another avenue for reporting safety
concerns. WATA is currently evaluating additional methods for facilitating a formal program for
employee safety reporting.

SAFETY POLICY COMMUNICATION
It is the policy of WATA to communicate the safety policies in this PTASP with all affected
employees and contractors throughout the agency. The WATA Safety, Security, and Training
Specialist (CSO) is responsible for ensuring that WATA safety policies are disseminated through
training, formal and informal meetings, and verbal and written communication with employees.
WATA safety policies will be provided to every new employee alongside printed training material.
WATA managers and executive staff will have access to the complete PTASP both in hard copy
and electronically.
WATA can also communicate safety messages to its own employees using email, as well as
through in-person interactions between the Operations Director, Transit Supervisors, Transit
Dispatchers, and front-line employees. WATA also communicates safety messages to employees
via safety meetings conducted every other month. First Transit, the onsite third-party
maintenance contractor, communicates safety messages to WATA in written form. First Transit
employees are responsible for reviewing and signing off on safety messages, even for those that
are distributed on days off. First Transit employees are empowered to bring safety concerns to
the attention of the First Transit General Manager at WATA.
The Safety, Security, and Training Specialist compiles safety data for analysis and reporting,
particularly on accident and injury trends.

SAFETY ACCOUNTABILITIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
Following are detailed safety accountabilities and responsibilities for relevant WATA positions.
Complete position descriptions are maintained for all WATA positions by James City County
Human Resources for WATA staff and First Transit for their staff. (Note: WATA is an independent
authority, though James City County handles human resources functions on WATA’s behalf.)
WATA Executive Director. The Executive Director leads WATA and is the agency’s Accountable
Executive. The Executive Director is responsible for overseeing the safety program and for
maintaining safe working conditions and practices for all WATA personnel. The Executive Director
is responsible for ensuring that the SMS is effectively implemented throughout the organization,
and for holding managers and employees accountable for fulfilling their respective safety roles
and responsibilities. In accordance with 49 CFR Part 673.23(d), the Executive Director has the
authority and responsibility to allocate human and capital resources to address safety risks.
Overall, the Executive Director is responsible for the following specific activities:
•
•
•
•
•

Ensuring WATA is moving towards Safety Targets set by the organization
Ensuring the development of plans, policies, and procedures throughout the organization
that clearly define management and employee safety roles and responsibilities
Ensuring WATA meets or exceeds minimum local, state, and federal regulatory
requirements
Holding managers and employees accountable for safety performance
Ensuring compliance with the safety activities described in this PTASP
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•

Instilling a culture of safety throughout the organization

WATA Safety, Security, and Training Specialist. The Safety, Security, and Training Specialist
reports to the WATA Executive Director and has primary day-to-day responsibility for safety,
security, and training at WATA. This individual has been designated by the WATA as its Chief
Safety Officer (CSO). This individual is responsible for overseeing the following activities:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Monitoring operational and maintenance safety hazards
All safety-related WATA employee training
Accident investigation and reporting
Collecting safety data for WATA operations for analysis
After collection from First Transit, analyzing safety data for WATA maintenance (Note:
First Transit submits safety data for its WATA work to the WATA Operations Director)
Manages Workers’ Compensation program and insurance claims
Regular review and update of WATA plans, policies, and procedures related to safety
Periodic inspection of WATA facilities and vehicles
Liaison with local first responder agencies
Security liaison with the William & Mary
Reporting safety data to the National Transit Database (NTD) data
Reporting drug and alcohol testing program data to FTA for WATA, Colonial
Williamsburg bus operations, and the Yorktown Trolley (York County)

The WATA Deputy Executive Director oversees WATA employees, including, but not limited
to, the Operations Director and Transit Planner. The Operations Director manages day-today bus operations and oversees the Transit Supervisors and the Customer Service staff. The
Transit Supervisors, in turn, oversee the Transit Operators and Transit Dispatchers. All WATA
employees are responsible for understanding their SMS responsibilities, including Safety Risk
Management and Safety Assurance activities.
The First Transit General Manager is in charge of monitoring the performance of preventive and
corrective maintenance of the WATA fleet and ensures work is performed safely by First Transit
employees. The First Transit General Manager oversees First Transit Maintenance
Technicians, who perform all of the preventive and corrective maintenance of the WATA fleet.
Transit Supervisors are responsible for leading on-scene accident investigation activities and
for completing associated investigation reports. Transit Supervisors routinely observe Transit
Operators to manage and enforce operating rule compliance. The Transit Dispatchers are in
direct contact with local police, fire, and emergency medical services (EMS), and the Dispatcher
on duty is responsible for clear and compliant radio communications. The Transit Supervisors and
Dispatcher are trained in “reasonable suspicion” in accordance with 49 CFR Part 655 and are
responsible for assessing the fitness-for-duty of Transit Operators as they report for their shifts.
Transit Operators are responsible for exercising maximum care and good judgment at all times
while driving WATA vehicles, and for following all WATA rules and procedures in the execution of
their duties. Operators must maintain and have in their possession a valid Virginia operator’s
license or Commercial Driver’s License (CDL) as required by law at all times while operating
WATA vehicles. Drivers must also maintain and have in their possession a valid Department of
Transportation medical examiners certificate, as required by law or regulation, at all times while
operating a WATA vehicle. Other duties include, but are not limited to, reporting safety hazards
and accidents to dispatch or a supervisor, and completing pre-trip inspections and DVIRs.
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WATA operations personnel can give safety-related feedback to the Operations Director, Chief
Safety Officer, Transit Supervisors, and Transit Planner. In some cases, the Transit Planner
will work with operations personnel to make adjustments as necessary to WATA routes to account
for safety issues or concerns.
All WATA personnel are responsible for performing key SMS activities, including, but not limited
to, immediately reporting safety hazards to the Operations Director, CSO, or to their immediate
supervisor, completing all training required for the safety performance of their duties, and for
performing their duties in a safe manner.

SAFETY MEETINGS
WATA holds safety meetings with its operations staff every other month with the CSO conducting
the meetings. Required attendees include transit operators, transit dispatchers, and the
Operations Director. The Deputy Executive Director and Transit Planner attend as needed. First
Transit holds safety meetings as needed, and First Transit employees are required to sign off on
safety notices that have been distributed, even if the meeting took place on their day off.
In addition to the safety meetings described above, WATA personnel interface with the CSO,
Operations Director, Transit Supervisors, and Transit Dispatchers in the course of executing their
duties, during which safety issues are also discussed as appropriate.
WATA also has a Drivers’ Council that meets monthly to discuss topics that include safety, among
other issues affecting operations. Quarterly the CSO attends and the Council devotes the
meeting entirely to safety.

DOCUMENTATION AND RECORDKEEPING
WATA safety is governed by this PTASP as well as referenced standalone documents. This
includes WATA Professional Driver’s Handbook. This document includes a series of detailed
policies, procedures, and requirements for WATA Transit Operators. Some of these are
referenced in this PTASP, while others may be repeated in the PTASP. First Transit maintenance
employees at WATA are governed by First Transit policies and procedures.
WATA records developed and maintained by the agency to document the SMS and to measure
its effectiveness are described in the Safety Risk Management and Safety Assurance sections
below, and generally include accident reports, pre-trip inspections, drug and alcohol testing
program records, training records, and maintenance work orders. WATA must comply with its
own document retention policy. The WATA Safety, Security, and Training Specialist is responsible
for the maintenance of all documents and records developed in the implementation of the SMS.
At a minimum, WATA retains all records related to the implementation of the SMS for a minimum
of three years. All such documentation will be made available upon request to the FTA, DRPT, or
any other entities having jurisdiction.

SAFETY RISK MANAGEMENT
This section of the PTASP establishes formal processes for the identification, analysis, and
mitigation of safety hazards. Safety hazards are any real or potential condition that can cause
injury, illness, or death; damage to or loss of the facilities, equipment, vehicles, or infrastructure
of a public transportation system; or damage to the environment.
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HAZARD IDENTIFICATION
WATA managers and front-line employees identify safety hazards using a variety of methods,
including but not necessarily limited to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Transit Operator reports to CSO; Transit Supervisor; Dispatcher; Operations Director;
and/or the Deputy Executive Director
Near miss reporting by Transit Operators
Formal and informal safety meetings
Informal discussions with CSO; Transit Supervisors; Transit Dispatchers; Operations
Director; and/or the Deputy Executive Director
Bus driver pre-trip inspections, reported via DVIRs
Maintenance Technician reports to the First Transit General Manager
Public complaints
Informal reporting from Transit Operators to the Transit Planner

The WATA CSO, Operations Director, and Deputy Executive Director are responsible for regularly
monitoring these sources of hazard data to determine whether safety hazards require further
action or analysis. The CSO will be responsible for working with Operations and regularly
monitoring each of the above sources of safety data and for systematically tracking them in a
database.
As appropriate, WATA will incorporate any relevant safety data provided by local, state, and
federal oversight and regulatory bodies into the safety risk management process.

HAZARD ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION
WATA analyzes and evaluates potential safety hazards identified through the above-listed
information sources using a variety of methods:
•
•
•

•

•

During WATA staff/safety meetings, managers and employees have the opportunity to
discuss and review safety hazards.
During First Transit staff/safety meetings, the General Manager and employees have the
opportunity to discuss and review safety hazards.
The WATA Safety, Security, and Training Specialist will be responsible for continually
monitoring the sources of safety data under his/her authority and responsibility, and for
using the principles of Safety Risk Management to help evaluate and prioritize the
mitigation of those safety hazards.
The WATA Safety, Security, and Training Specialist will be responsible for compiling
reports on safety performance, including accidents and incidents, for disseminating
information on safety hazards, and key performance indicators to the WATA Executive
Director and Board of Directors.
The WATA CSO is responsible for working closely with WATA employees and the First
Transit General Manager to review and evaluate potential safety hazards in accordance
with Safety Risk Management principles.

WATA is committed to the analysis and evaluation of hazards for the purpose of prioritizing the
management and mitigation of safety risk. WATA management is responsible for receiving and
evaluating hazards based on severity and probability through a formal hazard analysis process.
WATA will use a hazard assessment process based off of Military Standard 882E to evaluate
identified hazards as described in the DRPT PTASP section 3.1: Safety Risk Management
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Processes. See more detail on the process for rating hazards for all small transit providers
covered by the DRPT PTASP in section 3.1 of the Statewide PTASP introduction.
The WATA CSO is responsible for ensuring the review of all unacceptable hazards reported by
WATA employees and the First Transit General Manager. Through both the safety meetings and
informal leadership meetings, WATA management is responsible for overseeing the development
and implementation of mitigations for such unacceptable hazards. WATA management has the
discretion to prioritize hazards of a lower risk level and determine whether mitigation is needed.
All such decisions are documented in meeting minutes, tracking logs, or other means deemed
appropriate by WATA managers. All such documentation must be preserved for posterity for a
minimum of three years in accordance with WATA requirements for SMS-related documentation.

SAFETY RISK MITIGATIONS
WATA’s safety risk mitigation strategies include the development of corrective or preventive
actions to help reduce the likelihood that safety hazards will reappear in the future. The CSO will
be responsible for developing and implementing such mitigations. WATA management is
responsible for obtaining relevant input and feedback from Transit Supervisors, Transit
Dispatchers, Transit Operators, the Transit Planner, First Transit, and other outside experts as
necessary in the creation of mitigations. The primary forum for the formal discussion and
documentation of such mitigations will be quarterly at the WATA Safety Committee meetings.

HAZARD TRACKING AND RECORDKEEPING
The WATA Safety, Security, and Training Specialist will be ultimately responsible for the
documentation, tracking, and monitoring of safety hazards and any associated mitigations or
corrective actions. The primary tracking mechanism for hazards and their associated mitigations
will be a database that serves as a central repository of information that captures, at a minimum,
the following information:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Date of identification or discovery of the safety hazard
Source of the information
Brief description of the hazard
Potential Consequence
Description of any associated mitigations or corrective actions to address the hazard
Person(s) responsible for implementation of the mitigation
Current status

This database will also capture information related to mitigations developed to address the results
of event investigations, inspections, and audits. The CSO is ultimately responsible for the regular,
ongoing maintenance and update of this spreadsheet.
A sample Risk Register for tracking hazards has been included in the DRPT PTASP section 3.2:
Safety Risk Register.
WATA management, including through coordination with the First Transit General Manager, is
responsible for regularly reviewing and evaluating the safety mitigations to determine their
effectiveness, and to consider alternative approaches as needed.
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SAFETY ASSURANCE
SAFETY PERFORMANCE MONITORING
WATA uses a variety of formal and informal processes to monitor and measure safety
performance, both proactively and reactively. The WATA CSO and Executive Director regularly
monitor safety performance through monthly meetings; the CSO also conducts investigations,
and frequent, ongoing conversations with supervisory and front-line employees. The Operations
Director and Transit Supervisors are responsible for regularly reviewing and monitoring safetyrelated information that is produced by the respective groups and employees under their purview.
As described in the Safety Risk Management section above, the CSO; Operations Director; and
First Transit General Manager are responsible for reviewing safety-related data for potential
safety hazards, and for evaluating those hazards to determine whether mitigation is needed.
These individuals are also responsible for communicating information regarding safety
performance to the Accountable Executive through meetings and reports.
The CSO submits a Safety and Security Report to the WATA Board of Directors twice a year. The
CSO also submits a monthly written safety update to the Executive Director, who in turn submits
the update to the Board of Directors.

N5.1.1 OPERATIONS
The Operations Director is responsible for ongoing evaluation and observation of Transit Operator
safety performance. The Operations Director assigns Transit Supervisors to monitor assigned
groups of Transit Operators via a variety of methods. This includes periodic ride-alongs and
follow-behind observations. Any such observations are documented. The Operations Director is
responsible for determining what follow up is needed with individual employees. This includes
working with the CSO to deliver retraining, as well as observing patterns or trends suggesting
more systemic safety issues. In such cases, the Operations Director or their designee, working
with the CSO, is responsible for evaluating potential alternative mitigations, such as training or
re-training, review or update of policies, procedures, or training programs, or addressing physical
or operational issues that may be the responsibility of entities outside of WATA, such as the City
of Williamsburg Public Works and Utilities, James City County, York County, or the Virginia
Department of Transportation.
The WATA Professional Driver’s Handbook details Transit Operators’ roles and responsibilities,
including those safety-related. The WATA Professional Driver’s Handbook also details operating
rules and procedures.
Transit Operators are responsible for completing DVIRs to document vehicle defects before
beginning their routes, as well as after the vehicle leaves revenue service for the day, and for
providing the completed forms to First Transit maintenance staff.

N5.1.2 MAINTENANCE
The First Transit General Manager is responsible for the overall maintenance of WATA vehicles.
WATA vehicles have preventive maintenance (PM) inspections performed in accordance with
manufacturer-specified PM schedules and procedures. Facility maintenance issues are tracked
by First Transit on facility tickets and then either remediated by First Transit or are submitted to
the owner of the WATA facility (7239 Pocahontas Trail, Williamsburg, VA).
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OTHER SAFETY PERFORMANCE MONITORING ACTIVITIES AND DATA
COLLECTION
WATA administers a United States Department of Transportation (USDOT)-compliant drug and
alcohol testing program. The WATA CSO is responsible for the administration of the program for
WATA employees, working with WATA’s collection vendor to facilitate all types of testing,
including pre-employment, random, post-accident, return-to-duty, and follow-up testing. The CSO
also works with a third-party vendor and James City County Human Resources to receive the
names of employees selected for random testing. The CSO is responsible for the administration
of required drug and alcohol awareness training to covered employees, as well as training in
reasonable suspicion to supervisors and affected managers. WATA’s drug and alcohol testing
program is described in detail in the WATA Drug and Alcohol Testing Policy. The CSO reports
WATA drug and alcohol testing program data to FTA for WATA, as well as on behalf of Colonial
Williamsburg bus operations and the Yorktown Trolley (York County).
The CSO is responsible for reporting safety events, as required, to the National Transit Database
in consultation with WATA managers and First Transit. The CSO is responsible for issuance of
reports on WATA employee injuries and accidents.

PROCESS EVALUATION
The CSO is responsible for working with the Operations Director or their designees to ensure that
they are regularly evaluating safety performance and the effectiveness of the safety mitigations
described above in the Safety Risk Management section. The managers are responsible for
evaluating alternative mitigations or approaches in the event that they determine a given
mitigation to be ineffective.
The CSO is also responsible for regularly monitoring the effectiveness of WATA employee safety
reporting. These activities include regular coordination with WATA management. This includes,
but is not necessarily limited to, the effective and candid reporting of safety concerns to
supervision, management, and discussion during monthly meetings between the CSO and the
Executive Director. The CSO will, as needed, work with management to evaluate any needed
changes to the employee safety reporting process.

EVENT INVESTIGATIONS
WATA investigates safety events including accidents, incidents, and injuries,. Transit Supervisors
are primarily responsible for responding to and investigating safety events, and for performing
accident investigation activities, in accordance with the WATA Accident Investigation Standard
Operating Procedure (SOP). The First Transit General Manager or his/her designee is
responsible for evaluating the condition of vehicle maintenance and damage during
investigations. Transit Supervisors administer the post-accident drug and alcohol testing protocol
to the involved Transit Operator. Transit supervisors complete a James City County/James City
Service Authority-issued accident report form and submit to the CSO.
The CSO logs all safety events into a database and produces accident investigation reports. The
CSO is responsible for distributing accident investigation reports as appropriate, including to the
Operations Director and Deputy Executive Director.
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SAFETY PROMOTION
SAFETY COMMUNICATION
As discussed earlier in the Safety Policy Communication section, WATA uses a variety of
methods to communicate safety information to ensure that all employees are aware of the Safety
Management Policy, as well as the processes, activities, and tools that are relevant to their
responsibilities. The agency’s safety policies and other information related to employee safety
and SMS responsibilities will be provided to each WATA employee as part of new employee
orientation. This PTASP and referenced plans, policies, and procedures are available to all
affected employees either digitally or in hard copy.
Individual managers, or their designees, are responsible for posting safety-related bulletins and
other messages in areas visible to frontline operations and maintenance employees, such as on
bulletin boards and video monitors at the WATA facility (7239 Pocahontas Trail, Williamsburg). If
necessary, management will ensure that safety-related materials are directly distributed to
individual employees. Management may require employees to acknowledge, in writing, their
receipt and understanding of safety-related information.
WATA front-line employees and managers discuss hazards and safety performance information
through formal and informal meetings, including the safety meetings with operations personnel
every other month. Management uses the safety meetings to discuss hazard and safety risk
information relevant to employees’ responsibilities, and to explain why safety actions have been
taken, or why safety procedures may have been introduced or changed, in response to reports
received through formal employee safety reporting or informal safety reporting and discussions
with WATA management.

N5.6.1 COMPETENCIES AND TRAINING
WATA has a formal process in place to ensure that employees receive the appropriate
competencies and training to safely perform their duties. WATA uses a combination of in-house
and vendor-created training materials. The CSO is responsible for providing safety-related
training to all WATA employees, and for working with outside vendors, as needed, to provide
topic-specific training as-needed. For example, WATA provides initial training to operations
employees from materials developed by the Transit and Paratransit Company (TAPTCO), the
National Transit Institute (NTI), and in-house training modules (e.g. wheelchair securements). In
accordance with WATA policy, Transit Operators must undergo an annual USDOT physical
examination.
Operations training consists of classroom time with the CSO, CDL training and examination, and
on-the-road training with an incumbent operator. New WATA employees are also trained on:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bloodborne pathogens
Drugs in the workplace
Fire safety
Information security
Driving policy
Personnel policy
Health and safety
OSHA exposure control

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Social media policy
Sexual harassment
Workplace violence
HIPAA
Active shooter
Human rights
Incident reporting
Infections control & prevention
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First Transit delivers its own training for its employees. First Transit maintenance technicians are
required to earn two certifications within their first year of employment (e.g. compressed natural
gas [CNG]; and heating, ventilation, and air conditioning [HVAC]). The First Transit General
Manager is responsible for ensuring that maintenance employees are sufficiently trained and
competent to perform their job duties in a safe manner.

N5.6.2 TRAINING PROGRAM EVALUATION
The WATA Safety, Security, and Training Specialist is responsible for periodically analyzing all
employee training programs for WATA employees to determine whether changes or updates are
necessary. The WATA CSO will be responsible for documenting these reviews and reporting to
WATA, at least annually, on any proposed changes or updates. These analyses are intended to
ensure that the agency has identified and provided all necessary skills and competencies related
to the safe performance of WATA job functions. Changes or updates could include, but are not
limited to:
•
•
•
•

New training techniques or technology
Changes based on the results of accident investigations
Changes based on identified safety hazards or deficiencies
Changes based on local, state, or federal regulations or guidance
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Organization Chart
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RESOLUTION #R21 - 39
THIRD AMENDMENT – CWF BUS SERVICE AGREEMENT
WHEREAS,

the Williamsburg Area Transit Authority (WATA) and The Colonial Williamsburg
Foundation (CWF) have each realized benefit from partnering in the provision
of transportation services in the Williamsburg area; and

WHEREAS,

WATA and CWF are currently parties to the Bus Service Agreement that allows
CWF to be reimbursed for a portion of preventive maintenance costs incurred on
federally funded buses operated by CWF; and

WHEREAS,

the parties wish to amend the agreement to allow CWF to be reimbursed for a
portion of preventive maintenance costs incurred on federally funded support
equipment operated by CWF.

NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the Board of Directors of the Williamsburg Area Transit
Authority hereby approves the Third Amendment to the Bus Service Agreement
under the terms as presented.

___________________________
Mark Bellamy
Chair
__________________________
Zachary Trogdon
Secretary

Adopted by the Board of Directors, Williamsburg Area Transit Authority this 16th
day of June 2021

THIRD AMENDMENT
TO
WILLIAMSBURG AREA TRANSIT AUTHORITY
THE COLONIAL WILLIAMSBURG FOUNDATION
BUS SERVICE AGREEMENT
This THIRD AMENDMENT TO WILLIAMSBURG AREA TRANSIT AUTHORITY THE
COLONIAL WILLIAMSBURG FOUNDATION BUS SERVICE AGREEMENT ("Third Amendment")
is made as of this ___ day of ______________, 2021 by and between WILLIAMSBURG AREA TRANSIT
AUTHORITY, a political subdivision of the Commonwealth of Virginia (“WATA”), and THE
COLONIAL WILLIAMSBURG FOUNDATION, a Virginia non-stock, non-profit corporation (“CWF”).
RECITALS:
WHEREAS, WATA and CWF entered into a Bus Service Agreement dated October 16, 2008 (the
“Agreement”) and having an Initial Term through December 31, 2017;
WHEREAS, WATA and CWF entered into the First Amendment, effective April 1, 2018, to add
certain provisions and extend the Agreement until December 31, 2019;
WHEREAS, WATA and CWF entered into the Second Amendment, effective January 1, 2020, to
extend the Bus Service Agreement through December 31, 2021.
WHEREAS, WATA and CWF desire to amend the Agreement to allow reimbursement of eligible
preventive maintenance expenses for federally funded support equipment leased to CWF.
NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual promises and covenants herein contained and
for other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged,
the parties agree as follows:
1.

Section 4. of the Agreement is amended to read:
Application for Funding. Each fiscal year or part thereof in which this Agreement is in
effect, WATA shall apply to the Federal Transit Administration for federal transit funding
(the "Federal Funds") to reimburse the actual costs of preventive maintenance of WATA's
federally funded buses and the federally funded buses and support equipment operated by
CWF, and for state transit funding from the Commonwealth of Virginia, Department of
Rail and Public Transportation (the "State Funds") to reimburse WATA and CWF for the
actual costs of repairs, labor, parts, fuel, tires, and administrative costs to provide public
transportation (the "Operational Costs"). Time is of the essence and WATA's default in the
obligations of this section 4 shall constitute a material default.

2.
Except as amended by this Amendment, the Agreement remains in full force and effect
according to its terms.

[Signature Pages Follow]
1

WITNESS the following signatures and seals:

WILLIAMSBURG AREA TRANSIT AUTHORITY

By:
Name:
Title:

COLONIAL WILLIAMSBURG FOUNDATION

By:
Name:
Title:

2

R E S O L U T I O N #R21-41
CERTIFICATION OF CLOSED MEETING
WHEREAS,

the Williamsburg Area Transit Authority Board of Directors of the has convened in
a closed session on this date pursuant to an affirmative recorded vote and in
accordance with the provisions of the Freedom of Information Act; and

WHEREAS,

Section 2.2-3712 of the Code of Virginia requires a certification by the Board that
such closed session was conducted in conformity with Virginia law.

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Board of Directors of the Williamsburg Area Transit
Authority hereby certifies that, to the best of each member’s knowledge: i) only
public business matters lawfully exempted from open meeting requirements by
Virginia law were discussed in closed session to which this certification resolution
applies; and ii) only such public business matters as were identified in the
motion(s) convening closed session were heard, discussed, or considered by the
Board.

_____________________________
Mark Bellamy
Chair
ATTEST:
________________________________
Zach Trogdon
Secretary
Adopted by the Board of Directors, Williamsburg Area Transit Authority this 16th
day of June 2021.
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